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1 Introduction

Regarding an issue from different perspectives can lead to an enlightening enrichment of
existing views and pave the way for stimulating discussions. In organic semiconductor
based electronic devices the challenge of seeing things from different viewpoints is obvi-
ously posed since organic materials and metal surfaces necessarily touch at metal-organic
interfaces. These can include polymers and π-conjugated molecules who themselves of-
ten form hetero-organic interfaces in organic electronic devices such as organic light
emitting diodes or organic photovoltaics [1–8]. Many advantages have been attributed
to this rather new class of devices compared to the traditional anorganic semiconductor
based electronics. These are for example improved light absorption and emission as well
as lighter and more flexible mechanical structure in combination with lower production
costs. Which of these promising aspects will actually be achieved in everyday life prod-
ucts will, among other things, also depend on finding answers for fundamental research
questions. One of these questions deals with charge transport across metal-organic and
hetero-organic interfaces. For that charge transfer (CT) in the ground state as well as
dynamical CT as a reaction on an excitation is an important issue. The latter dynamical
effect can be investigated either with pump probe techniques or with resonant photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (RPES). The former require precise control of the time delay between
the excitation (pump) and the measurement pulse (probe) while the latter takes advan-
tage of the core hole lifetime as an internal clock to which a CT time can be compared.
The existence of this core hole does modify the dynamical reaction of the total interface
system with respect to an excitation only within the valence band, i.e. optical adsorp-
tion. However, the comparison of different systems and to other experimental techniques
allows to extract valuable information for charge transport phenomena. With the core-
hole-clock technique it is in principal possible to study CT on a femtosecond [9, 10]
and even an attosecond time scale [11–13]. In order to perform such an investigation
at a hetero-organic interface several prerequisites need to be fulfilled. First of all a well
defined hetero-organic interface is required since a complicated spectroscopic technique
like RPES will almost certainly pose many questions that might not be answerable for
an interface system which is inhomogeneous or for which the geometric structure itself
is not sufficiently known. This matter can be dealt with by investigating extensively
studied model systems because for these the desired structural information either already
exists or can be gained in satisfactory detail. Hence I choose π-conjugated molecules
on single crystal surfaces since for these materials the formation of a well ordered inter-
face appears to be more likely than for polymers and polycrystalline surfaces. Finding a
proper hetero-molecular interface (vertical [14–24] or lateral [25–32]) consisting of these
model systems will constitute the first part of this thesis. The second part will start with
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the identification of criteria for a CT analysis with RPES. This demands an RPES study
of homo-molecular multilayer and molecule-metal interface systems. The knowledge
gained by this study can then be applied to the identified well defined hetero-molecular
interface. For both the characterization of hetero-molecular interfaces and the attempt
to understand RPES of the homo-molecular systems a decision about the initially men-
tioned perspective needs to be made. Whether molecules on metal surfaces should be
described within established concepts of molecular or solid state physics is not entirely
clear at this point. Both viewpoints can be justified but throughout this thesis it will be-
come more and more evident that switching the perspective and taking advantage of both
concepts is necessary for an advancement in the understanding of the applied techniques
and the investigated systems.

In chapter 2 the theoretical concepts which lay the foundation for the following discus-
sion of the experimental data are presented. Hereby the theory of the used experimental
techniques photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), near edge x-ray absorption fine structure
(NEXAFS) spectroscopy, and RPES is briefly introduced. Thereafter the theory of the
excitation of molecular vibrations in RPES is illustrated in more detail in subsection
2.1.4. This molecular physics concept will allow to relate part of the RPES data of chap-
ter 5 to RPES data of small molecules in the gas phase and enable a comparative discus-
sion. In section 2.2 the Molecular Gunnarsson-Schönhammer theory is introduced. This
theory is derived from solid state physics concepts. In this work it is employed to con-
nect core level and valence PES and to demonstrate a direct correspondence of the two
techniques which is used in chapter 4 to assign specific states to features in valence PES
data. This assignment relies on the fingerprint approach analysis for which the Molecu-
lar Gunnarsson-Schönhammer theory also constitutes the theoretical basis. Therein the
core level PES data of hetero-molecular systems is reproduced with reference spectra
of homo-molecular systems that can be seen as true fingerprints. The thereby identi-
fied contributions to the core level PES data also need to be present in the valence PES
data due to the direct correspondence of both techniques. Furthermore, the potential of
the fingerprint approach analysis of core level PES data for a structural characteriza-
tion of hetero-molecular films on metal surfaces is explicitly shown with data of model
systems. The investigations of hetero-molecular systems on Ag surfaces in chapter 4 uti-
lizes this way of comparative core level data analysis to unambiguously determine which
molecule is in direct contact to the Ag surface and which one is situated in higher lay-
ers. Other surface sensitive techniques like scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and
low energy electron diffraction (LEED) can provide analogue information. However,
for a system without long range order LEED will not be able to do so. Moreover, STM
measurements of hetero-molecular systems are experimentally quite demanding and usu-
ally require very low measurement temperatures (liquid He cooled). Consequently, this
work demonstrates the power of the fingerprint approach analysis for the characteriza-
tion of hetero-molecular films on metal substrates. In addition to this, the Molecular
Gunnarsson-Schönhammer theory is the foundation for the Molecular Cluster Model
which evolves from the former theory through a simplification. In section 2.3 a common
description of PES, NEXAFS spectroscopy, and RPES is introduced within this Molec-
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ular Cluster Model. Since this theoretical treatment is only established in solid state
physics and thus quite uncommon for molecular systems it is presented in some detail.
It is used in subsection 5.3.1 for a quantitative consistency check of the assignment of
a particular final state to a metal-organic interface feature and to relate this feature to
CT. After that the Molecular Cluster Model is transformed into a multichannel model
which is closer to the established concept of CT during the time scale of the lifetime
of an intermediate state. In this case it is also a question of the perspective whether a
quantum mechanical superposition or several channels are considered for the theoretical
description of the same process.

All experimental information necessary for the discussion of the data in chapters 4 and 5
is summarized in chapter 3. The main result of the fingerprint approach analysis of
hetero-molecular systems in chapter 4 is the identification of two hetero-organic in-
terfaces which are suitable for a subsequent analysis with RPES. These are the lateral
hetero-molecular system CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) and the vertical hetero-molecular sys-
tem CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (for details about the molecules of these systems see
section 3.2). During the search for these systems additional information on the stability
and instability of hetero-molecular films at 300 K and at elevated temperatures (420–
570 K) is gained for a large number of systems. This information is discussed in section
4.3 in the context of molecule-metal and molecule-molecule interactions and their impor-
tance for the energy balance of a hetero-molecular film. The initial RPES investigations
of homo-molecular systems in chapter 5 deal with the hν dependent intensity variation
of features in the RPES data and the hν dependent line-shape evolution of energetically
separable molecular orbital signals. The latter does also influence the discussion of CT
related features since an alternative interpretation of the observed hν dependence in-
cludes such features. However, the comprehensive analysis of the large data set allows
to exclude this explanation and favors a description of the effect with the excitation of
molecular vibrations [33]. The desired CT analysis with RPES of hetero-molecular in-
terfaces is then performed in section 5.4 for the systems identified in chapter 4. None of
the features related to dynamical CT in section 5.3 can be used in section 5.4 to confirm
such dynamical CT at one of the hetero-molecular interfaces. From the point of view of
the RPES data it appears that in the system CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) the molecule-metal
interaction dominates while in the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) no significant
hybridization at the CuPc-PTCDA interface takes place.

So far the perspective of solid state physics concepts described in this work could not
be introduced into the literature on RPES applied to π-conjugated molecules on metal
substrates. Merely the molecular concept based explanation of the hν dependent line-
shape evolution of molecular orbital signals and its modification on different surfaces has
been published in Ref. [33].
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2 Theoretical concepts

In this chapter I introduce the theoretical concepts that will later on be used as a basis
for the discussion of the data in chapters 4 and 5. First I give a brief overview of the ba-
sic theory of the applied experimental techniques of photoelectron spectroscopy (PES),
near edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy, and resonant photo-
electron spectroscopy (RPES). For the latter the issue of the excitation of vibrations is
discussed in a separate subsection. In the following sections 2.2 and 2.3 I will present two
possible approaches to treat electronic excitations in the final states of the discussed ex-
perimental techniques. In section 2.2 I construct a Molecular Gunnarsson-Schönhammer
Hamiltonian which constitutes the basis for the fingerprint approach I will use in chapter
4 for analyzing hetero-molecular films on metal substrates. Starting from the Molecular
Gunnarsson-Schönhammer Hamiltonian I will then develop a Molecular Cluster Model
theory in section 2.3. The formulas deduced in this section relate the signals observed
in the experimental techniques used in this work to Cluster Model parameters. This
allows a consistent treatment of valence PES, core level PES, NEXAFS spectroscopy
and RPES within a common set of parameters that originate from the Molecular Cluster
Model Hamiltonian.

2.1 Basic theory of the applied experimental
techniques

From the experimentalists point of view RPES is performing PES with a photon energy
(hν) close to or equal to an energy necessary to resonantly excite an electron from a core
level into a previously unoccupied valence orbital. This is the energy region which is in-
vestigated in NEXAFS spectroscopy. So in order to introduce the theoretical background
of RPES I first give a brief introduction to direct PES and NEXAFS spectroscopy. A de-
tailed treatment of the former is given in Refs. [34, 35] while the latter is extensively
discussed in Ref. [36]. Furthermore, the following description of PES clarifies the ap-
proaches given in sections 2.2 and 2.3 of this chapter.
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2.1.1 Photoelectron spectroscopy

PES is based on the photoelectric effect [37] which describes the excitation of bound
electrons in any form of matter into vacuum by a photon. The kinetic energy (EK) of the
emitted photoelectrons is measured and their binding energy (EB) is given by

EK = hν−|EB|−Φ (2.1)

Hereby Φ is the work function of a solid. In time dependent first order perturbation the-
ory [38] the transition probability w from an initial state Ψi to a final state Ψ f of an N
electron system can be described by Fermi‘s golden rule [34, 35, 39]

w ∝
2π

h̄

∣∣〈Ψ f (N)
∣∣H ′∣∣Ψi(N)

〉∣∣2 δ
(
E f −Ei−hν

)
(2.2)

where H ′ is the perturbation operator and Ei and E f are the energies of the states Ψi and
Ψ f , respectively. H ′ describes the photon field which excites an electron from the ini-
tial state orbital φi,k into a photoelectron final state with the wave function φ f ,EK . In
order to give a simple discussion of the PES process Ψi(N) is written as a product
of the active one-electron orbital φi,k and the remaining N − 1 electron wave function
Ψk

i (N−1)
Ψi(N) =C ·φi,k ·Ψk

i (N−1) (2.3)

with the operator C that ensures antisymmetry of the (fermionic) wave function. The in-
dex k represents a quantum number that labels the active orbital φi,k which is not included
in the N−1 electron wave function Ψk

i (N−1). In the final state such a factorization of
the N electron wave function is known as the sudden approximation. It is based on the
assumption that the photoelectron does not interact with the remaining N− 1 electron
system. So the final state is written as

Ψ f (N) =C ·φ f ,EK ·Ψ
k
f (N−1) (2.4)

The photocurrent I can then be written as a sum over all initial states i, final states f and
orbitals with quantum number k in w given in Eq. 2.2. Additionally, a summation over
possible excitations s in the final state Ψk

f ,s(N−1) has to be performed if an interaction
of the photohole with the remaining N− 1 electrons is not neglected. Hence with the
wave functions of Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4 inserted into w of Eq. 2.2 the photocurrent takes
the form

I ∝ ∑
f ,i,k

∣∣〈φ f ,EK

∣∣H ′∣∣φi,k
〉∣∣2︸ ︷︷ ︸

PES matrix element

·∑
s

∣∣∣〈Ψ
k
f ,s(N−1) |Ψk

i (N−1)
〉∣∣∣2 δ

(
E f −Ei−hν

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

spectral function

(2.5)

The first part of I is called the PES matrix element. It describes the PES intensity of
different orbitals k and effects of the light polarization and sample orientation in a partic-
ular measurement geometry of light incidence, sample, and detector. The second part is
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usually referred to as the spectral function. Its first part, the matrix element of the N−1
electron wave functions Ψ takes the excitations s into account. Hence each PES signal of
orbital k is accompanied by s satellite features whose relative intensities are governed by
the particular matrix element. The theoretical approaches in the following sections 2.2
and 2.3 concentrate on such satellite excitations in the PES spectrum. The second part of
the spectral function is the delta function which takes care of the conservation of energy
in the PES process.

2.1.2 Near edge x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy

The theoretical description of NEXAFS spectroscopy can also be performed on the basis
of Eq. 2.5. In contrast to PES the final state in NEXAFS spectroscopy is not a product
of a photolelectron with a wave function φ f ,EK and the remaining N− 1 electron wave
function as in Eq. 2.4. Here the electron from the active orbital φi,k is resonantly excited
into a previously unoccupied orbital φ f ,k′ . In NEXAFS spectroscopy the probability of
such a resonant absorption of a photon depending on hν is measured by the detection of
a signal produced by the decay of the unstable final state.

2.1.3 Resonant photoelectron spectroscopy

In part of the literature on RPES the term RPES is used exclusively for the emergence
of actual resonance effects [40, 41] which can occur in PES spectra when hν is tuned
over an electronic transition in NEXAFS spectroscopy. As stated in the beginning of this
section I will use the term more loosely. Whenever PES is performed with an hν close
to or matching a NEXAFS resonance (a peak in the NEXAFS spectrum which corre-
sponds to one or more electronic transitions) I will call it RPES. When hν is far below a
NEXAFS resonance I will use the term PES or in a comparison to RPES explicitly uti-
lize the wording direct or off-resonant PES. The theoretical description of RPES is more
complicated than the above given treatment of PES. In the latter a single matrix element
(see Eq. 2.2) is the starting point for the following simplifications while for the former
the involvement of an intermediate state has to be considered. This requires multiple
matrix elements in a theoretical description of the additional channels that produce pho-
toelectrons. Additionally, the simultaneous contribution of the direct PES term and the
additional terms at resonance can lead to interference effects in RPES. This constitutes
a further complication of the theoretical treatment. In the following I will give a short
summary of the two major theoretical approaches with selected examples from literature
and discuss their relation.

A possible formalism used for the calculation of RPES is based on the work of Fano
[42]. In the center of this approach the consequences of an energetic overlap of a contin-
uous and a discrete final state are theoretically investigated and the analogy to scattering
theory is discussed. An application of the results of this work to RPES on metals can
for example be found in Refs. [43–45]. Hereby the final state of direct PES constitutes
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the energetically continuous state of the Fano picture and the final state of the (reso-
nant) Auger decay represents the energetically discrete state. The application of the
Fano picture for these metallic solids is obviously reasonable since it properly predicts
the observed antiresonance in the constant initial state (CIS) spectra which originates
from the interference of the discrete Auger channel and the continuous PES channel.
In Ref. [46] it is shown that a Fano contribution is included in the formula used for
example in Refs. [9, 40, 41] (see Eq. (762) in Ref. [46] and discussion that follows).
The formula used in Refs. [9, 40, 41] to describe RPES consists of a sum of a direct
PES matrix element analogous to Eq. 2.2 and a term of the same form as the Kramers-
Heisenberg formula [47] in the square of their absolute value (see Eq. 2.6). In this ap-
proach the interference appears in the cross terms of the two parts [40, 41, 46] and in
general the intensity variation of a CIS signal is a mixture of a Fano and a Lorentzian
contribution [46]. For discrete intermediate states that are energetically well separated
this can be explicitly shown. In this case the scattering amplitude τ f i can be written as
[46] ∣∣τ f i

∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣∣A+
B+ iC
ε + iΓ

2

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=
(Aε +B)2 +

(
Γ

2 A+C
)2

ε2 +
(

Γ

2

)2 (2.6)

Hereby A, B, and C are real, Γ is the (real) lifetime width, and ε denotes the ener-
getic difference of the initial and the intermediate state. With Eq. 2.6 the two extreme
cases can be discussed. For A = 0 (no direct PES contribution) a pure Lorentzian
line-shape is obtained while for Γ

2 A+C = 0 Eq. 2.6 describes a pure Fano line-shape
(
∣∣τ f i
∣∣2 ∝ (q+ ε)2 /

(
ε2 +1

)
[42, 46]). Hence the physics of the Fano approach is imbed-

ded in the formula given in Refs. [9, 40, 41]. The theoretical treatment in Refs. [9, 40, 41]
has the advantage that it has a rather easily interpretable form for the discussion of the
excitation of molecular vibrations. Hence I will use this form in subsection 2.1.4. Elec-
tronic resonance effects are also found in RPES data of molecules [48, 49] and treated
theoretically within the Fano approach (or the analogous scattering theory). For fur-
ther details about the calculation of RPES I would like to refer the reader to the above
given references. A detailed discussion of electronic resonance effects in RPES seems
useless at this point. So far, to my best knowledge, these have not been reported for
the π-conjugated molecules investigated in this work. Furthermore, full RPES calcula-
tions for such large molecules (analogous to the references given above) are to my best
knowledge not possible at this point.

In the previous paragraph RPES is discussed as a coherent and energy conserving one-
step process. The involvement of an intermediate state must not be interpreted as a
picture of two separated steps of excitation and deexcitation. Such a two-step process
is a proper picture when hν is larger than the core level ionization potential, i.e. a core
hole is created by direct PES and a photoelectron is excited into vacuum. Then the
entire RPES process consists of direct PES and the subsequent (regular) Auger decay
and can be described in two separated steps. In this case the emitted electron will be
an Auger electron and hence remain at constant EK . So for the deexcitation in this
two-step process I will consequently use the term Auger decay throughout this work.
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When hν is smaller than the core level ionization potential it is a question of localization
of the excited electron whether the RPES process is coherent or incoherent and thus
energy conserving or not energy conserving, respectively. The former scenario is for
example found for RPES of metals where the electron is exited into a localized f-orbital
[45, 50, 51]. Here strongly resonantly enhanced signals at constant EB are observed in
the valence regime when hν is tuned over a NEXAFS resonance. In contrast to that
the resonant excitation of an electron into a delocalized d-band of a metal results in an
enhancement of a valence signal that disperses with constant EK on an EB scale [40, 52–
54]. So delocalization of the electron excited in an electronic transition in NEXAFS
spectroscopy leads to a non energy conserving process since the excess energy of the
photon does not lead to a higher EK of the emitted electron. Thus the delocalization
of the excited electron results in the same dissipation of energy as if this electron was
excited into vacuum. For the localized RPES process on the other hand the energy of
the excited electron is translated to the emitted electron which leads to a conservation
of energy for the full RPES process. A proper term to describe both possible processes
with hν smaller than the core level ionization potential is autoionization. For adsorbates
on metal substrates the case of intermediate localization has been observed [11–13, 55].
Consequently, both a signal that disperses with constant EK and a signal that remains
at constant EB are found. The issue of localization and delocalization is discussed as
charge transfer (CT) in these systems because delocalization from the adsorbate can be
interpreted as transfer of the excited electron into the substrate. A quantitative extraction
of relative intensities of the two signals can be used for a quantitative determination of
CT times with respect to the core hole lifetime of the particular RPES process [9]. The
application of this so-called core-hole-clock technique to π-conjugated molecules will
be discussed in the introductory part of chapter 5.

2.1.4 Excitation of molecular vibrations in resonant
photoelectron spectroscopy

The application of PES and NEXAFS spectroscopy to molecules allows to observe the
excitation of molecular vibrations in the final state [34, 36]. For these techniques this
excitation of vibrations accompanying electronic transitions can be explained within the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation [56] and by the Franck-Condon principle [34, 36]
through the overlap of nuclear wave functions of the initial and the final state. Hereby
the character of the initial and final state potential energy surfaces results in character-
istic nuclear wave functions which govern the magnitude of the particular overlap inte-
grals. The relative values of these so-called Franck-Condon factors manifest themselves
in the observed relative intensities of excited vibrational states. A detailed derivation
and schematic pictures describing the Franck-Condon scheme for PES can be found in
Refs. [57–59] and for NEXAFS spectroscopy in Refs. [60, 61]. For small molecules
in the gas phase separated single vibrational final states can be observed in PES [62]
and NEXAFS spectra [63]. Due to several broadening mechanisms [57, 58], the si-
multaneous excitation of many vibrational modes, and the possibility of a coupling in
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between them this is usually not possible for π-conjugated molecules [64–66]. How-
ever, an effective single mode analysis can be performed for those systems [57–59, 64,
67].

In RPES additional effects can be involved in the excitation of molecular vibrations
with respect to PES and NEXAFS spectroscopy. First of all the validity of the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation can be limited and vibronic and electronic excitations might
no longer be separable. For a theoretical treatment of RPES within a time dependent
Kramers-Heisenberg formalism covering such effects in N2 I would like to refer the
reader to Ref. [68]. Furthermore, analogue to the electronic interference effects dis-
cussed in subsection 2.1.3 there is the possibility for vibronic interference through cross
terms of the direct PES term and the resonant term given in Eq. 2.7. However, both of the
just mentioned effects are beyond the scope of this work and will not be considered in the
analysis of the RPES data of π-conjugated molecules in section 5.2.

The excitation of molecular vibrations observed in this work will be discussed in com-
parison to small molecules since calculations for the actually investigated systems are
not available and, to my best knowledge, not possible at this point. The investigation
of vibrational excitations in small molecules by RPES is based on a formula originating
from Eq. (762) in Ref. [46]. After neglecting the direct PES term and a factorization
of the electronic and the vibronic part of the total wave functions (Born-Oppenheimer
approximation) the intensity I f (hν) of the vibrational final state | f 〉 as a function of hν

is given by [62]

I f (hν) ∝ M(hν)

∣∣∣∣∣∑n

〈 f | n〉〈n| 0〉
hν− (En−E0)− iΓ

2

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(2.7)

Here M is a function of hν (Eexc in Ref. [62]) which describes the profile of the exciting
photon beam. En and E0 are the energies of the intermediate vibrational state |n〉 and the
initial vibrational state |0〉, respectively. Γ denotes the energetic width (lifetime broad-
ening) of the excited state. The intensity of one electronic final state measured in RPES
I(EK) as a function of EK (Eemi in Ref. [62]) is then obtained by a sum over all f as
[62]

I(EK) ∝ ∑
f

I f [hν− (E f −E0)] (2.8)

Considering this equation together with Eq. 2.7 it becomes obvious that the excitation of
vibrations in RPES depends on hν . This means that for different hν a different intensity
of a particular final state vibrational excitation is produced in RPES. If the vibrational
contributions can be resolved they will be visible in the RPES data as separated peaks
whose relative intensities within an electronic final state signal will change for different
hν . For overlapping vibrational contributions their envelope and hence the line-shape of
the electronic final state shows such a dependence on hν .

Eq. 2.7 can be expanded and separated into two parts [62]. The first part only consists
of transitions that include a single vibrational intermediate state |n〉 while the second
term includes cross terms which stem from a nonvanishing energetic overlap of different
|n〉. This second term is responsible for the effect called lifetime vibrational interfer-
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ence [62, 69] and will be discussed at the end of this paragraph. First I only consider
the consequence of the first term which has no contribution of vibronic interference. In
the first term the intensity distribution among the vibronic final states for a particular
hν is governed by the Franck-Condon factors of the vibronic intermediate state and the
vibronic final states. In other words the matrix elements 〈 f | n〉 determine the intensities
of the different vibrational excitations in the final state. Here a particular state |n〉 is
produced by the excitation (〈n| 0〉) and thus depends on hν . Hence for a different hν a
different |n〉 is realized and a characteristic set of Franck-Condon factors results from the
matrix elements 〈 f | n〉. So the observed vibronic excitations in RPES undergo an evolu-
tion with changing hν that is a consequence of two Franck-Condon matrix elements. For
schematic diagrams illustrating this mechanism for a single vibrational mode see Figs. 3
and 5 in Ref. [70]. Considering the second term (vibronic interference term) leads to
deviations from this simple double Franck-Condon picture. A helpful analogy is given
by a the famous double slit experiment (for example chapter 2.1 in Ref. [38]). There it
is also an interference term which produces a deviation from the simple superposition of
intensities of both slits. Similarly the energetic overlap of two neighboring intermediate
vibronic states results in an interference effect in the excitation of vibrational final states.
If the lifetime broadening Γ is larger than the energetic separation of the intermediate
vibronic states two neighboring vibronic states will be simultaneously exited. Conse-
quently, the relative intensities of the vibrations exited in the final state are changed
with respect to the ones given by the pure double Franck-Condon mechanism in the first
term. The magnitude of this lifetime vibrational interference effect for small molecules is
shown through a comparison of calculations including and excluding this effect [62, 69].
The larger influence of this effect on RPES spectra of O2 with respect to N2 and CO at
the carbon K-edge is explained by the larger lifetime broadening of the core hole in the
oxygen atom [69]. This means that a change in the lifetime broadening of a core hole in a
molecule can have an influence on the line-shape of an electronic final state measured in
RPES. For example the adsorption on a metal surface can lead to such a variation of hole
lifetime broadening for π-conjugated molecules [59]. Note that the effect of lifetime vi-
brational interference is a consequence of the form of Eq. 2.7 and hence of mathematical
origin in the above discussion. For a discussion of the effect based on a wave packet
concept I would like to refer the reader to Ref. [69].

2.2 From the Gunnarsson-Schönhammer theory to
the fingerprint approach analysis of
hetero-molecular systems

A possible approach for the theoretical description of PES is given by the Gunnarsson-
Schönhammer theory [71, 72]. It is based on the single impurity Anderson model [73]
and was originally used to calculate core level and valence PES spectra of metal com-
pounds with localized valence orbitals [74, 75]. Thereby the metal atom is treated as
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a single impurity coupled to a delocalized metallic background while a coupling to an-
other metal atom is not taken into account. Core level and valence PES spectra are
calculated with the same set of parameters that characterize the material. Thus there
is a direct correspondence of core level and valence PES spectra of a particular mate-
rial since both are determined by the Hamiltonian which includes the same parameters.
This direct correspondence between core level and valence PES is of special interest
for my work on metal-organic interface systems. It will be discussed explicitly for two
molecular model systems after the introduction of the Hamiltonian that describes the
molecule-metal interface. For metal compounds the analysis of the core level PES spec-
tra allows to deduce parameters of the valence band region such as the occupation of a
particular level and the coupling parameter between the localized orbital and the metallic
band [72, 74–76]. The reason for the possibility of investigating valence band proper-
ties by core level PES is given by the reaction of the valence region to the creation of
the core hole. Hence the character of the valence band is imprinted on the core level
spectrum.

The Gunnarsson-Schönhammer theory [71, 72] can be applied to π-conjugated molecules
adsorbed on metal surfaces when the molecule is treated as a single impurity and the
metal s-p bands are seen as a metallic background coupled to the valence orbitals of the
molecule. Analogous to the Gunnarsson-Schönhammer Hamiltonian [71, 72] I can write
down a Hamiltonian for the single impurity molecule-metal interface system in second
quantization [77] as

HMGS =∑
k,σ

εknk,σ + ∑
m,σ

εmnm,σ + εc ∑
σ

nc,σ + ∑
m,k,σ

Vk,m

(
c†

k,σ cm,σ + c†
m,σ ck,σ

)
+

1
2 ∑

m,σ 6=m′,σ ′
Um,m′nm,σ nm′,σ ′−Um,c

(
2−∑

σ

nc,σ

)
∑
m,σ

nm,σ

(2.9)

The subscript MGS stands for Molecular Gunnarsson-Schönhammer, ε is a single parti-
cle energy, n the number operator, c† the creation operator and c the annihilation oper-
ator. The subscript k represents a state of the metal s-p band, m stands for a molecular
orbital, c for the molecular core level from which PES is performed and σ denotes the
spin. Hence Vk,m is the hopping matrix element of the molecular orbital m to the metal
s-p band state k, Um,m′ is the Coulomb repulsion of the molecular orbitals m and m′ and
Um,c the Coulomb attraction of the hole in the core level c and the electron in the molec-
ular orbital m. For the π-conjugated molecules investigated in this work each of the
above considered terms can be justified by experimental observations. The existence of
a non vanishing Vk,m is demonstrated by the observation of a (partially) occupied lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in valence PES and tunneling spectroscopy [78–
83]. If Vk,m was vanishing the molecule would be isolated and hence the feature with
the smallest EB in the valence regime would be the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) signal. Moreover, differences between the line-shape of core level PES spectra
of molecules adsorbed on a metal surface with respect to the corresponding multilayer
are observed (see Fig. 2.1 and Refs. [18, 78, 83–85]). This can be explained by the
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emergence of satellite peaks in addition to the main peak in the case of the molecule-
metal interface which points towards the involvement of a Um,c (and a Vk,m) of significant
magnitude [84]. The existence of a Um,m′ of a relevant size is shown by the finding
of a Kondo resonance for several π-conjugated molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces
[86–91].

From a mathematical viewpoint the direct correspondence of valence PES and core level
PES can be explained with the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.9 and the photocurrent of a PES mea-
surement given by Eq. 2.5. A particular set of parameters of the Hamiltonian (HMGS)
results in characteristic eigenfunctions (Ψk

f ,s and Ψk
i ) and eigenenergies (E f and Ei). The

former determine the intensities of the signals in the PES spectrum while the latter are
responsible for the energies (EK or EB) of these signals. Considering the terms in the
Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.9 this direct correspondence can be discussed in a more intuitive
way. The Coulomb attraction Um,c triggers a characteristic reaction of the valence or-
bitals when a core hole is created. Similarly Um,m′ forces the valence orbitals to react on
a valence hole. Hence a particular occupation of the valence orbitals results in both a
characteristic core level and valence PES spectrum. Through the coupling of the molec-
ular orbitals to the metal substrate states and the energy cost Um,m′ for transferring an
additional charge onto the molecule in combination with the single particle energies εm
and εk the occupation of the valence orbitals is determined. Consequently, the valence
PES and core level PES spectra are characteristic for a molecule-metal interface sys-
tem. This means that the same molecule adsorbed on another metal substrate can exhibit
significantly different PES spectra.

The explicit discussion of the direct correspondence between core level and valence PES
is given with the examples of CuPc in Fig. 2.1 and PTCDA in Fig. 2.2 (for details about
these molecules see section 3.2). In Fig. 2.1 core level and valence PES spectra are
displayed for a CuPc multilayer and CuPc adsorbed on different metal substrates. The
multilayer sample serves as a reference for vanishing couping to metal states because
CuPc is in a pure homo-molecular environment. In this scenario the valence PES spec-
trum (Fig. 2.1(b)) shows no LUMO signal. Hence the line-shape of the C1s core level
spectrum of the CuPc multilayer is a characteristic line-shape that goes together with
no LUMO signal in valence PES. The C1s core level spectrum of the submonolayer
(sub-ML) of CuPc on Au(111) in Fig. 2.1(a) exhibits the same line-shape (within mea-
surement accuracy) as the CuPc multilayer. As expected no LUMO signal is observed in
the valence PES spectrum of a sub-ML of CuPc on Au(111) in Fig. 2.1(b). The shift in
EB between the PES spectra of the CuPc multilayer and the sub-ML CuPc on Au(111)
can be explained by the different work functions of Au(111) and Ag(111) [34]. The
latter is the substrate of the multilayer sample. Since such systems mainly align their
energetic levels to the vacuum level [92–95] the larger work function of Au(111) leads
to the observed energetic shift to smaller EB. In contrast to the valence PES spectra of
the multilayer and sub-ML on Au(111) the CuPc monolayer (ML) sample on Ag(111) in
Fig. 2.1(b) shows a LUMO signal at the Fermi energy (EF ). As expected from the Molec-
ular Gunnarsson-Schönhammer Hamiltonian HMGS in Eq. 2.9 the observed change in
valence PES goes along with a significantly altered line-shape of the C1s core level PES
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of C1s core level PES spectra and valence PES spectra of CuPc.
(a) C1s core level spectra of a CuPc multilayer sample together with a sub-ML sample
on Au(111) and ML samples on Ag(111) and Ag(110). The spectra are scaled to similar
intensities for better comparability of the line-shape. For the sub-ML on Au(111) a power
law background is subtracted while for the other spectra no background correction is per-
formed. (b) Valence PES spectra of the corresponding samples in panel (a). The vertical
line denotes EF .

spectrum. Moreover, for CuPc adsorbed on Ag(110) a variation in the valence PES spec-
trum with respect to Ag(111) is found in Fig. 2.1(b). A change at the large EB tail of the
HOMO signal for the ML on Ag(111) with respect to Ag(110) is observed. The signal
at EB ≈ 2 eV is assigned to the HOMO-1 split off band in Ref. [82]. Neither a reason
for the decrease of intensity of this signal from Ag(111) to Ag(110) nor the explicit con-
sequences for core level PES can be given here. More importantly, a LUMO signal is
found for 1 ML CuPc/Ag(110) in Fig. 2.1(b). Furthermore, a line-shape variation of
this LUMO signal is observed from Ag(111) to Ag(110). These changes in the valence
PES spectra of CuPc on Ag(110) with respect to Ag(111) are reflected in a different
line-shape of the corresponding C1s core level PES spectra in Fig. 2.1(a). However,
compared to the change observed with respect to the samples without a LUMO signal
in valence PES (multilayer and sub-ML on Au(111)) both core level PES spectra of the
Ag samples can be considered similar. Consequently, it can be concluded that small
changes observed in valence PES go together with small changes in the C1s core level
PES. Strong changes, like the presence or absence of a LUMO signal, on the other hand
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of C1s core level PES spectra and valence PES spectra of PTCDA
adsorbed on Ag. (a) C1s core level spectra of PTCDA adsorbed on Ag(111) and Ag(110)
in two different phases for each substrate. The spectra are scaled to similar intensities for
better comparability of the line-shape. The C1s core level PES spectrum of the precursor
sub-ML on Ag(111) is taken from Ref. [96]. (b) Valence PES spectra of the corresponding
samples in panel (a). The vertical line denotes EF . The feature at higher EB than the
HOMO for the precursor sub-ML on Ag(111) is a Ag4d satellite produced by He Iβ
radiation. The valence PES spectrum of the precursor sub-ML on Ag(111) is taken from
Ref. [79].

go together with strong changes in the C1s core level PES line-shape. So line-shapes of
C1s core level PES spectra similar to the ones of 1 ML CuPc on Ag(111) and Ag(110)
are the characteristic line-shapes that correspond to valence PES spectra with a LUMO
signal. The discussed example of the model molecule CuPc shows that the expected di-
rect correspondence of valence PES and core level PES exists for molecular systems of
π-conjugated molecules.

The direct correspondence between valence PES and core level PES is also obvious for
the model molecule PTCDA. Analog to CuPc the emergence of a LUMO signal in va-
lence PES manifests itself in a characteristic line-shape of the C1s core level PES spec-
trum that differs substantially from the line-shape of the corresponding PES spectrum of
a multilayer sample [78]. However, with PTCDA the magnitude of the consequences of
changes in core level PES spectra for valence PES spectra (and vice versa) can be inves-
tigated in more detail. This investigation is possible because different structural phases
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can be prepared for PTCDA on Ag(111) [79] and Ag(110) [97–99]. Hence not only the
influence of a different surface but also the influence of a different structure on the same
surface on the PES spectra can be discussed. The differences in the line-shapes of the
C1s core level PES spectra in Fig. 2.2(a) are changes of the relative intensities of the two
peaks of the most intense signal at EB ≈ 284.5 eV, the emergence of a shoulder at the
tailing edge of this signal, and EB shifts in the order of 100−300 meV. These differences
go together with EB shifts of the molecular orbital signals in the order of 100−300 meV
in the valence PES spectra in Fig. 2.2(b).

The findings of Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 could be used for the analysis of hetero-organic systems
on metal substrates if certain requirements were fulfilled. These are discussed in the
following. The characteristic line-shape of PES spectra of the molecule-metal interface
systems originates form their particular set of parameters in the Molecular Gunnarsson-
Schönhammer Hamiltonian HMGS in Eq. 2.9. Only if a molecule at the hetero-molecular
interface and at the molecule-metal interface can be described by the same Hamiltonian
and with a similar set of parameters the line-shapes of the corresponding PES spectra
will be similar. Otherwise different line-shapes of the PES spectra are expected for a
molecule in direct contact to the metal surface and those at a hetero-organic interface. If
a molecule at such an interface and in the homo-molecular multilayer can be described
by the same Hamiltonian and a similar set of parameters the line-shapes of PES spectra
of all equal molecules not in direct contact to the metal surface will be similar. In this
case the PES spectra of the particular homo-molecular multilayer can serve as a reference
spectrum to reproduce the PES signals of all equal molecules not in direct contact to the
metal surface. In any case PES spectra of the homo-molecular molecule-metal interface
can be used as a reference spectrum that reproduces the PES signals of the corresponding
molecules which are in direct contact to the metal surface. So the first requirement
for a significant reproduction of a PES spectrum of a hetero-organic system on a metal
substrate is a substantially different line-shape of the PES spectra of each molecule in
the first and in higher layers. The second requirement is a substantially different line-
shape of the PES spectra of the different molecules in the first and in higher layers. In
other words the PES spectra of molecule A must be distinguishable from the PES spectra
of molecule B in the first and in higher layers. The third requirement is a similar line-
shape of the PES spectra of each molecule at a hetero-molecular and a homo-molecular
interface. If a hetero-molecular interface does not exist in a system the fulfillment of this
third requirement will be unnecessary. The first and the second requirement are fulfilled
for the C1s core level PES spectra of CuPc and PTCDA on an Ag(111) and an Ag(110)
surface (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 and Ref. [78]). The fulfillment of the third requirement
can be discussed with the actual C1s core level PES measurement of the hetero-organic
system of CuPc and PTCDA on the Ag(111) or Ag(110) surface. In chapter 4 it will be
shown that this third requirement is either fulfilled for CuPc and PTCDA on Ag(111)
or does not need to be fulfilled. Furthermore, the fulfillment of all three requirements
is demonstrated for other molecules in chapter 4. All these molecules have in common
that a LUMO signal is observed in direct valence PES for the molecule-Ag interface
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while this signal is absent in the valence PES spectra of a homo-molecular and a hetero-
molecular multilayer.

In the case of the fulfillment of all three requirements the manifold of peaks in an energy
range of 5− 10 eV in the C1s core level PES spectra has the character of a true finger-
print for a molecule at a particular interface. Consequently, a significant deconvolution
of C1s core level PES spectra that include two or more contributions is possible. In this
fingerprint approach analysis the measured spectrum is reproduced with a linear com-
bination of reference spectra of the particular homo-molecular samples. A successful
reproduction of all features of the line-shape of the measured C1s core level PES spec-
trum immediately shows which molecule is in direct contact to the metal surface. Hence
the fingerprint approach analysis permits statements about the layer order of the hetero-
organic film on a metal substrate. Furthermore, due to the direct correspondence of core
level and valence PES the fingerprint approach analysis of the C1s core level spectrum
can be used to assign features in the valence PES spectrum. In the case of a hetero-
organic film a direct assignment of the features in a valence PES energy distribution curve
(EDC) through a comparison to the corresponding homo-molecular EDC might be very
difficult. A significant assignment could be hindered by many energetically overlapping
features and possible variations with respect to the corresponding homo-molecular EDC.
The latter could be due to a change in the structure (see Fig. 2.2) which could be induced
by the presence of the other molecule in the hetero-organic system. A similar fingerprint
approach analysis can be performed with angular resolved valence PES spectra [80, 99–
101] if the necessary order in the molecular orientation is realized for a significant decon-
volution of the spectra in k-space. Additionally, the angular intensity distribution must
fulfill the three requirements discussed above. Furthermore, effects of diffuse scattering
and backscattering of photoelectrons must be negligible.

2.3 The molecule-metal interface in a cluster model

The goal of this section is to develop a consistent description of PES, NEXAFS spec-
troscopy and RPES on the basis of the cluster model [102–105] including parameters
analogue to the ones of Eq. 2.9 discussed in section 2.2. Therefor the Molecular Clus-
ter Model Hamiltonian HMCM needs to be written in a matrix form with the particular
chosen basis states. Diagonalization of the HMCM matrix leads to the eigenstates and
the corresponding eigenenergies for the initial state and final state of the particular ex-
periment. With these the energetic separation and intensity ratio of the final states of this
particular experiment are obtained as a function of the cluster model parameters from
HMCM. This approach is a possible way to calculate the matrix elements in the spectral
function given in Eq. 2.5. For each orbital φi,k the intensity ratios and energetic separation
of the s excitations in the final state are obtained in this way. Since this approach is quite
uncommon for π-conjugated molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces I will go through it
in some detail in the following. Most calculations are analogue to Ref. [106] where core
level PES from d-orbitals is discussed. However, the adjustments to the electronic struc-
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ture of molecules results in some differences of the Hamiltonian. Thus after introducing
the Molecular Cluster Model Hamiltonian I give a detailed discussion of all its terms.
Then I will present a general solution for the eigenvalue equation which will then be
used to calculate the energetic separation and the intensity ratio of the signals produced
in valence PES, core level PES, NEXAFS spectroscopy and RPES. In subsection 5.3.1
the theoretical treatment presented in this section will be used for the interpretation of
data on coronene adsorbed on Ag(111). The presented theoretical treatment in this sec-
tion is restricted to a simple two state basis which is chosen for the discussion of this
particular example. However, by considering other states or by extending the basis set
the application to other electronic excitations, which might be important for a different
molecule-metal system, is possible.

2.3.1 The Molecular Cluster Model Hamiltonian

The cluster model Hamiltonian is obtained from the Gunnarsson-Schönhammer Hamil-
tonian by setting the metallic band width to zero [102–105]. Hence the different ener-
gies εk in Eq. 2.9 are transformed into a single energy εM for all metal electrons. The
molecule-metal system is treated as a cluster that consists of a single molecule which is
coupled to several metal ligand atoms with a total of n electrons. For the sake of sim-
plicity only one core level C, the HOMO H and the LUMO L of the molecule will be
considered. The Molecular Cluster Model Hamiltonian HMCM for these orbitals can be
written as

HMCM =εM ∑
M,σ

nM,σ + εH ∑
σ

nH,σ + εL ∑
σ

nL,σ + εC ∑
σ

nC,σ

+VL,M

(
c†

M,σ cL,σ + c†
L,σ cM,σ

)
+VH,M

(
c†

M,σ cH,σ + c†
H,σ cM,σ

)
+UL,LnL,σ nL,σ ′+UH,HnH,σ nH,σ ′+UH,L ∑

σ

nH,σ nL,σ

−UH,C

(
2−∑

σ

nC,σ

)
∑
σ

nH,σ −UL,C

(
2−∑

σ

nC,σ

)
∑
σ

nL,σ

(2.10)

The sums over the molecular orbitals m are written out explicitly for a more transparent
discussion of the cluster model parameters. The first row of Eq. 2.10 consists of the
trivial energy terms of all orbitals. If the orbital is occupied with two electrons in a
state the single particle energy of the orbital will contribute to the total energy twice.
The terms in the second row describe hopping from M to L, M to H and vice versa
for each orbital. The parameters VL,M and VH,M are the hopping matrix elements and
proportional to the overlap of M with L and M with H, respectively. The third row
includes all Coulomb repulsion terms within the molecular orbitals. (At this point these
hopping matrix elements V and Coulomb parameters U are considered to be different.
Simplifying assumptions for their relations will be made in subsection 5.3.1.) The terms
which take the Coulomb attraction of a hole in C and electrons in H and L into account
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are in the fourth row. Each electron in H is attracted by a hole in C with UH,C and each
electron in L is attracted by a hole in C with UL,C.

2.3.2 General calculations

For the description of valence PES, core level PES, NEXAFS spectroscopy and RPES
different sets of basis states are necessary. The one for the initial state (denoted by the
index I) is equal for all techniques while the one for the final state (denoted by the index
F) can differ. For RPES a third state is necessary to describe the involvement of an
intermediate state (denoted by the index Z). In order to use analogous formulas for all
techniques I introduce indexes for the following calculations. The index h stands for
the experimental technique and l denotes the state I, Z, or F . With the particular set of
basis states the Hamiltonian HMCM,h,l is written in matrix form by calculating the energy
eigenvalue of each combination of basis states. The general matrix elements for a two
state basis with the basis states |h, l,0〉 and |h, l,1〉 are

〈h, l,0|HMCM |h, l,0〉= Eh,l

〈h, l,1|HMCM |h, l,1〉= Eh,l +∆h,l

〈h, l,0|HMCM |h, l,1〉=Vh,l

〈h, l,1|HMCM |h, l,0〉=Vh,l

(2.11)

Hereby Eh,l describes the energy of the basis state |h, l,0〉 and ∆h,l the energetic difference
of the basis states |h, l,0〉 and |h, l,1〉. Vh,l can be interpreted as an energetic overlap of
the basis states |h, l,0〉 and |h, l,1〉 which stems from the hopping terms in Eq. 2.10. This
results in the Hamiltonian matrix

HMCM,h,l =

(
Eh,l Vh,l
Vh,l Eh,l +∆h,l

)
(2.12)

In order to diagonalize the matrix in Eq. 2.12 the eigenvalue equation(
HMCM,h,l−λh,l,i ·1

)∣∣Ψh,l
〉
= 0 (2.13)

needs to be solved. Here 1 denotes the unity matrix,
∣∣Ψh,l

〉
is the eigenvector of experi-

ment h and state l and λh,l,i stands for the corresponding eigenenergy. The index i = 0,1
names the two different eigenenergies λh,l,i and eigenvectors

∣∣Ψh,l,i
〉

that are obtained for
the two state basis. Solving Eq. 2.13 results in the eigenenergies [106]

λh,l,0 = Eh,l +
∆h,l

2
− 1

2

√
∆2

h,l +4V 2
h,l , λh,l,1 = Eh,l +

∆h,l

2
+

1
2

√
∆2

h,l +4V 2
h,l (2.14)

The difference of these eigenenergies and hence the energetic separation of the eigen-
states is

∆Eh,l = λh,l,1−λh,l,0 =
√

∆2
h,l +4V 2

h,l (2.15)
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The eigenvectors are calculated as∣∣Ψh,l,0
〉
=αh,l,0 |h, l,0〉+βh,l,0 |h, l,1〉∣∣Ψh,l,1
〉
=αh,l,1 |h, l,0〉+βh,l,1 |h, l,1〉 (2.16)

with the prefactors αh,l,i and βh,l,i. These are obtained as [106]

αh,l,0 =
2Vh,l√

4V 2
h,l +

(
∆h,l−

√
∆2

h,l +4V 2
h,l

)2
, βh,l,0 =

∆h,l−
√

∆2
h,l +4V 2

h,l√
4V 2

h,l +
(

∆h,l−
√

∆2
h,l +4V 2

h,l

)2

αh,l,1 =
2Vh,l√

4V 2
h,l +

(
∆h,l +

√
∆2

h,l +4V 2
h,l

)2
, βh,l,1 =

∆h,l +
√

∆2
h,l +4V 2

h,l√
4V 2

h,l +
(

∆h,l +
√

∆2
h,l +4V 2

h,l

)2

(2.17)

All
∣∣Ψh,l,i

〉
are properly normalized which can be tested by calculating

α
2
h,l,i +β

2
h,l,i = 1 (2.18)

The intensity ratio of the two final states produced in an experiment without intermediate
state is calculated in the following way [106]

IRh =

∣∣〈Ψh,F,1
∣∣Hh

∣∣Ψh,I,0
〉∣∣2∣∣〈Ψh,F,0

∣∣Hh
∣∣Ψh,I,0

〉∣∣2 (2.19)

Here Hh is the Hamiltonian for the experiment h. In Eq. 2.19 only the energetically
lower initial state (ground state, i = 0) is considered for the intensity ratio of the two
final states. For that it is assumed that the magnitude of energetic separation between
both initial states is large enough to consider the energetically higher state as unoccupied.
For energetically close lying initial states with a significant energetic broadening this
assumption might not be justified. The involvement of an intermediate state in RPES
complicates the calculation of the intensity ratio. My approach to include an intermediate
state is presented in subsection 2.3.6.
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2.3.3 Valence photoelectron spectroscopy

In valence PES an electron is removed from a molecular orbital of the initial state I which
results in the final state F . The basis states for valence PES (h =V PES in the indexes of
the formulas) are hence

basis of VPES initial state I : |V PES, I,0〉=
∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉

|V PES, I,1〉=
∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉

basis of VPES final state F : |V PES,F,0〉=
∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉

|V PES,F,1〉=
∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉

(2.20)

The superscript denotes the occupation of the particular level (n ∈ N). The basis states
constitute an orthonormal basis with〈

C2H2L0Mn ∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉= 〈C2H2L1Mn−1 ∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉= 1〈
C2H2L1Mn−1 ∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉= 〈C2H2L0Mn ∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉= 0〈

C2H1L0Mn ∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉= 〈C2H2L0Mn−1 ∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉= 1〈
C2H2L0Mn−1 ∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉= 〈C2H1L0Mn ∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉= 0

(2.21)

A third basis state in the initial state I with two electrons transfered to the LUMO∣∣C2H2L2Mn−2〉 is not considered. In coronene/Ag(111) the contribution of such a state
is believed to be very small. Furthermore, the basis state

∣∣C2H1L1Mn−1〉 is omitted in
the final state since no contribution to the RPES data on coronene/Ag(111) can be found
(details will be given in the discussion in subsection 5.3.1). With the basis states from
Eq. 2.20 and HMCM given in Eq. 2.10 the energy matrix elements for the initial state I in
valence PES are〈

C2H2L0Mn∣∣HMCM
∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉= EV PES,I〈

C2H2L1Mn−1∣∣HMCM
∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉= EV PES,I + εL− εM +2UH,L

= EV PES,I +∆V PES,I〈
C2H2L1Mn−1∣∣HMCM

∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉=VL,M =VV PES,I〈
C2H2L0Mn∣∣HMCM

∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉=VL,M =VV PES,I

(2.22)

In my discussion of data only the energetic separation of states will be considered. As
shown in Eq. 2.15 the energy EV PES,I cancels out in the energetic separation of the final
states. Hence the energy of the basis state

∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉 can be summarized in EV PES,I

and for the energy of the basis state
∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉 only the change with respect to the

basis state
∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉 needs to be considered. According to the notation in Eq. 2.11

in subsection 2.3.2 the energetic difference between the basis states
∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉 and∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉 is defined as ∆V PES,I . Furthermore, the energetic overlap VL,M is termed
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VV PES,I . Analogously to Eq. 2.22 the final state energy matrix elements for the basis
vectors given in Eq. 2.20 are〈

C2H1L0Mn∣∣HMCM
∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉= EV PES,F〈

C2H2L0Mn−1∣∣HMCM
∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉= EV PES,F + εH− εM +UH,H

= EV PES,F +∆V PES,F〈
C2H2L0Mn−1∣∣HMCM

∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉=VH,M =VV PES,F〈
C2H1L0Mn∣∣HMCM

∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉=VH,M =VV PES,F

(2.23)

With the eigenenergies in Eq. 2.14 and the energy matrix elements of Eq. 2.23 the en-
ergetic separation of the two states produced by the valence PES experiment is given
according to Eq. 2.15 as

∆EV PES,F = λV PES,F,1−λV PES,F,0 =
√

∆2
V PES,F +4V 2

V PES,F

=
√
(εH− εM +UH,H)2 +4V 2

H,M

(2.24)

With Eq. 2.24 the energetic separation of signals in a valence PES spectrum is related to
the cluster model parameters. The second information from this experiment is the inten-
sity ratio IRV PES of the final state signals. According to Eq. 2.19 this can be calculated
by

IRV PES =

∣∣〈ΨV PES,F,1
∣∣HV PES

∣∣ΨV PES,I,0
〉∣∣2∣∣〈ΨV PES,F,0

∣∣HV PES
∣∣ΨV PES,I,0

〉∣∣2 (2.25)

The operator HV PES which describes valence PES is the annihilation operator cm,σ . It
annihilates an electron in the orbital m and hence reduces the occupation number of this
orbital by 1. In the case of the here considered orbitals HV PES = cH,σ + cL,σ . Inserting
the valence PES basis states of Eq. 2.20 into the form of the eigenvectors in Eq. 2.16 I
obtain ∣∣ΨV PES,I,0

〉
=αV PES,I,0

∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉+βV PES,I,0
∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉∣∣ΨV PES,I,1

〉
=αV PES,I,1

∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉+βV PES,I,1
∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉∣∣ΨV PES,F,0

〉
=αV PES,F,0

∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉+βV PES,F,0
∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉∣∣ΨV PES,F,1

〉
=αV PES,F,1

∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉+βV PES,F,1
∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉

(2.26)

Inserting these and HV PES into Eq. 2.25 the intensity ratio takes the form

IRV PES =

∣∣αV PES,F,1αV PES,I,0 +βV PES,F,1βV PES,I,0
∣∣2∣∣αV PES,F,0αV PES,I,0 +βV PES,F,0βV PES,I,0
∣∣2 (2.27)

To obtain Eq. 2.27 the relations in Eq. 2.21 are used. Additionally, all matrix elements
that contain states which are not considered in the chosen basis sets vanish. With the
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general formulas for the prefactors presented in Eq. 2.17 and the obtained relations for
VV PES,l and ∆V PES,l of Eqs. 2.22 and 2.23 the measured intensity ratio in valence PES is
related to cluster model parameters by Eq. 2.27.

2.3.4 Core level photoelectron spectroscopy

The theoretical description of core level PES is analogous to valence PES. Hence I will
only give a brief presentation of the terms specific for core level PES in this subsection.
In core level PES an electron is removed from a core level orbital C of the initial state I
which results in the final state F . Thus the basis states for core level PES (h =CPES in
the indexes of the formulas) are

basis of CPES initial state I : |CPES, I,0〉=
∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉

|CPES, I,1〉=
∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉

basis of CPES final state F : |CPES,F,0〉=
∣∣C1H2L0Mn〉

|CPES,F,1〉=
∣∣C1H2L1Mn−1〉

(2.28)

The final state energy matrix elements for the basis vectors given in Eq. 2.28 are〈
C1H2L0Mn∣∣HMCM

∣∣C1H2L0Mn〉= ECPES,F〈
C1H2L1Mn−1∣∣HMCM

∣∣C1H2L1Mn−1〉= ECPES,F + εL− εM +2UH,L−UC,L

= ECPES,F +∆CPES,F〈
C1H2L1Mn−1∣∣HMCM

∣∣C1H2L0Mn〉=VL,M =VCPES,F〈
C1H2L0Mn∣∣HMCM

∣∣C1H2L1Mn−1〉=VL,M =VCPES,F

(2.29)

The operator that describes the core level PES experiment is HCPES = cC,σ . Both
the energy separation (Eq. 2.24) and the intensity ratio (Eq. 2.27) are analogue to va-
lence PES. Inserting ∆CPES,F and VCPES,F instead of ∆V PES,F and VV PES,F results in
the formulas that relate the core level PES experiment to the cluster model parame-
ters.
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2.3.5 Near edge x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy

In NEXAFS spectroscopy an electron from a core level in the initial state I is transfered
into the previously unoccupied level L in the final state F . Hence the basis states for
NEXAFS spectroscopy (h=NEX in the indexes of the formulas) are

basis of NEX initial state I : |NEX , I,0〉=
∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉

|NEX , I,1〉=
∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉

basis of NEX final state F : |NEX ,F,0〉=
∣∣C1H2L1Mn〉

|NEX ,F,1〉=
∣∣C1H2L2Mn−1〉

(2.30)

The corresponding final state energy matrix elements for these basis vectors are〈
C1H2L1Mn∣∣HMCM

∣∣C1H2L1Mn〉= ENEX ,F〈
C1H2L2Mn−1∣∣HMCM

∣∣C1H2L2Mn−1〉= ENEX ,F + εL− εM +2UH,L +UL,L−UC,L

= ENEX ,F +∆NEX ,F〈
C1H2L2Mn−1∣∣HMCM

∣∣C1H2L1Mn〉=VL,M =VNEX ,F〈
C1H2L1Mn∣∣HMCM

∣∣C1H2L2Mn−1〉=VL,M =VNEX ,F

(2.31)

The NEXAFS spectroscopy operator is HNEX = c†
L,σ cC,σ . Again Eqs. 2.24 and 2.27

connect the energetic separation and the intensity ratio of the final states of NEXAFS
spectroscopy with the cluster model parameters when ∆V PES,F and VV PES,F are replaced
by ∆NEX ,F and VNEX ,F .

2.3.6 Resonant photoelectron spectroscopy

In Ref. [103] RPES is treated within a cluster model by introducing an intermediate state.
Matrix elements describing the photon absorption and super-Coster-Kronig decay are
then inserted into the formalism of Ref. [44]. By that a Fano shape with an antiresonance
is produced for the calculated CIS spectra. I will neglect resonance effects and treat
RPES as valence PES through an intermediate state Z. The first step of this energy
conserving two step process is equal to NEXAFS spectroscopy as described in subsection
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2.3.5. The second step is autoionization which leads to the same final states as in valence
PES. Hence the basis vectors of all three states are

basis of RPES initial state I : |RPES, I,0〉=
∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉

|RPES, I,1〉=
∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉

basis of RPES intermediate state Z : |RPES,Z,0〉=
∣∣C1H2L1Mn〉

|RPES,Z,1〉=
∣∣C1H2L2Mn−1〉

basis of RPES final state F : |RPES,F,0〉=
∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉

|RPES,F,1〉=
∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉

(2.32)

The relations ∆RPES,Z and VRPES,Z are hence equal to ∆NEX ,F and VNEX ,F given in Eq. 2.31.
Equally the relations ∆RPES,F and VRPES,F are the same as ∆V PES,F and VV PES,F of
Eq. 2.23. Consequently I obatin for RPES

∆RPES,Z = ∆NEX ,F = εL− εM +2UH,L +UL,L−UC,L

VRPES,Z =VNEX ,F =VL,M

∆RPES,F = ∆V PES,F = εH− εM +UH,H

VRPES,F =VV PES,F =VH,M

(2.33)

Thus in my theoretical treatment of RPES the same energetic separation of the eigen-
states of the final state is obtained as in valence PES (see Eq. 2.24). In contrast the
intensity ratio can be altered due to the involvement of an intermediate state. Each of the
two final states can be produced by autoionization (AI) from the two different intermedi-
ate states Z. Eq. 2.19 is thus modified in the following way

IRRPES =
|W (F,1;Z,1)+W (F,1;Z,0)|2

|W (F,0;Z,1)+W (F,0;Z,0)|2
(2.34)

with a short notation for the double matrix elements W

W (F,1;Z,1) =
〈
ΨRPES,F,1

∣∣HAI
∣∣ΨRPES,Z,1

〉〈
ΨRPES,Z,1

∣∣HNEX
∣∣ΨRPES,I,0

〉
W (F,1;Z,0) =

〈
ΨRPES,F,1

∣∣HAI
∣∣ΨRPES,Z,0

〉〈
ΨRPES,Z,0

∣∣HNEX
∣∣ΨRPES,I,0

〉
W (F,0;Z,1) =

〈
ΨRPES,F,0

∣∣HAI
∣∣ΨRPES,Z,1

〉〈
ΨRPES,Z,1

∣∣HNEX
∣∣ΨRPES,I,0

〉
W (F,0;Z,0) =

〈
ΨRPES,F,0

∣∣HAI
∣∣ΨRPES,Z,0

〉〈
ΨRPES,Z,0

∣∣HNEX
∣∣ΨRPES,I,0

〉 (2.35)

Hereby the autoionization (AI) operator is HAI =
(
cH,σ + γ · cL,σ ′

)
c†

C,σ cL,σ . So far the
probabilities for producing the different final states were set equal. Specifically the cre-
ation of a hole in the HOMO and the LUMO in valence PES was assumed to be of equal
probability. For the two different autoionization channels described by HAI I drop this
assumption and hence introduce the weighting factor γ . In this way the matrix element
which involves the states C and L twice can be weighted by γ with respect to the matrix
element that includes C, H and L. It is reasonable to assume a larger value for an au-
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toionization matrix element containing the same molecular orbital twice with respect to
an autoionization matrix element which includes two different molecular orbitals. With
the given HAI , the above defined HNEX and the form of the eigenvectors presented in
Eq. 2.26 the matrix elements in Eq. 2.35 are calculated as

W (F,1;Z,1) =
(
αRPES,F,1αRPES,Z,1 + γ ·βRPES,F,1βRPES,Z,1

)
×
(
αRPES,Z,1αRPES,I,0 +βRPES,Z,1βRPES,I,0

)
W (F,1;Z,0) =

(
αRPES,F,1αRPES,Z,0 + γ ·βRPES,F,1βRPES,Z,0

)
×
(
αRPES,Z,0αRPES,I,0 +βRPES,Z,0βRPES,I,0

)
W (F,0;Z,1) =

(
αRPES,F,0αRPES,Z,1 + γ ·βRPES,F,0βRPES,Z,1

)
×
(
αRPES,Z,1αRPES,I,0 +βRPES,Z,1βRPES,I,0

)
W (F,0;Z,0) =

(
αRPES,F,0αRPES,Z,0 + γ ·βRPES,F,0βRPES,Z,0

)
×
(
αRPES,Z,0αRPES,I,0 +βRPES,Z,0βRPES,I,0

)
(2.36)

The parameters included in ∆RPES,Z and VRPES,Z have no influence on the intensity ratio
IRRPES as long as they are finite. Furthermore, γ = 1 represents the scenario of valence
PES through two intermediate states with equal probability. Hence for γ = 1 the intensity
ratio of RPES is equal to the intensity ratio of valence PES. For γ > 1 the autoionization
channel that includes the state L twice is resonantly enhanced with respect to the other
channel. This relative resonant enhancement changes the intensity ratio in RPES with
respect to valence PES.
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3 Experiment
My presentation of the experimental details starts with a summary of the setup at the
UE52-PGM beamline where all data of this work was measured. After the character-
istics of the beamline and the used detectors are given I discuss the measurement ge-
ometry for the applied experimental techniques. Thereafter I explain the preparation of
homo- and hetero-molecular films on Ag and Au substrates with the previously intro-
duced π-conjugated molecules. Thereby evaporation temperatures and a rough charac-
terization of the particular growth mode are given for all used molecules. After that I
present the data treatment of all applied experimental techniques with a special emphasis
on the normalization of resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES) data at the carbon
K-edge. In the last section of this chapter I illustrate how core level photoelectron spec-
troscopy (PES) can be used for the determination of the thickness of adsorbate films.
First the general formulas are given and then their application to the different systems
examined in this work is explained.

3.1 Experimental setup at UE52-PGM

All measurements presented in this work were performed in a UHV chamber with a
base pressure below 5× 10−10 mbar at the undulator beamline UE52-PGM at BESSY
II. The beamline was operated in the traditional mode with the beam focused on the
beamline exit slit. For a detailed description of the beamline see Ref. [107]. At this
beamline a resolving power of E/∆E = 14000 can be achieved at a photon energy (hν)
of hν = 400 eV with an exit slit of 20 µm and a fix-focus constant (c f f ) of 10 [108].
With c f f = 10 the possible hν range is 120− 1900 eV. For all measurements in this
work a beamline exit slit of 40 µm and p-polarized light was selected. In the RPES
measurements photon energies of hν ≈ 280− 300 eV were used while for core level
PES hν was adjusted to obtain electrons with a kinetic energy (EK) of EK = 50 eV for
the main signal. The valence region was recorded with the minimum hν of 120 eV.
Assuming linearity of the resolving power with the exit slit and a dependence on energy
as E/∆E ∝ 1/

√
E for the plane grating monochromator [109, 110] a hν resolution better

than 40 meV is achieved in RPES measurements (hν ≈ 290 eV). For hν = 335 eV,
which is the energy used for C1s core level PES, a hν resolution better than 45 meV can
be estimated analogously. For hν used to probe other signals the beamline resolution is
much better than the intrinsic width of the signals. Hence no explicit values are given
here. As an additional light source an x-ray tube with AlKα light (hν = 1486.6 eV) is
also available at the PES chamber at UE52-PGM.
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(R)PES intensities were recorded with a VG-Scienta R4000 multi channel plate electron
analyzer with an entrance slit of 300 µm. For valence PES the Angular mode was chosen
in order to monitor possible angular dependent effects of the substrate or the adsorbates.
In this mode electrons, which leave the sample at a certain angle with respect to the sur-
face normal, are projected onto a certain point of the multi channel plate. Consequently,
the electron intensity as a function of the binding energy (EB) and angle is recorded in the
2D raw data. All other (R)PES measurements were performed in the Transmission mode
which is optimized for maximum transmission and hence focuses as many electrons as
possible onto the multi channel plate. In this mode no angular information is obtained.
Instead spatial information is contained in one direction of the 2D raw data. With this
it can be checked whether the sample position was properly set to the focus point of the
analyzer. The energy resolution of the electron analyzer can be estimated assuming lin-
earity of the resolving power as a function of the pass energy. Utilizing measured values
for the VG-Scienta SES200 analyzer this results in ∆E ≈ 30 meV for 20 eV pass energy,
∆E ≈ 75 meV for 50 eV pass energy and ∆E ≈ 150 meV for 100 eV pass energy. In near
edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) measurements the intensity of electrons
stemming from the autoionization or Auger decay after photon absorption of the adsor-
bates were recorded. Therefor a partial electron yield detector was used. It consists of a
channeltron, operated with a voltage of 2.76 kV, and a grid that can be set to a desired
retarding voltage. For measurements at the carbon K-edge a retarding voltage of 150 eV
was used.

The angle between the photon beam and the electron optical system of the R4000 ana-
lyzer is 55◦. The manipulator can be turned around its axis to vary the angle φ in between
the surface normal of the sample and the R4000 analyzer (and simultaneously the angle
of light incidence with respect to the surface normal). Core level PES measurements
have always been performed in normal emission geometry (φ = 0◦). For differences in φ

a variation in the background to signal ratio and a change in the line-shape of core level
PES signals is observed (see Fig. A1). Since such changes prohibit a proper normaliza-
tion and line-shape analysis of the core level PES data the normal emission geometry
was carefully obtained at the beginning of each beamtime by the reflection of light from
the crystal. NEXAFS spectroscopy and RPES were performed for φ = 15◦ and an angle
of light incidence of 70◦ with respect to the surface normal. In this geometry the cross
section for the absorption of p-polarized light by flat lying molecules is higher than in
normal emission geometry [36, 61]. Geometries of an even higher angle of incidence
would lead to a higher absorption cross section but would also cause experimental prob-
lems due to a decreasing effective crystal size. Valence PES was either performed in
normal emission or with φ = 15◦ (and an angle of light incidence of 70◦). The latter
was used to increase the intensity of signals stemming from the molecular orbitals with
respect to the substrate. Such intensity variations as a function of the emission angle are
extensively discussed in Refs. [59, 80, 99–101]. The spatial degree of freedom which
moves the sample towards and away from the detector was always adjusted to the focus
point of the detector. The two other spatial directions were used to scan the beam over the
sample in order to avoid radiation damage and to gain information about the sample ho-
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mogeneity. With the used manipulator a stable temperature minimum of approximately
100 K was reached with liquid N2 cooling.

3.2 Sample preparation

The Ag and Au single crystal surfaces were cleaned by several sputter and annealing
cycles. Ar-ion sputtering with an acceleration voltage of 700 V and a sample current of
approximately 4 µA was performed at an angle of incidence of 45◦ with respect to the
surface normal form both sides until no C1s signal could be detected with high resolution
PES at hν = 335 eV. Ag(111) and Ag(110) were subsequently annealed in two steps.
First the Ag crystals were heated to 800 K for 5–10 min and second to 750K for 10–
20 min. Au(111) was heated to approximately 900 K for 20 min after the sputtering
procedure.

Organic molecules were previously purified by sublimation and deposited from Knudson
cells onto the cleaned surfaces at pressures below 10−8 mbar. For a ball and stick model
of all molecules investigated in this work see Fig. 3.1. The simplest molecule investigated
in this thesis is coronene which is a pure hydrocarbon molecule with the empirical for-
mula C24H12. 1,4,5,8-naphthalene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (NTCDA) with the em-
pirical formula C14H4O6 and 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA)
with the empirical formula C24H8O6 contain functional groups with oxygen. More-
over, two metal-phthalocyanines, namely copper-phthalocyanine (CuPc) with the em-
pirical formula C32H16CuN8 and tin-phthalocyanine (SnPc) with the empirical formula
C32H16N8Sn, are used in this work. Since the tin atom is considerably larger than the
copper atom SnPc is a bent and CuPc a flat molecule (see Fig. 3.1). 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-
7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) with the empirical formula C12F4N4 only
contains one benzene ring to which nitrogen based functional groups and fluorine atoms
are attached. All molecules have in common that they exhibit a π-conjugated structure
which results in delocalized molecular valence orbitals.

Only approximate evaporation temperatures and the corresponding deposition rates can
be given here for the used molecules since these did vary between different beamtimes.
The exact combination of temperature and rate depends on the geometry of the evap-
orator with respect to the sample which obviously varies a little for different beam-
times. Furthermore, the point of the temperature measurement and the filling of the
crucible in the Knudsen cell can lead to a variation of the deposition parameters. For
all molecules deposition rates below one monolayer (ML) per minute were used. For
submonolayer (sub-ML) samples the temperature was usually adjusted to reach a rate
around 0.1 ML/min. Generally, it was observed that deposition rates had the tendency
to decrease from deposition to deposition for the first couple of depositions. After that
quite stable rates (±≈ 10%) could be realized.

In general, detailed information on the roughness of the films investigated in this work
cannot be given. However, a Frank-van-der-Merwe-like (layer-by-layer-like) film growth
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CuPc SnPc PTCDA

NTCDAF4TCNQcoronene

Figure 3.1: Ball and stick models of the investigated molecules CuPc, SnPc, PTCDA,
coronene, F4TCNQ, and NTCDA (for empirical formulas and full names see text). The
colors of the balls denote the following atoms: white = hydrogen, black = carbon, red =
oxygen, dark blue = nitrogen, light blue = fluorine, brown = copper and dark cyan = tin.
Below the top view of CuPc and SnPc both molecules are also illustrated from the side
view. The side view demonstrates that SnPc is bent in contrast to the flat CuPc molecule.

[111, 112] can be confirmed with the attenuation of PES signals that originate from the
substrate or the molecule-metal interface. These signals will decrease by the magni-
tude expected from Eq. 3.1 and the totally deposited material (estimated from the de-
position rate) if the film grows roughly in a Frank-van-der-Merwe fashion. Whether
a perfect Frank-van-der-Merwe growth is realized cannot be concluded in this way.
Hence I will use the term Frank-van-der-Merwe-like growth when a film can be grown
for which interface or substrate originated PES signals are (almost) fully attenuated
and hence do not contribute significantly to the measured PES spectra. In contrast,
a Stranski-Krastanov (closed layer(s) plus islands) or a Volmer-Weber (only islands)
growth mode [111, 112] is identified by the inability to prepare samples without PES
signals that originate from the substrate or the molecule-metal interface although enough
organic material is deposited to completely attenuate these PES signals (according to
Eq. 3.1).
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For SnPc molecules a deposition temperature of Tevap ≈ 650 K was used. At a sub-
strate temperature Tsub ≈ 300 K SnPc films can be grown for which PES signals of the
substrate are almost vanishing due to the attenuation by the SnPc overlayer (see sec-
tion 3.4). Hence a Stranski-Krastanow growth with a major fraction of the deposited
molecules situated in 3D islands can be excluded for SnPc molecules. CuPc was also
deposited at Tevap ≈ 650 K but a Frank-van-der-Merwe-like grown film can only be real-
ized at Tsub ≈ 100 K. At Tsub ≈ 300 K intense PES signals of the Au(111) and Ag(111)
substrates are observed for films with a deposited amount of CuPc molecules for which
these should be almost fully attenuated. This points towards Stranski-Krastanow growth
with only one or two closed layers for CuPc molecules at Tsub ≈ 300 K. PTCDA films
were prepared with deposition temperatures of Tevap ≈ 640 K and at Tsub ≈ 300 K the at-
tenuation of PES signals of the substrate allows to excluded Stranski-Krastanow growth
dominated by 3D islands (as for SnPc films). The deposition temperature of NTCDA
molecules was Tevap ≈ 485 K. With that a Frank-van-der-Merwe-like film can be pre-
pared at Tsub ≈ 100 K. For detailed information about the growth of NTCDA multi-
layer films see Refs. [61, 113, 114]. Coronene films were prepared with Tevap ≈ 450 K.
A Frank-van-der-Merwe-like grown film could only be achieved with Tsub ≈ 100 K
which reveals 3D island dominated Stranski-Krastanow growth (as for CuPc films) for
coronene molecules on Ag(111) at Tsub ≈ 300 K. Sub-ML and ML films of F4TCNQ
molecules were deposited onto Ag(110) at Tevap ≈ 400 K. At Tsub ≈ 300 K PES sig-
nals from the F4TCNQ multilayer with unexpectedly small PES intensities can be de-
tected in core level PES. This could be a consequence of a low sticking coefficient
[115, 116] or 3D island dominated Stranski-Krastanow growth (as for CuPc and coronene
films). At Tsub ≈ 100 K the preparation of an F4TCNQ multilayer without a significant
contribution by the first layer of F4TCNQ molecules on Ag(110) is possible. Thus a
Frank-van-der-Merwe-like growth mode is found for F4TCNQ molecules on Ag(110) at
Tsub ≈ 100 K.

Sub-ML films of SnPc and CuPc molecules on Au(111), coronene molecules on Ag(111)
and F4TCNQ molecules on Ag(110) were prepared by direct deposition. In contrast, the
preparation of ML films of SnPc, CuPc, and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) and Ag(110)
was achieved by depositing a multilayer in a first step and subsequently annealing these
films at Tsub ≈ 520− 570 K. At these temperatures all molecules except the ones in
direct contact to the Ag surface are desorbed for these systems. Hence exactly 1 ML
remains. This preparation recipe was found to be very reproducible and the obtained
films can be used as references for quantitative statements. The term 1 ML will only
be used for ML films which are prepared by this annealing procedure. A full ML of
a film that is directly deposited will be denoted as 1.0 ML. An NTCDA/Ag(111) ML
was prepared by heating an NTCDA multilayer sample up to Tsub ≈ 400 K with a rate
of 1 K/s. According to Ref. [113] this results in the relaxed ML of NTCDA/Ag(111)
[117, 118]. For the ML films prepared by annealing of a multilayer a remaining signal
from the second and higher layers can be excluded by the absence of characteristic PES
signals of the multilayer (see section 2.2 and chapter 4).
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Vertical hetero-organic films were prepared by direct deposition of the second molecule
on top an ML of the first molecule at Tsub ≈ 300 K. For PTCDA, SnPc, and CuPc on
Ag(111) and Ag(110) this 1 ML film was prepared by the annealing procedure described
in the previous paragraph. For 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) such an annealing procedure
was not performed since a partial decomposition of the F4TCNQ molecules is observed
at temperatures above Tsub ≈ 420 K (see subsection 4.2.2). Interestingly, no desorption
of this small molecule in direct contact to the Ag(110) surface can be observed for Tsub ≈
570 K.

Detailed information on the structure of the investigated organic-metal and hetero-organic
interfaces will be given in chapters 4 and 5 if such information is of interest for the
discussion of the presented data. A detailed summary of the investigations available
in literature for all the above given systems would go far beyond the scope of this
work.

3.3 Data treatment

In contrast to the fixed hν of laboratory UV and x-ray light sources, hν of the light pro-
duced by a synchrotron is adjustable continuously. Due to a finite mechanical accuracy
and a possible hysteresis of the step motors that move the monochromator the desired
hν and the actual hν can differ. Hence hν has to be calibrated each time it is changed
and the monochromator is moved. Furthermore, a possible drift of the monochromator
position or the beam position on the monochromator could effect hν even if it its not
changed. Consequently, I calibrated hν after each measurement with a substrate sig-
nal. For hν ≤ 335 eV and an Ag substrate hν is corrected so that the Fermi energy
(EF ) becomes EF = 0 eV while for hν ≥ 400 eV it is adjusted so that EB of the Ag3d
lines is equal to the value given in Ref. [119]. When an Au substrate was used hν is
always shifted so that EB of the Au4f lines is matching the value in Ref. [119] unless
EF is part of the measured data. In this case the energy calibration is performed with
EF . For NEXAFS spectroscopy and RPES the energy calibration is done after the data
acquisition and all hν are shifted rigidly by the obtained EB offset. For multilayer films
calibrated with EF an accuracy better than ∆hν = ∆EB = 50 meV is estimated. Here the
low signal of the substrate s-p band at EF limits the accuracy of the energy calibration.
For all other samples the accuracy of the energy calibration is estimated to be better than
∆hν = ∆EB = 30 meV.

The valence PES data is integrated over the angular direction after it has been checked for
angle dependent features. Especially the influence of substrate bands, which could cre-
ate additional peaks and line-shape changes of the molecular orbital signals, has been
checked prior to the discussion of an angle integrated 1D energy distribution curve
(EDC). A normalization which allows the extraction of quantitative intensities is very
difficult in the valence regime. Complete knowledge of the angular dependence of the
molecular orbital signals and possible scattering effects (diffuse scattering and backscat-
tering) is required for quantitative statements. So the valence PES spectra in this work
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Figure 3.2: Flux curves of UE52-PGM for different beamtimes recorded with the R4000
electron analyzer. The intensity integrated over the measured EB range mainly stems from
the Ag4d bands. Different measurements of the clean Ag crystal recorded over a time
scale of years are presented as a function of hν . All curves are energy calibrated and
normalized at hν = 295 eV for a comparison to each other.

are simply scaled with respect to each other for best comparison of the discussed effect.
This comparison of valence PES is always performed for EDCs recorded in the same
measurement geometry (equal orientation within reading accuracy of φ of the crystal
with respect to the detector). Thus the same area (within measurement accuracy) in
reciprocal space is probed in these EDCs.

After checking proper focusing the core level PES data is integrated over the spatial di-
rection. The resulting 1D core level PES EDCs are normalized at the pre-peak plateau at
lower EB than the signal with the smallest EB of the particular core level. The intensity at
this point consists of inelastically scattered secondary electrons. Different electron emis-
sion angles (see Fig. A1) and strong changes in the surface roughness are able to signif-
icantly alter the intensity at this EB with respect to the core level PES signal. Whenever
such effects can be excluded intensities of core level PES can be used for quantitative
statements (see section 3.4). For C1s core level PES data no background is subtracted
on Ag substrates (unless denoted differently) while for films in the ML coverage range
on Au substrates a power law background is subtracted for a better comparability to the
PES data of films on Ag substrates. The lower signal to background ratio of the other
core level PES signals (N1s, O1s, F1s) also requires the subtraction of a power law back-
ground.
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Analogous to the core level PES data the RPES data is integrated over the spatial di-
rection after proper focusing has been confirmed. This results in a 2D PES map (raw
RPES data is 3D) with PES intensity as a function of EB and hν . The dependence on hν

requires special care in the normalization similar to NEXAFS spectroscopy. Hence the
normalization procedure for both techniques is discussed together in the following. For
the NEXAFS spectroscopy and RPES data at the carbon K-edge the intensity of the light
undergoes a change in the order of 1-2 orders of magnitude as a function of hν . This
is caused by carbon contaminations on the optical elements of the beamline. Since this
changes over the time scale of months the flux curve of the beamline also does [119] and
a normalization signal has to be recorded for each beamtime. For NEXAFS spectroscopy
this is performed with the partial yield electron detector operated in the same settings and
measurement geometry as for the actual NEXAFS measurements using a clean substrate
sample. For RPES the beamline flux curve is recorded with the R4000 detector by mea-
suring the Ag4d (or Au5d) PES intensity of the clean substrate as a function of hν in the
same geometry as the RPES measurements. A selection of different flux curves obtained
by this method are presented in Fig. 3.2. With respect to the point of normalization at
hν = 295 eV the intensity of the total minimum of the curve decreases with time. Fur-
thermore, the hν position of this total minimum simultaneously changes towards lower
hν . Fig. 3.2 clearly demonstrates how delicate the normalization at the carbon K-edge
is. Further changes of the intensity of the light during the NEXAFS and RPES measure-
ment stem from the variation of the electron current in the storage ring. This variation
also needs to be taken into account. So after the energy calibration of the NEXAFS
spectroscopy and RPES data it is divided by the ring current and the energy calibrated
beamline flux curve for proper normalization. In the case of RPES artifacts due to the
normalization procedure might occur since PES signals from higher orders of light are
also present in the data. Light with n · hν (n ∈ N) is transmitted by the monochromator
which leads to an additional structureless PES intensity background. Additionally, a C1s
core level PES signal produced with 2 · hν contributes to the RPES data. The intensity
variation with hν of the higher order PES signals is quite constant since the beamline
flux curve at the corresponding n · hν is almost flat. Hence after the normalization with
the beamline flux curve PES intensities of higher order signals are massively increased
in the total minimum of the beamline flux curve with respect to other hν . This is seen
as an increase of PES intensity of the background in the EB region below the intense
Ag4d and Au5d lines at the hν of the total minimum of the beamline flux curve. At
this hν the second order C1s PES signal also shows an intensity maximum after the nor-
malization with the flux curve. In cases where the higher order artifacts hinder the data
evaluation they are subtracted after the normalization with the ring current and before
the normalization with the beamline flux curve. For a reduction of artifacts stemming
from the structureless higher order background a constant offset is subtracted from the
PES map.

In the case of the PES detail map of a sub-ML of coronene/Ag(111) (see subsection
5.3.1) the second order C1s signal is subtracted. Therefor a C1s core level PES refer-
ence spectrum of the same sample is used. First I identify the proper intensity and EB
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position of this reference spectrum for the best possible subtraction at an EB smaller than
EF . At this point no other PES signals exist which hinder a proper subtraction. Then
the linear dispersion on the EB scale and the almost constant intensity of second order
PES signals allow me to subtract the second order C1s also in the vicinity of other PES
signals.

3.4 Thickness calibration of adsorbates with
photoelectron spectroscopy

There are several ways for the calibration of the thickness of an adsorbate film. Using
core level PES data it depends on the thickness range of the adsorbate film and the cou-
pling of the first adsorbate layer to the substrate which approach is the method of choice
for a proper thickness calibration. In general the PES intensity of an adsorbate signal
as well as the attenuation of PES signals of the substrate can be used. In special cases
characteristic PES signals of a certain adsorbate layer can confirm its presence. The
small mean free path of the measured photoelectrons results in a significant attenuation
of core level PES lines [34]. The effective attenuation length λ , which depends on EK
of the photoelectrons, can be used to determine the thickness d of an overlayer with the
formula [34]

Isub (d) = I0,sub · exp
(

d
λ

)
(3.1)

Here Isub (d) is the intensity of a core level PES signal of the substrate with an overlayer
of thickness d and I0,sub is the corresponding core level PES intensity of the uncovered
substrate sample. Eq. 3.1 treats the overlayer as a continuum and thus only describes
thick overlayers (multilayers) properly for which this simplification is reasonable. Fur-
thermore, layer-by-layer growth is assumed in Eq. 3.1. For samples below approximately
5 ML Eq. 3.1 can be modified to a more realistic form. Assuming a layer-by-layer grown
overlayer of n ML (n ∈ N) in which the nth layer has a coverage of θ (θ ∈ [0;1]) I
obtain

Isub (θ ,n) = I0,sub ·
[

θ · exp
(

n
λML

)
+(1−θ) · exp

(
n−1
λML

)]
(3.2)

The effective attenuation length λML is given in units of ML here. For other growth
modes Eq. 3.2 can be modified according to the particular model which describes for
example height and fractional coverage of islands. For the determination of n Eq. 3.2
with θ = 1 can be used. The correct n is found when the measured PES intensity value
of Isub is between the calculated intensities for n and n−1. Inserting this n into Eq. 3.2
then yields θ . Similarly, formulas for the intensity of n overlayers Iov,n can be devel-
oped. For that the attenuation of the core level PES signal stemming from a certain
layer by all layers above needs to be taken into account. The core level PES intensity
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of a layer-by-layer grown adsorbate film of n ML with a coverage of θ for the nth layer
is

Iov,1 (θ) = I0,ov ·θ ; for n = 1

Iov,2 (θ) = I0,ov ·
[

1+θ · exp
(

1
λML

)]
; for n = 2

Iov,3 (θ) = I0,ov ·
[

1+ exp
(

1
λML

)
+θ · exp

(
2

λML

)]
; for n = 3

... and so on for n > 3

(3.3)

I0,ov denotes the intensity of one complete overlayer. Again, for the thickness calibration
with Eq. 3.3 first the proper n needs to be found by calculating Iov,n for θ = 1. When the
measured PES intensity is between Iov,n and Iov,n−1 the formula for Iov,n can be used to
determine θ . However, for this approach I0,ov needs to be known. Moreover, a proper
normalization procedure (see section 3.3) for the measured core level PES spectra must
be possible for a quantitative evaluation of thicknesses with both Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.2.
The uncertainty through improper normalization can be overcome by considering rela-
tive PES intensities since these are independent of the normalization. For example the
thickness of a system of two different adsorbate layers with separable contributions to
the same core level PES spectrum can be evaluated by the PES intensity ratio of both
adsorbates. Through the thickness evaluation of such systems with core level PES ra-
tios the applicability of the normalization described in section 3.3 is confirmed. The
effective attenuation lengths λ for organic molecules are known for investigations of the
model system PTCDA on Ag(111) [120]. The assumption that these values can be used
for other π-conjugated molecules as well as for single layers is tested by cross checks
with thickness evaluations by PES intensities of overlayers below 1.0 ML. Since these
are independent of λ (see Eq. 3.3) the matching thickness values of both approaches
confirm that the values in Ref. [120] can be used for all systems investigated in this
work.

The thickness determination of homo-molecular multilayer (approximately 5-15 ML)
films in this work is performed with Eq. 3.1. The intensities of the bare and the covered
substrate lines (Ag3d or Au4f) are measured with AlKα light. This combination of light
source and signal leads to EK ≈ 1100 eV for Ag3d and EK ≈ 1400 eV for Au4f. Ac-
cording to Ref. [120] the effective electron attenuation lengths λ of an organic film for
these EK is close to the thickness of the investigated films. This match of thickness and
λ is of advantage considering the exponential relation in Eq. 3.1. For a λ that is much
smaller than the thickness d a small variation in intensity leads to a large difference in
the obtained thickness. Moreover, the normalization itself proofed to be more robust for
such large EK with respect to those in the range of 100 eV. The obtained thickness by this
high EK damping method is then qualitatively cross checked with the attenuation of sub-
strate s-p bands in the vicinity of EF and characteristic PES signals of the first adsorbate
layer (if present) measured with lower EK of 50-120 eV. When substrate and interface
features measured with low EK are much less attenuated than expected by the thick-
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ness obtained with the attenuation of PES signals with larger EK , Stranski-Krastanow (or
Volmer-Weber) growth can be concluded. In this case the obtained value can be seen as
an effective thickness which only allows a comparison to other coverages of the same
type of sample. Throughout this work both the Frank-van-der-Merwe-like grown thick
films (5-10 ML) and the films exhibiting a Stranski-Krastanow growth mode are referred
to as multilayer samples as long as interface signals do not significantly contribute to the
discussed effect.

For homo-molecular systems for which a 1 ML film cannot be prepared by annealing a
multilayer sample first a proper reference is needed for an accurate thickness calibration
in the range of approximately 1.0 ML. For coronene on Ag(111) in this coverage range
the C1s PES signal of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) serves as a reference in this work. Since
the same substrate is used and the only PES signals at lower EB are the PES signals of
the molecular orbitals (which are more than 200 eV away) the background of the C1s
PES spectrum of the first layer of coronene and PTCDA molecules can be assumed to
be equal at EK ≈ 50 eV. Hence the low EB region of the C1s PES spectrum is a proper
point of normalization. Furthermore, comparing the PTCDA herringbone structure [78]
and the commensurate 1.0 ML structure of coronene on Ag(111) [59, 121] it is found
that the surface density of carbon atoms is equal (within measurement accuracy) for both
(difference of 1%). Hence the known intensity of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) can be used as
I0,ov in Eq. 3.3 to obtain the coverage for the coronene/Ag(111) film from its C1s PES
spectrum. A change of the line-shape of the C1s PES spectrum due to the emergence of a
second layer contribution is used to cross check the obtained thicknesses. The thickness
of sub-ML films of CuPc/Au(111) is calibrated with the thickness dependent EB of the
HOMO signal in valence PES reported in Ref. [122]. The emergence of a HOMO signal
with a larger EB stemming from the second CuPc layer [122] serves as an indicator for
molecules beyond a complete first layer. The thickness of a SnPc film on Au(111) is
then calibrated with PES intensites of the core level PES signals (C1s and N1s). Herefor
the corresponding PES intensities of PES spectra of the CuPc/Au(111) films with a cali-
brated thickness are used as a reference. All thicknesses of the homo-molecular films in
the ML range for which a 1 ML film cannot be prepared by annealing a multilayer sample
are further cross checked with the attenuation of Ag3d and Au4f PES signals. The cover-
age uncertainty for these systems is estimated to be 0.2 ML.

The thickness calibration of the system F4TCNQ/Ag(110) cannot be performed with a
1 ML sample prepared by annealing a multilayer film. The reason for this is the partial
decomposition of the molecule at elevated temperatures (see subsection 4.2.2). In this
case the 1.0 ML reference is found by a series of depositions around the 1.0 ML coverage
range. Below 1 ML the low energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern of this system
changes with the F4TCNQ coverage until a characteristic LEED pattern for 1.0 ML is
measured. This is the LEED pattern that does not change anymore with the deposition
of additional F4TCNQ molecules. Hence the smallest PES intensities of a sample with
this LEED pattern constitute a proper 1.0 ML reference. The determination of 1.0 ML
with this method is confirmed with a change of the line-shape of the C1s core level PES
spectrum that stems form a C1s PES signal of F4TCNQ molecules in higher layers. In
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the case of F4TCNQ/Ag(110) less intensity than expected by Eq. 3.3 and the calibrated
deposition rate is found in the core level PES spectra of samples with F4TCNQ coverages
above 1.0 ML. This can either be explained by 3D island dominated Stranski-Krastanow
growth or a low sticking coefficient for F4TCNQ molecules in the second and in higher
layers. Although the PES intensity stemming from the contribution of the second and
higher layers is small a significant line-shape variation above 1.0 ML can be significantly
identified.

For SnPc, CuPc, and PTCDA molecules on Ag surfaces a 1 ML sample can be prepared
by annealing a multilayer sample. Hence proper 1 ML reference signals for all core
level PES signals are easily obtained. For the lateral hetero-organic systems investigated
in chapter 4 this results in a straightforward thickness calibration with total core level
intensities inserted into Eq. 3.3 for n = 1. Since only SnPc and CuPc molecules con-
tain nitrogen and only PTCDA molecules contain oxygen the N1s and O1s PES spectra
constitute exclusive signals for the particular molecule which can be used for the de-
termination of the thickness of one molecular species in the lateral hetero-organic film.
The intensity ratio of the two contributions to the C1s core level PES spectrum is then
used for a cross check which is independent of the normalization. Since no uncertainty
through an attenuation length enters this thickness calibration the uncertainty of the cov-
erage of one molecular species in a lateral hetero-organic film can be estimated to be
0.1 ML. The thickness calibration of the upper molecular species (second or higher lay-
ers) in a vertical hetero-organic system can equally be performed by their total core level
PES intensities inserted into Eq. 3.3 together with the 1 ML reference value. Moreover,
the attenuation of the total PES intensity of the bottom molecular species (first layer) in
the vertical hetero-organic systems can also be used (Eq. 3.2). In the case of the verti-
cal hetero-organic systems the PES intensity ratio of the contributions of both molecular
species to the C1s PES spectrum serves as an accurate cross check. For this the total
PES intensity of the upper molecular species (Eq. 3.3) is divided by the attenuated PES
intensity of the bottom molecular species (Eq. 3.2). As stated above this PES intensity
ratio is independent of the normalization of the PES spectra and hence only the uncer-
tainty in λ needs to be considered. Since λ does not enter the thickness evaluation for the
first overlayer (n = 1) in Eq. 3.3 the vertical hetero-organic systems with a coverage of
the upper molecular species below 1 ML are calibrated by truly independent approaches.
This allows me to estimate an uncertainty of the coverage of only 0.1 ML for these sys-
tems.
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4 Analyzing hetero-organic films on
metal substrates with
photoelectron spectroscopy
- the fingerprint approach analysis

The goal of this chapter is to find well defined hetero-organic interfaces that are suitable
for further investigations with powerful but complicated spectroscopic methods such as
resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES). Particularly in the latter case, a significant
identification of signals is only possible for a well defined interface. This means that both
molecular layers need to form an actual hetero-interface. In other words there must be a
contact surface of the two different molecules instead of two separated homo-molecular
domains. Additionally, the valence photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) spectrum of the
hetero-molecular film should allow a separation of the signals from the two different
molecules. This is vital when a quantitative extraction of PES intensities from the RPES
data is required. Even the assignment of intensity to a particular molecule in the hetero-
organic systems can be hindered by an energetic overlap of PES signals. A promising
starting point is a monolayer (ML) on an Ag surface. For several molecules a complete
and flat lying first layer can be prepared by annealing a multilayer sample (see section
3.2). This first layer can be the first step of the desired well defined hetero-organic inter-
face. Finding a molecule that grows flat lying in a second layer, which completely forms
before higher layers are occupied, constitutes the next step. If such a system exhibits
separable PES signals in the valence regime it will be appropriate for a subsequent study
with RPES.

The fingerprint approach introduced in section 2.2 can be employed to analyze hetero-
organic systems on Ag with properly chosen molecules. These are the molecules which
fulfill the requirements discussed in section 2.2. Whenever these requirements are ful-
filled the fingerprint approach analysis of the hetero-organic system can be used to find
out which molecule is in direct contact to the Ag surface. So the detection of the molecule
deposited in the second preparation step in the first layer indicates a layer exchange and
hence an instable and possibly insufficiently ordered interface. An analogous conclusion
can be drawn from the finding of the molecule deposited in the first preparation step in
higher layers. Moreover, a comparison of the measured core level PES intensity with the
expected one from the deposition rate can be used to estimate whether the second layer
exhibits the required wetting growth. Additionally, the intensity ratio of different PES
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signals serves as a consistency check for the conclusions drawn by the fingerprint ap-
proach analysis. The existence of separable signals in the valence regime will be exam-
ined with valence PES. Only for a system that fulfills all these requirements a detailed in-
vestigation with RPES can lead to significant conclusions.

Previous to this work it was found that the hetero-organic system of an ML or a sub-
monolayer (sub-ML) of SnPc on 1ML PTCDA/Ag(111) fulfills all the above explained
requirements [17, 18]. However, a detailed analysis of the existing RPES data with a spe-
cial emphasis on dynamical hetero-molecular interface charge transfer (CT) has not been
performed for this system [123]. In chapter 5 a large RPES data set of several molecular
systems is presented and discussed with regard to signals that are related to such an inter-
face CT. In the light of this data the data of SnPc/1ML PTCDA/Ag(111) can be revised.
I will show that statements about CT are possible for this system through a comparison
to other systems investigated in chapter 5. At this point SnPc/1ML PTCDA/Ag(111) will
serve as a starting point for the search for other well defined hetero-molecular interface
systems.

In the following several hetero-organic systems on Ag(111) and Ag(110) are investigated
with the fingerprint approach analysis and the results are discussed in relation to litera-
ture. First it is shown that not all combinations of metal-phthalocyanine (SnPc or CuPc)
and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) are stable at T = 300 K. The unexpected finding of
a vertical exchange for PTCDA molecules on 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) motivates an investi-
gation of further hetero-organic systems consisting of PTCDA and F4TCNQ molecules
on Ag(110). Since the observed behavior of the investigated systems points towards the
existence of an energy barrier that hinders a vertical exchange a study at elevated tem-
peratures is performed. Thereby I gain further information for the general discussion
about the energy balance of a hetero-molecular film on a metal substrate which is given
at the end of this chapter. Additionally, I find a way to prepare lateral hetero-organic
systems on Ag(111) through the applied annealing procedure. Together with the vertical
hetero-organic system of CuPc molecules on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) the lateral hetero-
organic system CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) is identified to be appropriate for the RPES
investigations of hetero-organic interfaces in section 5.4.

4.1 Fingerprint approach analysis of
vertical hetero-organic systems at 300 K

In previous studies it is shown by PES and near edge x-ray absorption fine structure
spectroscopy studies that SnPc molecules grow flat lying on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
[17, 18]. Furthermore, valence PES data reveals that the first layer of SnPc at this hetero-
organic interface grows in a wetting mode [17]. This means that this first layer of SnPc
is completed before a second layer starts to grow. This finding is corroborated by dif-
ferential reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) investigations [124] which give a value of less
than 10% of higher layer SnPc growth with respect to first layer SnPc growth on top
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of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). The fact that the signal of the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) of SnPc is situated between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbtial
(LUMO) and the HOMO signal of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) allows a significant decon-
volution of the valence PES spectra [18]. Hence this system exhibits the required well
defined interface and proper energetic separation of signals in valence PES for an in-
vestigation with RPES. However, for the discussion of a quite complicated technique
like RPES a comparison of different systems is highly desired. Hence in the following
section I will analyze several hetero-organic systems with core level and valence PES
in order to characterize them as appropriate or inappropriate for a detailed analysis with
RPES.

4.1.1 Metal-phthalocyanine and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111)

A reasonable first attempt in order to find a proper system that fulfills the above discussed
requirements is to start from SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Since this system exhibits
the desired growth properties it can be expected that a system with the same molecules
but a change in the order of the layers also will. Thus my search for a proper inter-
face system starts with PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111). Exchanging the SnPc molecule
in SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) with a similar molecule constitutes another way to ob-
tain a similar but different hetero-organic system. The chosen molecule is CuPc because
detailed structural data for CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is known [20]. The third sys-
tem investigated in the following is PTCDA on 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). Here the expected
similarities to PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) appear to facilitate a common interpreta-
tion.

PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111)

In the coverage range of a (sub-)ML the system SnPc/Ag(111) has been well character-
ized by many techniques [83, 125–127]. It is found that the first layer on the Ag(111)
surface is modified with respect to a SnPc multilayer. The most obvious modification
of (sub-)ML SnPc/Ag(111) with respect to a SnPc multilayer observed by PES is the
emergence of a LUMO signal in the valence PES spectrum of (sub-)ML SnPc/Ag(111)
[83]. As expected from the direct correspondence of valence and core level PES (see dis-
cussion in section 2.2) this strong change in valence PES goes together with a significant
variation of the line-shape of the core level PES data between (sub-)ML SnPc/Ag(111)
and a SnPc multilayer. Especially the line-shape of the C1s core level PES spectrum
of a SnPc molecule is substantially different for SnPc molecules in direct contact to
Ag(111) and in higher layers of a homo-molecular SnPc multilayer [83]. Moreover,
the line-shape of the C1s core level PES spectra of a SnPc multilayer and (sub-)ML
SnPc/Ag(111) are distinguishable from the C1s PES spectra of a PTCDA multilayer and
(sub-)ML PTCDA/Ag(111) [18, 78, 83]. Additionally, the line-shape of the C1s core
level PES spectrum of a sub-ML SnPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) can be successfully
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reproduced with reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and a SnPc multilayer [18].
Hence, C1s core level PES of SnPc molecules at the hetero-organic interface with 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) can be described with the same Hamiltonian and a similar set of pa-
rameters as the homo-molecular SnPc multilayer. In the following I will use the term
multilayer-like for this property of a molecule in order to achieve a shorter formulation.
All these experimental findings constitute the fulfillment of all requirements for a fin-
gerprint approach analysis (see discussion of requirements in section 2.2) of the system
SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). From the fingerprint approach analysis of the core-level
PES spectra of this system in Ref. [18] the conclusion is drawn that SnPc molecules
remain on top of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). In order to be able to perform a fingerprint
approach analysis of the system PTCDA on 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) the fulfillment of one
criterion still needs to be confirmed. This is the multilayer-like character of PTCDA
molecules when they are at the hetero-molecular interface with 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111).
This can be tested with the actual C1s core level PES data.

In Fig. 4.1 core level and valence PES data of the hetero-organic system of 0.65 ML
PTCDA on 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) is presented. The successful reproduction of the line-
shape of the measured C1s PES spectrum by a linear combination of a 1 ML SnPc on
Ag(111) and a PTCDA multilayer reference spectrum is demonstrated in Fig. 4.1(a). For
this both reference spectra are scaled with a factor so that the sum of both (red line)
matches the measured data (open circles). For the PTCDA multilayer reference spec-
trum an additional energy shift is applied. Such shifts of molecular energy levels of
multilayer-like systems can be explained by the alignment of energetic levels to different
vacuum levels [92–95]. In the PTCDA multilayer reference spectrum it is the vacuum
level of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) [18] to which the energy levels are aligned while in
Fig. 4.1 it is the lower vacuum level of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) [83]. Hence a shift in the
binding energy (EB) of a PES spectrum of a molecule that exhibits multilayer-like char-
acter is of minor concern for the analysis with the fingerprint approach. Consequently,
energy shifts of multilayer-like contributions in PES spectra will not be discussed in the
rest of this chapter. In contrast an energy shift of a PES spectrum of a molecule which
is not multilayer-like points towards a modification of the parameters in the Molecu-
lar Gunnarsson-Schönhammer Hamiltonian (see Eq. 2.9) since those PES spectra are
unchanged by a mere variation of the vacuum level [18]. Such energy shifts can be com-
pared to the variations of the line-shape of C1s core level PES spectra found for different
Ag surfaces and different structural phases on the same Ag surface in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2.
In the case of PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) in Fig. 4.1 the 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) C1s PES
reference spectrum is not shifted in energy with respect to the pure 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111)
film. Furthermore, a significant variation of the line-shape of the SnPc contribution to
the C1s PES spectrum in Fig. 4.1(a) with respect to the pure 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) film
can be excluded through the successful reproduction of the measured data with the 1 ML
SnPc/Ag(111) reference. The same holds true for the PTCDA contribution which is
equal to a PTCDA multilayer C1s reference spectrum. Hence PTCDA molecules are
multilayer-like in the system PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111). So all requirements for a
significant fingerprint approach analysis are fulfilled for this system. This allows me
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Figure 4.1: PES data of 0.65 ML PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111). (a) C1s core level PES
spectrum (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111)
(cyan line) and a PTCDA multilayer (purple line). The red line is the sum of both refer-
ence spectra. (b) Valence PES data (black full circles) in comparison to a scaled 1 ML
SnPc/Ag(111) reference spectrum (cyan full squares). (c) O1s core level PES spectrum
(open circles) in comparison to a scaled PTCDA multilayer reference spectrum (purple
line). (d) N1s core level PES spectrum (open circles) in comparison to a scaled 1 ML
SnPc/Ag(111) reference spectrum (cyan line).

to conclude that the SnPc molecules are still in direct contact to the Ag(111) surface
and hence in the first layer while PTCDA molecules are only adsorbed in higher layers.
This conclusion is corroborated by the O1s and N1s core level PES spectra shown in
Fig. 4.1(c) and (d), respectively. Hereby the equal line-shape (within measurement ac-
curacy) of the O1s core level PES spectrum of the hetero-organic system (open circles)
and the PTCDA multilayer reference spectrum (purple line) confirms the multilayer-like
character of PTCDA since the O1s PES spectrum constitutes an exclusive signal of this
molecule. The N1s core level PES spectrum on the other hand is an exclusive signal
of the SnPc molecules. So the matching line-shape of the N1s core level PES spectrum
of the hetero-organic system (open circles) and the 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) N1s reference
spectrum (cyan line) in Fig. 4.1(d) further confirms that the SnPc molecules are located
in the first layer.
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At this point I would like to discuss an alternative interpretation allowed by the finger-
print approach analysis. Although this interpretation is highly unlikely it demonstrates
the limits of a pure fingerprint approach analysis. If PES of SnPc molecules in the
second layer on top of PTCDA molecules could be described by the same Hamiltonian
and a similar set of parameters as the system 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) the PES data of the
hetero-organic film in Fig 4.1 could also be reproduced by 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) refer-
ence spectra. At the same time the contributions of the PTCDA molecules to the PES
spectra of the hetero-organic film in Fig 4.1 would have to be multilayer-like although
the PTCDA molecules are situated in the first layer. This scenario could be explained by
some sort of intermolecular interaction between SnPc and PTCDA molecules. However,
this alternative explanation can be excluded by the observed PES intensities. The atten-
uation of all core level PES signals originating from SnPc molecules with respect to the
ones of the uncovered 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) film shows that the PTCDA molecules must
be adsorbed on top of the SnPc molecules. A decrease of the PES intensity stemming
from the SnPc molecules due to self attenuation resulting from a Stranski-Krastanov
growth mode can also be excluded since in this scenario SnPc molecules would be in a
homo-molecular SnPc environment. Hence SnPc multilayer reference spectra would be
necessary for a successful reproduction of the measured PES spectra. Additionally, the
knowledge about the PES spectra of the system SnPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) [17, 18],
which has the discussed alternative layer order, immediately proofs this alternative layer
order wrong. Anyway, it is important to keep in mind that the fingerprint approach anal-
ysis only allows statements about the Hamiltonian with which PES of a molecule can be
described and the set of parameters included in this Hamiltonian. The layer order of the
hetero-organic film is then derived on the basis of these statements in combination with
relative and total PES intensities.

Some of the additional data in the small PTCDA coverage range (θ < 0.5 ML) shows
hints for PTCDA molecules in the first layer since features at the rising edge of some
O1s and C1s PES spectra can be interpreted in this direction (see Fig. A2(c) and (d)).
However, these hints are not unambiguous and could also be a consequence of the del-
icate background subtraction for small coverages (O1s) and a small error in the energy
calibration (C1s). In DRS data a signal attributed to SnPc molecules in the second layer
is observed when the first layer of SnPc is prepared by direct deposition [124]. Thus this
preparation procedure allows PTCDA molecules to replace SnPc molecules from the first
layer and force them into the second layer. For 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) prepared by anneal-
ing of a SnPc multilayer this replacement is not observed in DRS [124]. Hence it seems
to be the molecular density of the first SnPc layer which induces the observed difference.
Similarly, a variation in the annealing procedure could result in a more or less densely
covered 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) so that on a minor fraction of the surface the replacement
of SnPc molecules by PTCDA molecules is possible. These PES signals of PTCDA
molecules in the first layer would then only be visible for small coverages since the
growing PES signals of PTCDA molecules in higher layers would more and more dom-
inate the PES spectra for larger PTCDA coverages. Anyway, the vast majority of PES
spectra shows that SnPc molecules remain in the first layer and PTCDA molecules are
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adsorbed in higher layers. With the PES spectra that show hints for PTCDA molecules
in the first layer I can estimate a relative upper coverage limit of 20 % of 1 ML of
PTCDA in this layer within the measured fraction of the surface. So the total amount of
PTCDA molecules in the first layer can be estimated to be below a coverage of 0.1 ML
of PTCDA.

After revealing the layer order of the system PTCDA on 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) I investi-
gate the PES spectrum of the valence regime. Due to the direct correspondence of core
level and valence PES the assignment of the measured PES signals is based on the finger-
print approach analysis of the PES core level spectrum in Fig. 4.1(a). Fig. 4.1(b) displays
the valence PES spectrum of 0.65 ML PTCDA on 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) in comparison
to the valence PES spectrum of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111). From the fingerprint approach
analysis of the PES core level spectra it follows that the valence PES signals of the SnPc
molecules should be equal to the ones of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111). Hence the two signals at
lowest EB can be assigned to the SnPc LUMO and the SnPc HOMO. The additional PES
signal for the 0.65 ML PTCDA on 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) spectrum at EB ≈ 2.5 eV grows
with PTCDA coverage (see Fig. A2(b)). Furthermore, the fingerprint approach analysis
of the PES core level spectra shows that no LUMO signal is expected for the PTCDA
molecules. Thus I attribute this signal to the PTCDA HOMO. This PTCDA HOMO sig-
nal is situated at the steep rising edge of a peak that originates from several molecular
orbitals of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111). The deconvolution of such a PES spectrum is quite del-
icate since the two signals exhibit a large difference in PES intensity. So variations in the
tailing edge of the PTCDA HOMO signal cannot be separated from small variations in
the rising edge of the SnPc molecular orbital signal. Moreover, largely different PES in-
tensities could lead to delicate subtraction artifacts in the resulting PES spectrum belong-
ing to the less intense contribution. Consequently, the PTCDA contribution to the valence
PES spectrum of this hetero-organic system cannot be significantly divided from signals
that originate from SnPc molecules. In conclusion PTCDA on 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) is
not an appropriate system for further analysis with RPES.

CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)

The next system analyzed with the fingerprint approach and valence PES constitutes of
a sub-ML of CuPc deposited onto a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) film. For the system 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) a huge body of literature exists. For example Refs. [78–80, 128–132]
give an impression how many experimental techniques have been used to investigate
this metal-organic model system. In the discussion of the requirements for a signif-
icant fingerprint approach analysis in section 2.2 the examples of CuPc and PTCDA
molecules on Ag(111) are included. The line-shapes of the C1s core level PES spec-
tra of both molecules are found to be substantially different with respect to each other
in the first layer on Ag(111) and in higher layers (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 and Ref. [78]).
Moreover, it is found in Fig. 2.1 and in Ref. [78] that the C1s core level PES spec-
tra of CuPc and PTCDA molecules exhibit a substantially different line-shape in the
first layer on Ag(111) with respect to higher layers. Hence the only requirement left to
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Figure 4.2: PES data of 0.70 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). (a) C1s core level PES
spectrum (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
(brown line) and a CuPc multilayer (blue line). The red line is the sum of both refer-
ence spectra. (b) Valence PES data (black full circles) in comparison to a scaled 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) reference spectrum (brown full squares).

be fulfilled for a significant fingerprint approach analysis of the system CuPc on 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) is the multilayer-like character of CuPc molecules at the hetero-organic
interface with 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). In Ref. [20] chemical interaction at this hetero-
organic interface is concluded from the data of different experimental techniques. This
conclusion leads to the expectation of a variation of the line-shape of PES core level
spectra of CuPc molecules at this hetero-organic interface with respect to a CuPc multi-
layer.

Analogous to Fig. 4.1(a) a linear combination of reference spectra is used in Fig. 4.2(a)
to reproduce the measured C1s core level PES spectrum (open circles). Here a successful
reproduction (red line) is performed with a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference spectrum
(brown line) and a CuPc multilayer reference spectrum (blue line). Since all features of
the 0.70 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) C1s PES spectrum (open circles) are equally
present in the sum of the two reference spectra (red line) I can conclude that the PES
contribution of the PTCDA molecules is well reproduced by a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
reference spectrum. Additionally, the successful reproduction of the C1s core level PES
spectrum in Fig. 4.2(a) shows that CuPc molecules at the hetero-organic interface with
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) are multilayer-like. Thus a significant fingerprint approach anal-
ysis of the system CuPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is possible. The energy shift applied
to the CuPc multilayer reference spectrum can be explained analogous to the shift of
the PTCDA multilayer reference spectrum of Fig. 4.1(a). Since the characteristic feature
of a PTCDA multilayer C1s PES reference spectrum at EB ≈ 289 eV (see Fig. 4.1(a))
is not visible in Fig. 4.2(a) multilayer-like PTCDA molecules can be safely excluded.
Moreover, the O1s core level PES spectrum (not shown) exhibits the same line-shape
(within measurement accuracy) as a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference spectrum and the
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line-shape of the N1s core level PES spectrum (not shown) is equal to the CuPc mul-
tilayer reference spectrum. Hence the O1s and N1s core level PES spectra confirm the
conclusion drawn from the analysis of the C1s core level PES spectrum. The expected
variation of line-shapes of PES signals of the CuPc molecules at this hetero-organic inter-
face with respect to a CuPc multilayer is not found. Apparently, the chemical interaction
at this hetero-organic interface according to Ref. [20] has no detectable influence on the
core level PES line-shape. So using the criterion of line-shapes of core level PES spec-
tra the hetero-organic interface of CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) can be characterized as
similar to CuPc on Au(111) and the homo-molecular CuPc interface (see Fig. 2.1). The
core level PES intensities of the contributions of the PTCDA molecules to the PES spec-
tra of the hetero-organic film exhibit the expected attenuation with respect to the 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) reference spectra. Consequently, these PES intensities in combination
with the fingerprint approach analysis in Fig. 4.2(a) reveal that PTCDA molecules are
in the first and CuPc molecules are in higher layers. Furthermore, the comparison of
the deposited CuPc amount, estimated with the deposition rate, with the observed PES
intensity stemming from CuPc molecules (C1s and N1s) points towards a wetting growth
of CuPc. Such a conclusion solely based on PES intensities can exclude Volmer-Weber
growth but in order to find out whether a third (and higher) layer growth in the order
of 0.2 ML exists a comparison to other experimental techniques is necessary. From the
data in Ref. [20] it can be reasoned that at 300 K the first layer of CuPc in fact grows
in a wetting mode in the overall second layer on top of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Hence
the requirements of a stable and well defined interface system are fulfilled by (sub-)ML
CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111).

The valence PES data illustrated in Fig. 4.2(b) reveals three separable peaks within the
same PES intensity range. From the fingerprint approach analysis of Fig. 4.2(a) it is
expected that the signals of the PTCDA molecules in the valence PES data are equal to
the ones of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Moreover, the peak of the CuPc molecules with the
lowest EB in the valence PES spectrum must be the CuPc HOMO signal since the emer-
gence of a CuPc LUMO signal can be excluded from the line-shape of the C1s core level
PES spectrum in Fig. 4.2(a). Hence the peak at EB ≈ 1 eV in Fig. 4.2(b) is assigned to
the CuPc HOMO which is in agreement with Ref. [20]. Moreover, the peak at lower EB
than the CuPc HOMO signal must be the PTCDA LUMO signal and the one at higher EB
the PTCDA HOMO signal (as indicated in Fig. 4.2(b)). In contrast to Ref. [20] an energy
shift of the PTCDA LUMO signal in the PES spectrum of the hetero-organic system with
respect to the PES spectrum of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) in the order of 100 meV cannot be
detected in Fig. 4.2(b). This can be explained by a difference in the photon energy (hν)
of the valence PES spectrum of 0.70 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) in Fig. 4.2(b) and
the one in Ref. [20]. The larger hν used in Fig. 4.2(b) results in a larger kinetic energy
of the photoelectrons which leads to different scattering properties of these electrons
with respect to the ones excited by He I light. The consequential difference in diffuse
backscattering at the CuPc overlayer could lead to a different background of substrate s-p
bands which might alter the apparent peak maximum of the LUMO signal (see Fig. A5).
This scenario is in agreement with the observed variation of the relative intensity of the
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HOMO and the LUMO signal in Ref. [20]. An energy shift of the observed magnitude
due to backscattering in combination with a possible dispersion of the PTCDA LUMO
signal (as for PTCDA/Ag(110) [133]) cannot be definitely excluded. If a dispersion of
the same order of magnitude (approximately 200 meV) as for PTCDA/Ag(110) [133]
was present in the system 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) the LUMO signal from a point in
k-space where EB exhibits a maximum could be backscattered into the k-space region
probed in the measurement. In this scenario a difference between a measurement with
hν = 120 eV and hν = He I would be expected. However, the continuous energy shift
with increasing CuPc coverage of the PTCDA LUMO in two different measurement ge-
ometries observed in Ref. [20] suggests that a dispersion related explanation is unlikely
since this scenario would be a surprising coincidence. For a definite exclusion of this
scenario detailed information about the k-space region from which the signal in the dis-
cussed energy distribution curve (EDC) stems is necessary. Anyway, the valence PES
spectrum in Fig. 4.2(b) can allow a significant deconvolution of the PES signals from the
PTCDA molecules and the CuPc molecules in RPES. For this a previous RPES study of
the homo-molecular system 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and at least one multilayer-like CuPc
system will be necessary. This might of course reveal some unexpected difficulties but
at this point the system sub-ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is promising for an anal-
ysis with RPES. Consequently, this system will be investigated with this spectroscopic
technique in subsection 5.4.2.

PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111)

Continuing the search for further hetero-organic systems which are suited for the in-
tended RPES analysis I switch the order of the preparations steps with respect to the pre-
viously discussed system CuPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). So now a sub-ML PTCDA
is deposited on top of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). For the system 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) many
similarities are found with respect to the system 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111). In valence PES
spectra of a (sub-)ML CuPc/Ag(111) a LUMO signal is found in contrast to a CuPc
multilayer (see Ref. [82] and Fig. 2.1). This strong change in the valence PES spec-
trum between (sub-)ML CuPc/Ag(111) and a CuPc multilayer manifests itself in strong
changes of the line-shape of the corresponding core level PES spectra (see C1s spectra
in Fig. 2.1 and N1s PES reference spectra in Fig. 4.3). Moreover, the phase diagrams of
the growth of the first layer show similarities for sub-ML SnPc/Ag(111) [125] and sub-
ML CuPc/Ag(111) [82]. At 300 K ordered structures start to form for coverages in the
range of approximately 0.9 ML in both cases. For lower coverages gas-like phases are
observed which points towards intermolecular repulsion.

Fig. 4.3 illustrates core level and valence PES data of 0.5 ML PTCDA deposited onto
1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). The reproduction of the measured C1s PES spectrum (open cir-
cles) with reference spectra (Fig. 4.3(a)) is successful. However, the reference spectra
used in this case reveal a remarkable difference with respect to the two systems pre-
sented in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. For the reproduction of the line-shape of the measured C1s
core level PES spectrum (open circles) in Fig. 4.3(a) a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown
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Figure 4.3: PES data of 0.5 ML PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). (a) C1s core level PES
spectrum (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
(brown line), 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (cyan line) and a CuPc multilayer (blue line). (b)
Valence PES data (black full circles) in comparison to a scaled 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) refer-
ence spectrum (cyan full squares). (c) N1s core level PES spectrum (open circles) together
with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (cyan line) and a CuPc multilayer
(blue line). (d) O1s core level PES spectrum (open circles) in comparison to a scaled
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference spectrum (brown line). In each panel the red line is the
sum of all reference spectra.
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line) and a multilayer CuPc reference spectrum (blue line) have to be used in addition
to a 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) reference spectrum (cyan line). Hence PTCDA molecules
can be described with the same Hamiltonian and a similar set of parameters as 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) although they are deposited in the second preparation step on top of
1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). The matching line-shape of the O1s core level PES spectra of
0.5 ML PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (open circles) and the 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) ref-
erence spectrum (brown line) in Fig. 4.3(d) agrees with this finding. Interestingly, the C1s
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference spectrum needs to be shifted in EB for a successful fin-
gerprint approach analysis in Fig. 4.3(a) whereas EB of the O1s 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
reference is unchanged in Fig. 4.3(d). The energy shift of the C1s 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
reference is significant since only a shifted 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference can prop-
erly reproduce the rising edge of the main peak and the peak at EB ≈ 287 eV. So there
seems to be some difference in the set of parameters in the Hamiltonian of the PTCDA
molecules with respect to 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Similarly to the modifications in
Fig. 2.2 this could be a consequence of a change in the adsorption geometry of PTCDA
molecules on Ag(111). This change might be forced upon the PTCDA molecules by the
presence of CuPc molecules (see discussion of energy shifts for lateral hetero-organic
systems in subsection 4.2.1). PTCDA molecules which are multilayer-like can be ex-
cluded from the analysis of the line-shapes of the measured C1s and O1s PES spectra
since no PTCDA multilayer reference spectrum is needed for a successful reproduction
(in contrast to Fig. 4.1). Moreover, in Fig. 4.3(a) a multilayer-like CuPc contribution is
found in addition to the 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) signal. Thus some CuPc molecules are
multilayer-like and others can be described by the same Hamiltonian and a similar set
of parameters as 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). The reproduction of the N1s PES spectrum of
the hetero-organic film (open circles) with a CuPc multilayer (blue line) and a 1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111) reference spectrum (cyan line) in Fig. 4.3(c) agrees with this finding. The
observed contribution of multilayer-like CuPc molecules is quite unexpected since for
the 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) sample onto which PTCDA molecules are deposited such a
contribution to the line-shape of the PES spectra (not shown) can be excluded. A finger-
print approach analysis of additional core level PES data for lower PTCDA coverages
(not shown) is entirely analogue to Fig. 4.3.

The requirement that still needs to be fulfilled for a significant fingerprint approach
of the system PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) is the multilayer-like character of PTCDA
molecules at the hetero-organic interface with 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). From the PES spec-
tra in Fig. 4.3 this cannot be concluded since no multilayer-like contribution of PTCDA
molecules is found. So in order to draw conclusions about the layer order of the sys-
tem PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) from the fingerprint approach analysis multilayer-like
PTCDA molecules need to be detected. At this point I search for a contribution to the
line-shape of the PES spectra by multilayer-like PTCDA molecules in the PES data of a
PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) sample with a higher PTCDA coverage. Fig. 4.4 displays
the PES data of 0.8 ML PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). From the reproduction of the
C1s (Fig. 4.4(a)) and the O1s (Fig. 4.4(d)) PES data a contribution of multilayer-like
PTCDA molecules (purple lines) becomes obvious. Whether some of these multilayer-
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like PTCDA molecules are situated at a hetero-molecular interface with CuPc molecules
cannot be concluded. If this PTCDA-CuPc interface existed in this sample the third re-
quirement for a significant fingerprint approach analysis would be fulfilled (see section
2.2). If such a hetero-molecular interface did not exist in this sample the third require-
ment would not have to be fulfilled. Hence I conclude that a significant fingerprint ap-
proach analysis of the system PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) is possible. Except for the
contribution of multilayer-like PTCDA molecules the analysis of the core level PES data
in Fig. 4.4 is analogue to Fig. 4.3. From the analysis of Figs. 4.4 and 4.3 in combination
with the conclusions drawn from the system CuPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) the layer
order of the system PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) can be discussed. The most reason-
able conclusion is that for PTCDA coverages up to 0.5 ML all PTCDA molecules are
situated in the first layer while CuPc molecules are in the first and in higher layers. For
larger PTCDA coverages both CuPc molecules and PTCDA molecules are present in the
first and in higher layers. Consequently, approximately 0.5 ML of the deposited amount
of PTCDA molecules diffuse into the first layer, replace some of the CuPc molecules
in this first layer and force them into higher layers. Thus the notation PTCDA/1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111) must not be interpreted as a description of the molecular order in the sam-
ple but rather seen as the documentation of the preparation of the sample. An alternative
layer order than the one just discussed would require multilayer-like CuPc molecules in
the first layer (see discussion of the previous systems). For this scenario electronic inter-
molecular interaction (e.g. hybridization) at the PTCDA-CuPc hetero-organic interface
would be necessary. A significant influence on the core-level PES line-shape of such a
possible intermolecular interaction has been excluded in the discussion of the PES data
of the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Thus it is extremely unlikely that such an in-
teraction has a significant influence on the core-level PES line-shape of the same hetero-
organic interface in the system PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). Additionally, the measured
PES intensities do not agree with the scenario of CuPc molecules only in the first layer
since the PES intensity stemming from multilayer-like CuPc molecules in the C1s and
N1s PES spectra is too large. Furthermore, in the spot profile analysis low energy elec-
tron diffraction (LEED), valence PES and x-ray standing wave study of the same system
in Ref. [134] all findings are also interpreted by a diffusion of PTCDA molecules into
the first layer. Especially the disappearance of the diffraction spots of the characteristic
CuPc LEED structure after the deposition of a small amount of PTCDA (approximately
0.1 ML) points towards the existence of PTCDA molecules in the first layer. Addi-
tionally, very recent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measurements of the same
system find PTCDA molecules and CuPc molecules in the first layer [135]. This data
unambiguously proofs an alternative layer order wrong.

In the case of a first layer with two different molecules quantitative statements with PES
intensities are generally difficult. In order to draw conclusions from the attenuation of a
particular PES core level signal it is necessary to know on top of which molecule in the
first layer the molecules in higher layers are situated. CuPc and PTCDA molecules in
higher layers could selectively adsorb on top of either of the two molecules in the first
layer or be more or less homogeneously distributed over both. Furthermore, the growth
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Figure 4.4: PES data of 0.8 ML PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). (a) C1s core level PES
spectrum (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
(brown line), 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (cyan line), a PTCDA multilayer (purple line) and a
CuPc multilayer (blue line). (b) Valence PES data (black full circles) in comparison to a
scaled 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) reference spectrum (cyan full squares). (c) N1s core level PES
spectrum (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111)
(cyan line) and a CuPc multilayer (blue line). (d) O1s core level PES spectrum (open
circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown line) and
a PTCDA multilayer (purple line). In each panel the red line is the sum of all reference
spectra.
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mode of the higher layers is unknown. Hence the given total PTCDA coverages are es-
timated by the deposition rate and the visible PES intensity of all PTCDA signals. The
latter correspond to a minimal coverage value which is only equal to the actual coverage
in the case of no attenuation by an overlayer. Similarly the amount of PTCDA molecules
in the first layer in the 0.8 ML PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) sample is estimated to be
approximately 0.5 ML from the intensity of the 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference spectra
used in the fingerprint approach analysis. Even though quantitative statements are diffi-
cult the fingerprint approach analysis of the system PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) allows
significant qualitative statements. The separable signals in the EB region of EB > 285 eV
of the C1s PES spectrum allow an unambiguous deconvolution of the measured PES
data. Moreover, the agreement with the exclusive PES signals (O1s for PTCDA and N1s
for CuPc) justifies the choice of reference spectra used to reproduce the C1s PES data.
Hence for hetero-organic systems with metal-phthalocyanine and PTCDA molecules on
Ag(111) a significant fingerprint approach analysis of the C1s core level PES spectra
with three and even four components is possible.

An assignment of the signals in the valence PES spectra of the system PTCDA/1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111) in Figs. 4.3(b) and 4.4(b) only through a comparison to the valence PES
EDCs of the homo-molecular films is very difficult and quite speculative. The direct
correspondence of valence PES and core level PES can be used to perform a rough as-
signment since for each contribution in the fingerprint approach analysis of the core
level PES spectra a corresponding contribution must exist in the valence PES EDC. Con-
sequently, the feature at EB ≈ 0.5 eV in Figs. 4.3(b) and 4.4(b) most probably consists
of a CuPc LUMO signal and a PTCDA LUMO signal. The former should be similar to
the CuPc LUMO signal of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) while the energy shifts applied to the
C1s PES 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference spectra point towards a modification of the
PTCDA LUMO signal with respect to 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). A detailed discussion
of this possible modification in the valence regime will be given for the lateral hetero-
organic systems in subsection 4.2.1. The double peak feature at EB ≈ 1.5 eV should
consist of a CuPc HOMO signal from the first layer, a PTCDA HOMO signal from first
layer and a CuPc HOMO signal from higher layers. Moreover, the additional feature
at EB ≈ 2.4 eV in the valence PES spectrum in Fig. 4.4(b) with respect to Fig. 4.3(b)
can be assigned to a PTCDA HOMO from higher layers. A comparison to the valence
PES data of 0.65 ML PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) in Fig. 4.1(b) supports this assign-
ment.

The instability of the system PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) at 300 K results in rather un-
defined hetero-molecular interfaces and multiple overlapping signals in the valence PES
spectrum. Hence it is not an appropriate system for further analysis with RPES. How-
ever, the observed (partial) layer exchange introduces a new and interesting question
about the origin of the found instability. Finding the reason for the layer exchange could
exclude some hetero-organic systems from the search for well defined hetero-organic
interfaces. These are of advantage for basic research questions since the well defined
geometric structure of such model systems facilitates the interpretation of the data pro-
duced by complicated experimental techniques. Especially in the light of the findings
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for the system PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) the instability of the system PTCDA/1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111) is very surprising. For the latter system a partial layer exchange is en-
ergetically favorable at 300 K. For the former this is either not the case or an exchange
is somewhat hindered. A lack of mobility for PTCDA molecules at 300 K can be ex-
cluded with the observed layer exchange for PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). A possible
explanation for the observed difference of those two systems could be given by a dif-
ference in the adsorption energy per surface area between a CuPc and a SnPc molecule
on Ag(111). If this quantity was smaller for a CuPc than for a PTCDA molecule and
larger for a SnPc than for a PTCDA molecule the behavior of both systems with PTCDA
molecules deposited on top could be explained. However, this explanation alone is in
contrast to the observed stability of the system SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) [17, 18].
The fact that this system is stable might be related to the attractive intermolecular in-
teraction of the PTCDA herringbone layer [79]. At this point it is apparent that more
experimental information is needed for a discussion of this issue (see section 4.3). Tak-
ing additional effects, such as intermolecular forces, into account can certainly produce
a working explanation but in order to reach a significant conclusion further information
and more systems need to be included into the discussion (see section 4.3). The fol-
lowing search for additional hetero-organic systems with well defined interfaces could
provide this additional information.

4.1.2 F4TCNQ and PTCDA molecules on Ag(110)

So far SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) have shown to
provide structurally well defined and stable interfaces and exhibit separable signals in
the valence PES spectrum. Since the electronic structure of the two different metal-
phthalocyanines is very similar in the valence regime it can be expected that the RPES
data of both of these interfaces will also be quite similar. In order to be able to com-
pare interfaces with different electronic properties an additional and sufficiently different
hetero-organic interface system is of interest. A parameter that might provide some pre-
vious knowledge on the electronic structure at a hetero-organic interface is the electron
affinity of the involved components. This parameter is defined by the energetic difference
of the LUMO and the vacuum level and is therefore a measure for the energy an electron
gains when it is transfered onto the molecule. Thus it can be estimated that a molecule
with a high electron affinity is more likely to receive an electron. In Ref. [95] electron
affinities for many molecules are given and the molecule with the largest electron affin-
ity therein is F4TCNQ. So I choose this molecule for the following investigations. Due
to the huge amount of preliminary data the second molecule is chosen to be PTCDA.
Since both of these molecules belong to the D2h symmetry group the Ag(110) surface
might be of advantage. The matching symmetry might lead to an ordered molecular
orientation which facilitates obtaining additional information by ARPES measurements.
This combination of molecules could also lead to valuable information for the discus-
sion about the adsorption energy per surface area of π-conjugated molecules on metal
substrates.
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F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110)

For the first ML of PTCDA on Ag(110) two structural phases are possible. Direct depo-
sition leads to the so-called brick-wall phase [80, 97, 99, 136–138] while annealing of a
multilayer results in a herringbone phase [98, 99, 138]. In order to exclude an uncovered
part of the Ag(110) surface I choose the later preparation procedure for the first layer
of the hetero-organic interface system F4TCNQ on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). In any case
such an uncovered fraction of the Ag(110) surface would lead to a PES signal originat-
ing from molecules in the first layer which are deposited in the second preparation step
and hence complicate the evaluation with the fingerprint approach. The herringbone
ML PTCDA/Ag(110) will simply be called 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) in the following.
As shown in Refs. [99, 138] and Fig. 2.2 a LUMO signal is visible in the valence PES
spectrum of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110). The corresponding C1s core level PES spectrum
shows a significant variation of its line-shape with respect to a PTCDA multilayer (see
Fig. 2.2 and Ref. [78]). The system F4TCNQ/Ag(110) has, to my best knowledge, not
been studied by valence PES prior to my work. However, valence PES measurements
of F4TCNQ molecules on Ag(111) [139] show a LUMO signal and hence the same can
be expected for F4TCNQ molecules on Ag(110). My valence PES measurements of
the homo-molecular system (sub-)ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) confirm this expectation (see
Fig. 4.6(b) and Fig. A7). For an F4TCNQ multilayer no LUMO signal is observed in va-
lence PES [140]. Similar to all other molecules investigated so far this difference in va-
lence PES between an F4TCNQ multilayer and (sub-)ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) manifests
itself in substantially different line-shapes of the corresponding C1s core level PES spec-
tra (see Fig. A6(a)). Furthermore, the line-shapes of the C1s core level PES spectra of
an F4TCNQ multilayer and (sub-)ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) are significantly different from
a PTCDA multilayer and 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110). Consequently, a significant finger-
print approach analysis of a hetero-organic system with F4TCNQ and PTCDA molecules
on Ag(110) will be possible if both molecules are multilayer-like at the hetero-organic
F4TCNQ-PTCDA interface.

Fig. 4.5 shows C1s core level and valence PES data of 0.5 ML F4TCNQ deposited on
top of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110). The measured C1s core level PES spectrum (open cir-
cles) displayed in Fig. 4.5(a) is successfully reproduced with reference spectra of 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(110) (brown line), 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) (orange line) and a PTCDA
multilayer (purple line). Hence all F4TCNQ molecules of this sample can be described
with the same Hamiltonian and a similar set of parameters as 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110).
On the other hand there are two types of PTCDA molecules present in the 0.5 ML
F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) sample. Some PTCDA molecules are multilayer-like
while others can be described with the same Hamiltonian and a similar set of parameters
as 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110). A fingerprint approach analysis of C1s data for a cover-
age of approximately 1.0 ML of F4TCNQ (see Fig. A6(b)) obtains a small additional
multilayer-like F4TCNQ contribution in the successful reproduction of the measured
C1s line-shape. Whether the multilayer-like contributions stem from molecules that are
at a hetero-molecular interface cannot be concluded. The discussion of the fulfillment
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Figure 4.5: PES data of 0.5 ML F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110). (a) C1s core level PES
spectrum (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110)
(brown line), 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) (orange line) and a PTCDA multilayer (purple
line). The red line is the sum of all reference spectra. (b) Valence PES data (black full
circles) in comparison to a scaled 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) reference spectrum (brown full
squares).

of the third requirement for a significant fingerprint approach analysis (see section 2.2)
is hence analogue to the system PTCDA on 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). Either the third re-
quirement is fulfilled or it does not need to be fulfilled. Consequently, for hetero-organic
systems with F4TCNQ and PTCDA molecules on Ag(110) a significant fingerprint ap-
proach analysis is possible. The F4TCNQ coverage of both samples is again estimated
by the deposition rate and the visible PES intensities (N1s and F1s). Furthermore, the
line-shape analysis of the exclusive core level PES signals of F4TCNQ molecules (N1s
and F1s, not shown) and the exclusive core level signal of PTCDA molecules (O1s, not
shown) is in agreement with the findings for the corresponding C1s core level PES data.
For both F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) samples energy shifts with respect to the ref-
erence spectra of the homo-molecular ML samples on Ag(110) are observed. This points
towards a modification of the parameters in the Hamiltonian of both molecules with re-
spect to the pure 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) and 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) samples. For
PTCDA molecules this modification could originate from structural changes as observed
in Fig. 2.2. For F4TCNQ molecules different sub-ML coverages on Ag(110) do lead to
an energy shift of all PES signals with respect to the 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(111) reference
spectra (see Fig. A7). Consequently, either a structural modification or a change in the
molecular environment can be given as a reason for the energy shift of the contribution
of F4TCNQ molecules in the hetero-organic system F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110).
The most reasonable conclusion from these findings is that F4TCNQ molecules diffuse
into the first layer and force part of the PTCDA molecules into higher layers. An alter-
native layer order with multilayer-like PTCDA molecules in the first layer can again be
excluded with an analysis of core level PES intensities.
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The signals in the valence band PES data of Fig. 4.5(b) can be assigned to the particular
molecules on the basis of the fingerprint approach analysis of the C1s PES spectrum in
Fig. 4.5(a). For the PTCDA molecules in the first layer valence orbital signals similar to
the valence PES spectrum of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) (filled brown squares in Fig. 4.5(b))
are expected. F4TCNQ molecules in the first layer should exhibit valence orbital sig-
nals similar to the valence PES spectrum of 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(111) in Fig. 4.6(b).
Additionally, a HOMO signal stemming from the PTCDA molecules in higher lay-
ers should also be present in the valence PES spectrum of 0.5 ML F4TCNQ/1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(110) (filled black circles) in Fig. 4.5(b). Consequently, the signal at lowest
EB is assigned to the LUMO of PTCDA molecules in the first layer. The corresponding
PTCDA HOMO signal should contribute to the double peak at EB ≈ 2 eV. The additional
intensity found for the 0.5 ML F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) spectrum in between
the LUMO and the HOMO signal of PTCDA molecules in the first layer can be assigned
to the F4TCNQ LUMO. Hence the double peak at EB ≈ 2 eV of the 0.5 ML F4TCNQ
on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) spectrum should include a contribution of the HOMO sig-
nal of F4TCNQ molecules in the first layer. Additionally, the HOMO signal of PTCDA
molecules in the second layer is most probably incorporated in the signal at EB ≈ 2 eV.
Similarly, signals of all three types of molecules contribute to the valence PES spectrum
of 0.5 ML F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) at EB > 2.5 eV. Once again an assignment
of the contributions to the valence PES spectrum is made possible by the knowledge of
the contributions of the fingerprint approach analysis of the C1s PES data and the direct
correspondence of core level and valence PES.

In conclusion the system F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) is found to be instable and
a layer exchange similar to PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) is found. So F4TCNQ on
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) does not exhibit a well defined hetero-organic interface. Fur-
thermore, a significant deconvolution of the valence PES spectrum, that includes signals
from both molecules in the first layer and at least the contribution of PTCDA molecules
in higher layers, is very difficult due to the energetic overlap of multiple signals. Hence
the system F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) is inappropriate for a detailed analysis with
RPES.

PTCDA/1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110)

Switching the order of the preparation steps with respect to the system F4TCNQ on
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) results in another system that might exhibit a well defined hetero-
organic interface. Fig. 4.6 displays the PES data of the resulting 1.6 ML PTCDA/1.0 ML
F4TCNQ/Ag(110) film. In Fig. 4.6(a) the successful reproduction of the measured C1s
core level PES data is performed with a 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) (orange line) and a
PTCDA multilayer (purple line) reference spectrum. Hence all PTCDA molecules are
multilayer-like while all F4TCNQ molecules can be described with the same Hamilto-
nian and a similar set of parameters as 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110). No hint for a mod-
ification of the parameter set with respect to a pure 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) sample
is observed for the F4TCNQ molecules in the hetero-organic system PTCDA/1.0 ML
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Figure 4.6: PES data of 1.6 ML PTCDA/1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110). (a) C1s core
level PES spectrum (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1.0 ML
F4TCNQ/Ag(110) (orange line) and a PTCDA multilayer (purple line). The red line is
the sum of the two reference spectra. (b) Valence PES data (black full circles) in compar-
ison to a scaled 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) reference spectrum (orange full squares).

F4TCNQ/Ag(110). The data of the exclusive PES signals of both molecules (N1s, F1s
for F4TCNQ and O1s for PTCDA, all not shown) agree with the fingerprint approach
analysis of the C1s core level PES data. Consequently, it can be concluded that all
F4TCNQ molecules remain in the first layer on the Ag(110) surface and that all de-
posited PTCDA molecules are situated in higher layers.

The valence PES data presented in Fig. 4.6(b) can be discussed with the result of the
fingerprint approach analysis of the C1s core level PES data in Fig. 4.6(a). The signals
stemming from the F4TCNQ molecules in the first layer should be equal to the ones of
the 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) reference spectrum (orange full squares). The additional
signals in the valence PES spectrum of the hetero-organic film (black full circles) are
hence assigned to PTCDA molecules in higher layers (as indicated in Fig. 4.6(b)). A
LUMO signal stemming from PTCDA molecules is not expected from the fingerprint
approach analysis of the C1s core level PES data. Hence the signal with the lowest EB
originating from PTCDA molecules must be the PTCDA HOMO which is assigned to
the additional intensity between the F4TCNQ LUMO and HOMO signal in the 1.6 ML
PTCDA/1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) spectrum (black full circles). Due to the energetic
separation of the valence PES signals originating from the different molecules and their
similar intensity a significant deconvolution of these signals in RPES could be possi-
ble.

The stability and the suitable valence PES spectrum of the hetero-organic system PTCDA
on 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) are favorable for further analysis with RPES. However,
a closer look at the PES intensities points towards Volmer-Weber growth of PTCDA
molecules and thus an insufficiently defined hetero-organic interface. This conclusion
stems from a comparison of the expected PES intensity and the visible PES intensity of
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the PTCDA signals. The deposited amount of PTCDA is estimated with the deposition
rate which suggests a coverage of 1.6 ML while only approximately 0.5 ML of PTCDA
are visible in the C1s and the O1s core level PES data. The attenuation of the PES signals
of the F4TCNQ molecules is in agreement with this finding. For further investigations,
this growth behavior has to be taken into account.

In conclusion the findings in this subsection show that none of the hetero-organic systems
consisting of PTCDA and F4TCNQ molecules on Ag(110) qualifies for a subsequent
analysis with RPES. However, the behavior of these systems allows to push the discus-
sion about the energy balance of the adsorption of a π-conjugated molecule on a metal
forward. The fact that an F4TCNQ molecule is able to penetrate through a PTCDA her-
ringbone layer shows that the attractive intermolecular interaction of this structure [79]
can be overcome at 300 K. This finding leads to the question which role such a contribu-
tion of the intermolecular forces plays in the total energy balance of the hetero-molecular
system. In section 4.3 a general discussion about the energy balance of the adsorption of
π-conjugated molecules will be given which includes all experimental results of sections
4.1 and 4.2.

4.2 Stability of hetero-organic systems at elevated
temperatures

The observed instability of the systems PTCDA on 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) and F4TCNQ
on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) at 300 K together with the stability of the other systems can-
not be explained on the basis of a single parameter. So far a difference in the adsorption
energy per surface area is given as a possible reason for the found layer exchanges. For
the hetero-organic systems consisting of CuPc, SnPc, and PTCDA molecules the stability
of the system SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) hinders an explanation of the behavior of all
these systems only with this parameter. Furthermore, the ability of F4TCNQ molecules
to replace PTCDA molecules in the first layer on Ag(110) proofs that a possible energy
barrier which could be due to attractive intermolecular forces [79] can be overcome at
300 K. Hence it is possible that SnPc molecules will penetrate through a PTCDA her-
ringbone structure and diffuse into the first layer at elevated temperatures (T > 300 K)
if the adsorption energy per surface area is indeed larger for a SnPc molecule than for a
PTCDA molecule. The behavior of all other systems at elevated temperatures is equally
interesting since this information might lead to a common explanation of all investigated
systems. Thus in the following section all hetero-organic systems discussed in section
4.1 will be studied at elevated temperatures.

4.2.1 Metal-phthalocyanine and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111)

First the hetero-organic systems with all combinations of metal-phthalocyanine (SnPc or
CuPc) and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) will be measured before and after an annealing
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procedure. For that all necessary PES signals of the sample are measured previous to the
annealing procedure in order to fully characterize the initial state of the sample. Then the
sample is heated with a rate of approximately 1 K/s until the desired final temperature is
reached. The sample is then kept at this temperature for approximately 5 min so that there
is enough time for the system to reach an equilibrium state and possible reordering pro-
cesses can occur. Finally the result of the annealing procedure is measured with PES after
the temperature of the sample has dropped close to 300 K.

SnPc and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111)

Annealing samples of 1.5–5 ML SnPc deposited on top of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) up
to temperatures of 420–470 K within the given procedure results in samples in which
both SnPc and PTCDA molecules are situated in the first and in higher layers. This
is concluded from the results of a fingerprint approach analysis of the C1s, N1s and
O1s core level PES data. An example of a fingerprint approach analysis of the C1s
and N1s core level PES spectra of a 1.5 ML SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) sample an-
nealed to 430 K is presented in Fig. A3. For a successful reproduction of the measured
C1s and N1s core level PES spectra of all measured spectra of all these samples a SnPc
multilayer and a 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) reference spectrum is required. Additionally, a
PTCDA multilayer and a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference are necessary to reproduce
the measured C1s and O1s PES data of most of the spectra of the different samples.
However, for some PES spectra of a sample with a final annealing temperature of ap-
proximately 470 K an almost vanishing PES intensity of the O1s spectrum is observed
and no PTCDA reference spectrum is necessary to reproduce the line-shape of the C1s
PES spectrum (see Fig. A4). The most reasonable explanation for these findings is that
in the temperature range of 420–470 K SnPc molecules replace PTCDA molecules from
the first layer and force them into higher layers. Additionally, it is quite likely that
the desorption of PTCDA molecules from the sample starts around 470 K. An alterna-
tive explanation for the missing PTCDA contribution can be given by the formation of
large pure SnPc domains. In any case the ability of SnPc molecules to penetrate into
the 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) herringbone structure at elevated temperatures is unambigu-
ously shown by a fingerprint approach analysis of the PES core level data. The missing
information about the amount of desorbed molecules and the growth mode of the sample
complicates a detailed characterization of the sample after the annealing procedure with
final temperatures of 420–470 K. Hence an investigation of the sample after annealing
it to a temperature at which all molecules not in direct contact to the Ag(111) substrate
desorb is the next logical step. With a single ML on Ag(111) left the interpretation of the
PES data is much simpler.

Fig. 4.7(a) illustrates C1s core level PES data of 1.5 ML SnPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
before (top) and after (bottom) annealing the sample up to 570 K. The C1s PES spectrum
measured before the annealing procedure (top of Fig. 4.7(a)) is successfully reproduced
by a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown line) and a SnPc multilayer (blue line) reference
spectrum. Following the line of arguments throughout section 4.1 the fingerprint ap-
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Figure 4.7: C1s PES data of 1.5 ML SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (a) and 1.0 ML
PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) (b) as prepared (top) and after the annealing procedure
(bottom). (a) C1s PES spectrum of 1.5 ML SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) as prepared
(open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown
line) and a SnPc multilayer (blue line). (b) C1s PES spectrum of 1.0 ML PTCDA/1 ML
SnPc/Ag(111) as prepared (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML
SnPc/Ag(111) (cyan line) and a PTCDA multilayer (purple line). In the upper part of both
panels the red line is the sum of the two reference spectra. At the bottom of each panel
the C1s PES spectrum of the same sample after the annealing procedure (open triangles)
in comparison to a 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) reference spectrum (cyan line) is presented. The
schematic pictures in the middle of both panels illustrate the sample before and after the
annealing procedure.
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proach analysis of this sample leads to the conclusion that all PTCDA molecules are in
the first layer on Ag(111) while all SnPc molecules are situated in higher layers. PES in-
tensities and line-shapes of N1s and O1s PES core level data (not shown) corroborate this
conclusion. After the annealing procedure the line-shape of the measured C1s spectrum
(bottom of Fig. 4.7(a)) is equal (within measurement accuracy) to a 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111)
reference spectrum. Moreover, for the N1s core level and the valence PES spectrum
(both not shown) matching line-shapes with respect to 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) reference
spectra are observed. Additionally, the measured O1s core level PES intensity is smaller
than 10% of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Considering the uncertainties stemming from the
normalization and the background subtraction a signal with such a small intensity has to
be considered to be below the detection limit. These findings unabiguously proof that
only SnPc moelcules situated directly on Ag(111) remain after annealing the sample up
to 570 K. Hence PTCDA molecules in the first layer are fully replaced (coverage below
the detection limit of 0.1 ML) by SnPc molcules at a temperature below the desorption
temperature of SnPc molecules on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Furthermore, at a temper-
ature of 570 K all molecules except the ones in the first layer are desorbed from the
sample as it is the case for homo-molecular SnPc and PTCDA multilayers. LEED mea-
surements [135, 141] and the detection of PTCDA moelcules with a mass spectrometer
during the annealing procedure [141] confirm these conclusions. So it seems that the ad-
sorption energy per surface area is indeed larger for a SnPc molecule than for a PTCDA
molecule and that the energy barrier for the replacement of PTCDA molecules with SnPc
molecules on Ag(111) can be overcome by a temperature in the range of approximately
420–470 K.

C1s core level PES data before and after annealing a sample of 1.0 ML PTCDA/1 ML
SnPc/Ag(111) up to 470 K is presented in Fig. 4.7(b). The fingerprint approach analysis
of the measured C1s PES data before the annealing procedure and the conclusions for
the layer oder drawn from this analysis are analogue to Fig. 4.1(a). After the annealing
procedure all PES signals (C1s, N1s, O1s and the valence region) are equal to 1 ML
SnPc/Ag(111) reference spectra (Fig. 4.7(b) shows only the C1s core level PES spectra).
Hence all PTCDA molecules are desorbed from 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) at a temperature of
470 K. This further supports the interpretation of the PES data of the annealing exper-
iments of SnPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) for SnPc coverages above 1.5 ML and final
temperatures of 420–470 K. So at this point a consistent picture for the explanation of
the behavior of the hetero-organic systems with metal-phthalocyanine (SnPc or CuPc)
and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) can be drawn. For that an adsorption energy per sur-
face area which is larger for a SnPc than for a PTCDA molecule and smaller for a CuPc
than for a PTCDA molecule needs to be assumed. Additionally, an energy barrier for the
exchange of PTCDA by SnPc molecules, that can be overcome at elevated temperatures,
must exist. This explanation will be revised in the light of the findings of the anneal-
ing experiments performed with hetero-organic systems consisting of CuPc and PTCDA
molecules on Ag(111).

At this point I investigate a variation of the SnPc coverage in the annealing experiment of
the system SnPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). As shown in Fig. 4.7(a) PTCDA molecules
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are replaced by SnPc molecules at elevated temperatures. So a sample with an initial
SnPc coverage in the sub-ML range should result in a sample with both molecules in
the first (and only) layer after annealing it to 570 K. Annealing experiments confirm
this expectation. Hereby the intensities of N1s and O1s PES spectra (not shown) com-
pared to 1ML SnPc/Ag(111) and 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference spectra are used to
determine the coverages of the particular molecules in the hetero-organic ML film. It
is revealed that only a small amount of SnPc (approximately 0.1 ML or less) is des-
orbed and hence almost the total initial coverage of SnPc is still on the sample after the
annealing procedure. A SnPc richer hetero-organic ML can be prepared by depositing
additional SnPc molecules onto a hetero-organic ML and once again annealing the film
to 570 K. Fig. 4.8(a) displays the C1s core level PES data of a hetero-organic ML of
SnPc and PTCDA. Within a fingerprint approach analysis the measured spectrum is suc-
cessfully reproduced by reference spectra of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) (cyan line) and 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown line). The PES intensities of both contributions agree with the
PES intensities of the corresponding exclusive PES signals (N1s for SnPc and O1s for
PTCDA, both not shown). For the successful reproduction of the line-shape of the C1s
core level PES spectrum in Fig. 4.8(a) both reference spectra need to be shifted in en-
ergy. This points towards a modification of the set of parameters in the Hamiltonian with
which both molecules can be described. However, the fact that the measured C1s PES
data can be reproduced with the pure ML reference spectra demonstrates that a strong
modification, such as the difference between a molecule in a multilayer and directly on
Ag(111), can be excluded. In contrast the changes with respect to the pure ML refer-
ence spectra observed in Fig. 4.8(a) can be compared to the changes observed in the PES
spectra of PTCDA in different structural phases (see Fig. 2.2). Consequently, a possible
explanation for the necessity of an energy shift in the fingerprint approach analysis in
Fig. 4.8(a) is a modification of the structural order of both molecules. This could be
realized by the formation of a mixed hetero-molecular ML.

In Fig. 4.8(b) the valence PES spectrum (filled black circles) corresponding to the C1s
PES spectrum in Fig. 4.8(a) is displayed together with 1ML SnPc/Ag(111) (filled cyan
triangles) and 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (filled brown squares) reference spectra. A com-
parison of the line-shape of the LUMO signals of both reference spectra with the mea-
sured spectrum (filled black circles) shows that the valence region of the hetero-molecular
ML cannot be explained by a simple superposition of the two valence PES reference
spectra. Especially the additional PES intensity at the tailing edge of the peak at EB ≈
0.3 eV of the hetero-molecular ML (filled black circles) with respect to the LUMO sig-
nals of the homo-molecular reference spectra reveals the change which is expected from
the direct correspondence of valence and core level PES. Thus the valence PES data sup-
ports the conclusions drawn from the fingerprint approach analysis of the C1s core level
spectrum in Fig. 4.8(a). An alternative explanation for the observed change of the line-
shape of the peak at EB ≈ 0.3 eV can be given with an energy dispersion of one or both
of the LUMO signals in combination with a change in the orientation of the correspond-
ing molecule. Whether the hetero-molecular ML exhibits such a dispersion is not known
which prohibits the exclusion of this alternative explanation. In any case the signals in
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Figure 4.8: PES data of 0.5 ML SnPc + 0.4 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). (a) C1s PES spectrum
(open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown
line) and 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) (cyan line). The red line denotes the sum of both reference
spectra. (b) Valence PES spectrum (filled black circles) in comparison with reference
spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (filled brown squares) and 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) (filled
cyan triangles).

the valence PES spectrum in Fig. 4.8(b) can be assigned on the basis of the fingerprint
approach analysis of the C1s PES spectrum. Hence, the peak at lowest EB in Fig. 4.8(b)
consists of the SnPc LUMO and the PTCDA LUMO signal. Moreover, the shoulder at
EB ≈ 1.2 eV stems from the SnPc HOMO while the peak at EB ≈ 1.7 eV corresponds to
the PTCDA HOMO signal.

Recent LEED investigations reveal that after the annealing procedure diffraction signals
are found which differ from the characteristic signatures of the pure SnPc and PTCDA
structures on Ag(111) [135]. The found signals further indicate that the new structure
stems from a larger unit cell than the pure SnPc or PTCDA structures on Ag(111).
This finding and the observations in the PES data of Fig. 4.8 suggest that the hetero-
molecular ML does not consist of separated homo-molecular domains. In contrast a lat-
erally ordered hetero-structure is formed, or in other words, a mixed hetero-molecular
ML is produced with a lateral hetero-organic interface. Consequently, an additional
system adequate for a detailed investigation with RPES is identified. The suitability
of the mixed hetero-organic system SnPc + PTCDA on Ag(111) will be argued at the
end of the investigation of the hetero-organic systems on Ag(111) at elevated tempera-
tures.

CuPc and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111)

Annealing experiments of the system CuPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) have been per-
formed in Ref. [142] and will be briefly discussed in the following paragraph. The ini-
tial sample in this study is a 10 ML CuPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) film for which a
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Stranski-Krastanov growth is observed for the CuPc molecules. The annealing procedure
is similar to the one described in the beginning of this subsection except for one major
difference. In Ref. [142] the sample is kept at approximately 450 K for 15 min. Be-
fore and after this intermediate plateau the temperature is increased with a rate of 2 K/s
up to a final temperature of 570 K. After this annealing procedure all PES core level
signals show a CuPc to PTCDA ratio of approximately 4 to 1. Additionally, a LEED
structure corresponding to a pure 0.9 ML CuPc/Ag(111) film is found. This points to-
wards an incomplete exchange of PTCDA molecules by CuPc molecules which results
in pure CuPc domains and most probably mixed hetero-organic domains of CuPc and
PTCDA molecules (see discussion below). So at elevated temperatures CuPc molecules
are able to penetrate into the 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) herringbone structure and par-
tially replace PTCDA molecules in the first layer. Consequently, the assumption that
a PTCDA molecule exhibits a larger adsorption energy per surface area than a CuPc
molecule needs to be dropped. The difference of this observed behavior of CuPc with
respect to SnPc molecules can be explained by the growth modes of both molecules on
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). SnPc molecules grow in a Frank-van-der-Merwe-like (layer-
by-layer-like) mode while CuPc molecules grow in a Stranski-Krastanov mode (the first
CuPc layer grows in a wetting mode [20]). So the incomplete exchange of PTCDA
by CuPc molecules is most probably a consequence of missing CuPc molecules for the
exchange since these are situated in higher layers or already desorbed from the sample.
This explanation is in agreement with the finding of a smaller CuPc to PTCDA ratio after
an annealing procedure without an intermediate plateau. Hence an annealing procedure
with a smaller time interval at elevated temperatures (but below the desorption temper-
ature of molecules not in direct contact to Ag(111)) goes along with a less complete
exchange.

In Fig. 4.9 PES data of the sample analyzed in Fig. 4.4 is presented after an annealing
procedure up to 570 K (as described in the beginning of this subsection). The line-shape
of the measured C1s core level PES spectrum (open circles) displayed in Fig. 4.9(a) is
almost equal to a 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) reference spectrum (cyan line). Small differences
are observed between the two spectra in Fig. 4.9(a) at the rising edge and at the tailing
edge of the main peak at EB ≈ 284.5 eV. For the C1s core level PES spectrum measured
on another spot of the same sample (Fig. 4.9(c)) the situation is different. Here a 1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111) (cyan line) and a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown line) reference spectrum
are necessary for an almost successful reproduction of the measured spectrum (open cir-
cles). At EB ≈ 285.5 eV a small deviation of the sum of the reference spectra (red line)
and the measured C1s PES spectrum (open circles) is found which is similar but more
pronounced with respect to the difference observed between the line-shapes of the two
C1s PES spectra in Fig. 4.9(a). The peak at EB ≈ 287 eV in the C1s PES spectrum of
0.8 ML PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) annealed at 570 K in Fig. 4.9(c) can only be re-
produced with a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference spectrum. So the emergence of this
peak in Fig. 4.9(c) justifies the different fingerprint approach analysis with respect to
Fig. 4.9(a). Furthermore, the energy shift applied to the 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) refer-
ence spectrum is justified by the existence of this peak at EB ≈ 287 eV. Apparently the
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Figure 4.9: PES data of 0.8 ML PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) annealed at 570 K. (a) C1s
PES spectrum (open circles) recorded on sample spot A together with a scaled reference
spectrum of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (cyan line). (b) Valence PES spectrum (filled black
circles) in comparison to a 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) reference spectrum (filled cyan squares).
(c) C1s PES spectrum (open circles) recorded on sample spot B together with scaled
reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown line) and 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (cyan
line). The red line denotes the sum of both reference spectra. (d) O1s PES spectrum (open
circles) together with a scaled reference spectrum of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown line).
The spectra in panels (b) and (c) originate from different sample spots that spot A and spot
B.
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sample is inhomogeneous on the scale of the beam spot (at least 50µm×50µm). The two
selected spots presented in Fig. 4.9(a) and (c) are the extreme cases which means that all
other measured C1s PES spectra of this sample are in between these two scenarios. So
most probably this is also the case for the PES spectra presented in Fig. 4.9(b) and (d)
which originate from different sample spots than Spot A and Spot B. For the correspond-
ing samples annealed to 570 K with smaller PTCDA coverages deposited on top of 1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111) less contribution from PTCDA molecules to the PES spectra is found in
a fingerprint approach analysis (not shown). From the PTCDA contribution to the C1s
PES spectrum and the PES intensity of the O1s spectrum (Fig. 4.9(d)) an upper limit of
0.1–0.2 ML can be given for the PTCDA coverage of these samples. A line-shape anal-
ysis of the O1s core level PES spectra (see for example Fig. 4.9(d)) is hindered by the
low signal to noise ratio and the delicate background subtraction which both stem from
the low PTCDA coverage. In conclusion the PES core level data in Fig. 4.9 shows that
the layer exchange at 300 K observed for the system PTCDA on 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) is
reversed at elevated temperatures. So in agreement with Ref. [142] I can conclude that
at elevated temperatures CuPc molecules replace PTCDA molecules in the first layer
of an Ag(111) substrate. A further increase of the temperature up to 570 K leads to
a desorption of PTCDA and CuPc molecules not in direct contact to the Ag(111) sur-
face.

With the contributions identified from the fingerprint approach analysis of the core level
PES signals in Fig. 4.9(a) and (c) the features in the valence PES spectrum in Fig. 4.9(b)
can be identified. Thus PES signals similar to the 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) spectrum (filled
cyan triangles) are present in the valence PES spectrum of the 0.8 ML PTCDA on 1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111) sample annealed to 570 K (filled black circles). The additional intensity
in this spectrum with respect to the 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) spectrum (filled cyan triangles)
is assigned to PTCDA molecules on Ag(111). The peak at EB ≈ 1.8 eV corresponds to
the PTCDA HOMO and the peak at EB ≈ 0.3 eV originates from the PTCDA LUMO
(and the CuPc LUMO signal). Considering that only approximately 0.1 ML of PTCDA
and roughly 0.8 ML of CuPc molecules are on the sample it is quite surprising that the
features assigned to PTCDA molecules are as intense as observed. This fact can either be
a consequence of the characteristic angular intensity variation of both molecules or origi-
nate from a large difference in the cross section of the molecular orbitals in valence PES.
From ARPES measurements of both molecules it can be estimated that in valence PES
the cross section of PTCDA molecules is roughly one order of magnitude larger than the
one of CuPc molecules [143]. Hence the latter explanation is more reasonable although
both effects might contribute to the observed difference in PES intensity. This yet un-
explained difference in the cross section of molecular orbitals of different molecules in
valence PES demonstrates the difficulty of drawing quantitative conclusions from va-
lence PES data.

Analogous to the hetero-organic system SnPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) annealing ex-
periments are performed for the system CuPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) with CuPc cov-
erages below 1 ML. Similarly to the former system only approximately 0.1 ML of the
initial coverage of CuPc is desorbed during the annealing procedure. Only for a coverage
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of 0.9 ML of CuPc a desorption of approximately 0.2 ML is concluded from the analysis
of the PES data before and after the annealing procedure. In Ref. [134] it is shown
that the hetero-molecular ML which remains after annealing a sub-ML CuPc/1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) film exhibits a long range lateral order and is a laterally mixed hetero-
organic interface. In Fig. 4.10 the PES data of a sample prepared in this way is pre-
sented. The line-shape of the measured C1s core level PES spectrum (open circles) in
Fig. 4.10(a) is not successfully reproduced at all EB with reference spectra of 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown line) and 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (cyan line). However, this com-
bination of reference spectra for the fingerprint approach analysis results in the best
possible reproduction of the measured line-shape of the C1s PES spectrum. Particu-
larly all combinations including a reference spectrum of a CuPc or a PTCDA multilayer
clearly fail to reproduce the line-shape of the measured C1s PES spectrum. Moreover,
the best possible reproduction of the line-shape of the measured C1s PES spectrum of
0.6 ML CuPc + 0.3 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) requires energy shifts for the homo-molecular
reference spectra. The deviation at EB ≈ 285.5 eV of the best possible reproduction with
these homo-molecular reference spectra (red line) from the measured C1s PES spectrum
(open circles) is similar but more pronounced in Fig. 4.10(a) with respect to Fig. 4.9(c).
The inability to reproduce the C1s PES spectrum of CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) contra-
dicts a hetero-molecular ML with two separated homo-molecular domains and hence
points towards a mixed hetero-molecular ML. It is unclear whether both of the two
contributions to the measured line-shape of the C1s PES spectrum of 0.6 ML CuPc
+ 0.3 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) differ from the homo-molecular reference spectra. Since
the CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) sample of Fig. 4.10 is prepared in the same way as in
Ref. [134] a structural difference between both molecules in the hetero-molecular ML
and in the homo-molecular films on Ag(111) is expected. This should in principle ef-
fect the PES signals of both molecules. The line-shape of the exclusive PES signals
(N1s for CuPc and O1s for PTCDA, both not shown) are both similar but not identical
to the homo-molecular reference spectra on Ag(111). Hence it seems that both of the
sets of parameters in the Hamiltonian which describes the two molecules are modified
in the mixed hetero-molecular system with respect to the homo-molecular systems on
Ag(111).

Although the fingerprint approach analysis of the C1s core level PES spectrum illus-
trated in Fig. 4.10(a) cannot fully reproduce the line-shape of the measured C1s PES
spectrum of 0.6 ML CuPc + 0.3 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) it still can be used to exclude
multilayer-like PTCDA and CuPc molecules in this system. Moreover, the difference
between the line-shape of the measured C1s PES spectrum of 0.6 ML CuPc + 0.3 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) and the linear combination of the homo-molecular reference spectra on
Ag(111) can be compared to the changes observed in the C1s PES spectra of PTCDA and
CuPc molecules on Ag surfaces (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). Consequently, the corresponding
valence PES spectrum (filled black circles) illustrated in Fig. 4.10(b) should include a
HOMO and a LUMO signal from both molecules. Hence, the peak at EB ≈ 0.5 eV in-
cludes the CuPc LUMO signal and the PTCDA LUMO signal. The CuPc HOMO signal
should be responsible for the PES intensity at the rising edge of the peak at EB ≈ 1.7 eV
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Figure 4.10: PES data of 0.6 ML CuPc + 0.3 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). (a) C1s PES spectrum
(open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown
line) and 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (cyan line). The red line denotes the sum of both reference
spectra. (b) Valence PES spectrum (filled black circles) in comparison with reference
spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (filled brown squares) and 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (filled
cyan triangles).

while this peak itself stems from the PTCDA HOMO. From the discussion of the PES
intensities of the valence PES spectrum in Fig. 4.9(b) larger PES intensities are expected
for the molecular orbital signals of the PTCDA molecules. This explains why the va-
lence PES spectrum in Fig. 4.10(b) is dominated by the PTCDA HOMO and LUMO
signals.

This assignment of the signals in the valence PES spectrum of the system CuPc +
PTCDA/Ag(111) disagrees with the assignment performed in Ref. [30]. Therein a van-
ishing contribution by a CuPc LUMO signal is reported. This disagreement can be ex-
plained on the basis of the difference in the cross section of the PTCDA LUMO and the
CuPc LUMO signal in valence PES. The latter can be estimated to be one order of magni-
tude smaller than the former [143]. Moreover, the sample analyzed in Ref. [30] exhibits a
2 to 1 ratio of PTCDA molecules to CuPc molecules in the mixed ML in addition to pure
PTCDA domains. The LUMO signal of the latter is slightly more intense in valence PES
than the LUMO signal of the PTCDA molecules in the mixed ML [30]. Consequently,
a total PTCDA to CuPc ratio of at least 4 to 1 and a PTCDA to CuPc cross section ratio
of approximately 10 to 1 lead to the expectation of a PTCDA LUMO to CuPc LUMO
intensity ratio in valence PES of approximately 40 to 1. Furthermore, the theoretical
angular intensity distribution of the CuPc LUMO in the structure of the sample inves-
tigated in Ref. [30] overlaps with the theoretical angular intensity distributions of both
PTCDA LUMO contributions. Hence there is no point in k-space where the expected
CuPc LUMO signal contributes exclusively to the ARPES data. In conclusion, the ab-
sence of a CuPc LUMO signal in the analysis of Ref. [30] does not necessarily mean that
there is no CuPc LUMO signal that contributes to the valence PES spectrum. In contrast
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it could simply be a consequence of the fact that this signal is below the detection limit
of the applied analysis method. For the 0.6 ML CuPc + 0.3 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) sample
corresponding to the PES data in Fig. 4.10 no LEED data exists. Hence an alternative ex-
planation for the disagreement between the assignment of the signals in the valence PES
spectrum in Fig. 4.10(b) and the one in Ref. [30] can be given by considering that the
geometric structure of both samples is different (although both are prepared by annealing
a sub-ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) film). If that was the case a comparison of the
valence PES data of these samples could be inappropriate.

The fingerprint approach analysis in combination with structural data [134, 135] shows
that annealing the system of a sub-ML of a metal-phthalocyanine (SnPc or CuPc) on
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) constitutes a way to prepare lateral hetero-organic interfaces.
Hence the systems CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) and SnPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) are both
suitable for a subsequent analysis with RPES. For the latter system only preliminary
structural data is available [135] while for the system CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) an ex-
tensive structural characterization exists [134]. Hence I choose the system CuPc +
PTCDA/Ag(111) for my detailed analysis with RPES in subsection 5.4.1. Additionally, a
comparison of this lateral hetero-organic interface with the vertical hetero-organic inter-
face CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) appears to be straightforward and might lead to valu-
able information since both consist of the same molecules.

4.2.2 F4TCNQ and PTCDA molecules on Ag(110)

For the hetero-organic system of F4TCNQ on 1ML PTCDA/Ag(110) it was found that
at 300 K F4TCNQ molecules replace PTCDA molecules in the first layer and force
them into higher layers. Motivated by the unexpected temperature dependent behavior of
hetero-organic systems consisting of metal-phthalocyanine (SnPc or CuPc) and PTCDA
molecules on Ag(111) annealing experiments are also performed for the hetero-organic
system consisting of F4TCNQ and PTCDA molecules on Ag(110).

In Fig. 4.11 the PES data of a 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) sample annealed
up to 520 K is presented. The measured C1s core level PES spectrum (filled black cir-
cles) displayed in Fig. 4.11(a) is almost equal to the scaled 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110)
spectrum (filled orange squares). A subtraction of the latter from the former (filled gray
triangles) identifies the difference of the two spectra as a broad peak at EB ≈ 285 eV.
Moreover, Fig. 4.11(b) reveals that all features of the valence PES spectrum of 1.0 ML
F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) annealed up to 520 K (filled black circles) are equal
to the 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) reference spectrum (filled orange squares). Merely a
variation of relative PES intensity of the signals stemming from the molecular orbitals
of F4TCNQ molecules and the metal s-p bands is observed as a difference between the
two spectra in Fig. 4.11(b). Furthermore, the line-shape of the N1s (open circles in
Fig. 4.11(c)) and F1s (open circles in Fig. 4.11(d)) spectra is found to be equal (within
measurement accuracy) to the line-shape of the corresponding 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110)
reference spectrum (orange line). Additionally, the line-shape of the O1s core level PES
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Figure 4.11: PES data of 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) annealed at 520 K.
(a) C1s PES spectrum (filled black circles) together with a scaled reference spectrum of
1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) (filled orange squares). The difference of these two spectra
is illustrated by the filled gray triangles (b) Valence PES spectrum (filled black circles)
in comparison to a 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) reference spectrum (filled orange squares).
(c) N1s PES spectrum (open circles) together with a scaled reference spectrum of 1.0 ML
F4TCNQ/Ag(110) (orange line). (d) F1s PES spectrum (open circles) together with a
scaled reference spectrum of 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) (orange line).

spectrum (not shown) is not evaluable due to its low PES intensity. Based on this PES
intensity the PTCDA coverage can be estimated to be below 0.1 ML and thus below the
detection limit. All these findings lead to the conclusion that after the annealing proce-
dure only F4TCNQ molecules remain on the sample. The additional signal in the C1s
core level PES spectrum (filled gray triangles) and the decreased intensity of all F4TCNQ
originated signals with respect to the 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) reference spectra point
towards a partial decomposition of the F4TCNQ molecules at elevated temperatures.
Hence it is most probably a PES signal stemming from amorphous carbon (filled gray
triangles in Fig. 4.11(a)) that contributes to the C1s core level PES spectrum in addition
to F4TCNQ molecules. Furthermore, this contribution of amorphous carbon varies for
different spots on the same sample. Consequently, the observed coverage dependent en-
ergy shifts of all PES signals of F4TCNQ molecules in the sub-ML range (see Fig. A7)
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together with this sample inhomogeneity explains the small relative energy shifts of the
different core level PES signals in Fig. 4.11. Annealing a sample of PTCDA on 1.0ML
F4TCNQ/Ag(110) to 520 K results in very similar PES spectra as the ones illustrated in
Fig. 4.11.

The partial decomposition of F4TCNQ molecules at a temperature below the tempera-
ture needed to desorb PTCDA molecules which are not in direct contact to the Ag(110)
surface hinders a selective preparation of a lateral hetero-organic interface with a com-
bination of these molecules. Furthermore, in subsection 4.1.2 it is shown that a vertical
hetero-organic interface with these molecules is not appropriate for a subsequent inves-
tigation with RPES. So neither a vertical nor a lateral hetero-organic interface can be
prepared in the desired way with a combination of F4TCNQ and PTCDA molecules on
Ag(110).

4.3 Summary and discussion

The results of the fingerprint approach analysis of the hetero-organic systems on Ag(111)
at 300 K and at elevated temperatures are summarized in Fig. 4.12. It is shown that the
system CuPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is stable at 300 K and that after annealing the
sample to 570 K CuPc molecules are present in the first layer. Hence a temperature
induced layer exchange occurs which results in a sample with CuPc and PTCDA cov-
erages that depend on the initial CuPc coverage. For CuPc coverages below 1.0 ML a
laterally ordered mixed hetero-organic ML [134] is produced. An initial CuPc amount
of 10 ML results in pure CuPc domains [142] and approximately 0.1–0.2 ML of PTCDA
molecules which are most probably in a mixed lateral hetero-organic structure together
with CuPc molecules. The incomplete exchange can be explained by a lack of CuPc
molecules on some sample spots due to the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. Con-
sequently, at elevated temperatures homo-molecular CuPc domains are energetically
favored on Ag(111) with respect to homo-molecular PTCDA domains and all possi-
ble mixed hetero-molecular domains of CuPc and PTCDA molecules. Both the verti-
cal hetero-molecular interface of CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and the lateral hetero-
molecular interface of CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) are identified as proper systems for fur-
ther analysis with RPES. This will be performed in section 5.4. The fact that both sys-
tems consist of the same molecules should facilitate a comparison of certain aspects in
the discussion of the RPES data. In Refs. [17, 18] it is shown that the system SnPc/1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) fulfills the requirements for an analysis with RPES. All other systems
investigated in this chapter are found to be inappropriate for such a detailed investiga-
tion.

The behavior of the system SnPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is quite similar to the system
CuPc on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). The main difference is that the Frank-van-der-Merwe-
like growth of SnPc molecules on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) allows a complete exchange of
PTCDA molecules by SnPc molecules in the first layer on Ag(111) at elevated tempera-
tures. For this complete exchange a SnPc coverage of 1.5 ML is sufficient. Thus homo-
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Figure 4.12: Schematic illustration of the behavior of all investigated hetero-organic systems
with different coverages (θ ) on Ag(111) at 300 K and at elevated temperatures. The used
colors denote the particular molecules CuPc (dark blue), SnPc (light blue) and PTCDA
(red). The purple color is only used for long range ordered lateral hetero-molecular struc-
tures.
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molecular SnPc domains are energetically favored at elevated temperatures with respect
to pure PTCDA domains and hetero-molecular domains of PTCDA and SnPc molecules
on Ag(111). In contrast to the observed similarities of SnPc and CuPc molecules on
top of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) unexpected differences are found for the reversed layer
sequence. Depositing PTCDA molecules on top of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) is found to re-
sult in a stable system when the 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) film is prepared by annealing a
SnPc multilayer. In the case of the system PTCDA on 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) a partial
layer exchange is observed even though the 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) film is prepared in the
same way as the 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) film. Hence at 300 K PTCDA molecules diffuse
into the first layer and force part of the CuPc molecules previously situated in the first
layer into higher layers. The resulting first layer is found to be a mix of both molecules
without long range order [135]. At elevated temperatures this layer exchange is reversed
as expected from the finding of the annealing experiments of the system CuPc on 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111). Consequently, in the case of CuPc and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111)
a mix of both molecules is energetically favored at 300 K while in the case of SnPc and
PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) the homo-molecular SnPc film is energetically favored
for all investigated temperatures.

The study of hetero-organic systems of F4TCNQ and PTCDA molecules on Ag(110) is
summarized in Fig. 4.13. In the system F4TCNQ on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) it is ob-
served that at 300 K F4TCNQ molecules diffuse into the first layer of PTCDA molecules
in a herringbone phase. A reversed order in the preparation steps results in a stable sys-
tem with PTCDA molecules situated only above the first layer and in a Volmer-Weber
growth mode. After annealing both of these films up to 520 K no significant amount
of PTCDA molecules can be found. Hence at all investigated temperatures F4TCNQ
molecules are energetically favored over PTCDA molecules on Ag(110). Since a partial
decomposition of F4TCNQ molecules occurs upon annealing the sample up to a temper-
ature at which PTCDA molecules not in direct contact to the Ag(110) surface desorb the
preparation of a mixed ML in this way is hindered.

For a complete thermodynamic treatment of the hetero-organic systems investigated in
this chapter the total free energy of the system would have to be considered. This quantity
includes an entropy and an enthalpy term (see Refs. [32, 144] for a more detailed dis-
cussion). Without the latter term the system in thermodynamic equilibrium would maxi-
mize its entropy and favor a mixed phase. However, there are several molecule-metal and
molecule-molecule interactions which can be of importance for a hetero-molecular sys-
tem on a metal substrate and thus contribute to its enthalpy term. Since these terms them-
selves are not fully understood it is unclear what role entropy plays in these systems (for
a discussion of entropy in a phase transition of a molecule-metal interface see Ref. [86]).
At this point a discussion of the terms contributing to the enthalpy of a hetero-molecular
system on a metal surface can be given. Furthermore, a possible consistent explanation
of all studied systems can be presented on the basis of some assumptions and ignoring
the entropy term. The situation for the hetero-organic systems consisting of F4TCNQ
and PTCDA molecules on Ag(110) is simpler than for the systems composed of metal-
phthalocyanine (SnPc or CuPc) and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111). So I will start the
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Figure 4.13: Schematic illustration of the behavior of hetero-organic systems consisting of
PTCDA and F4TNCQ molecules on Ag(110) at 300 K and at elevated temperatures. The
used colors denote the particular molecules PTCDA (red) and F4TCNQ (orange).

discussion with the former systems. With the assumption that an F4TCNQ molecule
gains more energy per surface area than a PTCDA molecule upon the adsorption on
Ag(110) (Ead/s(F4TCNQ/Ag(110)) > Ead/s(PTCDA/Ag(110))) the behavior illustrated
in Fig. 4.13 is explained. Hence a single parameter (Ead/s) is enough to explain the
behavior of these systems.

For a consistent explanation of the behavior of the hetero-organic systems containing
metal-phthalocyanine (SnPc or CuPc) and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) additional pa-
rameters are required. The behavior displayed in Fig. 4.12 requires a larger adsorp-
tion energy per surface area for a SnPc molecule on Ag(111) with respect to a PTCDA
molecule (Ead/s(CuPc/Ag(111)) > Ead/s(PTCDA/Ag(111))) since after the annealing
procedure SnPc molecules are situated in the first layer. The same holds true for a com-
parison of the adsorption energy per surface area for a CuPc and a PTCDA molecule
(Ead/s(SnPc/Ag(111)) > Ead/s(PTCDA/Ag(111))). Moreover, the diffusion of PTCDA
molecules into the first layer of CuPc molecules on Ag(111) at 300 K points towards
an energy gain at 300 K that must either be negligible or absent at elevated temper-
atures. A possible explanation for this can be given by considering the contribution
of intermolecular interaction. At 300 K a mix of PTCDA and CuPc molecules could
be energetically more favorable than a pure CuPc film on Ag(111) because of the re-
ported intermolecular repulsion in the latter system [82]. Investigations of the former
system argue with an intermolecular attraction in between CuPc and PTCDA molecules
[134]. Hence a partial energy gain is expected by the exchange of CuPc molecules with
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PTCDA molecules in the first layer on Ag(111) when both molecules form a mixed ML
after the partial layer exchange. The disappearing CuPc diffraction spots in LEED [134]
and very recent STM data [135] of this system together with my fingerprint approach
analysis of C1s core level PES data point towards such a CuPc + PTCDA mix without
long range order in the first layer on Ag(111). So the schematic picture of the system
PTCDA on 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (lower left in Fig. 4.12) must not be interpreted as sepa-
rated homo-molecular domains in the first layer. Not using the same way of presentation
as for the laterally ordered mixed ML (purple layer) should demonstrate the difference
in long range order with respect to this system. Anyway, this energy gain due to the
difference in intermolecular interaction possibly is the reason for the total energy gain
through the partial layer exchange of this system at 300 K. At elevated temperatures an
increased mobility of the molecules or the excitation of rotations and vibrations might
hinder the formation of a structure with attractive intermolecular interaction which elim-
inates the corresponding energy gain. However, this explanation also demands a partial
energy gain through the exchange of SnPc molecules by PTCDA molecules since for
SnPc on Ag(111) also a repulsive intermolecular interaction is found [125] and an attrac-
tive intermolecular interaction between SnPc and PTCDA molecules can be expected.
Whether there is a fundamental difference between the lateral hetero-organic system of
SnPc + PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) with respect to the corresponding systems of
CuPc + PTCDA molecules is unknown. However, the revelation of such a fundamental
difference would be quite surprising considering the similarities in the phase diagrams
of SnPc [125] and CuPc molecules [82] on Ag(111). The assumption of a similar in-
termolecular interaction between SnPc and PTCDA molecules and CuPc and PTCDA
molecules could be retained if the adsorption energy per surface area differed for CuPc
and SnPc molecules on Ag(111). With the assumption of a larger adsorption energy per
surface area on Ag(111) for a SnPc molecule than for a CuPc molecule and a larger ad-
sorption energy per surface area for both of these molecules with respect to a PTCDA
molecule (Ead/s(SnPc/Ag(111)) > Ead/s(CuPc/Ag(111)) > Ead/s(PTCDA/Ag(111))) a
working scenario can be constructed. So at elevated temperatures, when the intermolec-
ular interactions could be negligible, both SnPc and CuPc molecules would be ener-
getically favored over PTCDA molecules. At 300 K on the other hand the magnitude
of the adsorption energy per surface area of a SnPc and a CuPc molecule on Ag(111)
could decide whether an exchange with PTCDA molecules happens or not. In this sit-
uation the energy loss due to the exchange of SnPc molecules with PTCDA molecules
might not be overcome by the expected energy gain through the intermolecular attrac-
tion of both molecules while for a combination of CuPc and PTCDA molecules it could.
Explaining the stability of the systems SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and CuPc/1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) requires an additional assumption. Based on the assumptions made so
far a mixed ML should form for both of these systems at 300 K unless the intermolec-
ular interaction within the PTCDA herringbone structure leads to an energy gain that is
larger than the energy gain of the mixed ML and the difference in the adsorption ener-
gies per surface area. Considering that at elevated temperatures all energetic contribu-
tions by intermolecular interaction are eliminated explains the observed layer exchanges
at elevated temperatures of the systems SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and CuPc/1 ML
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PTCDA/Ag(111). If all these assumptions were appropriate the behavior of the systems
of SnPc and CuPc molecules in combination with PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) could
be consistently explained.

In this case the questions about the difference in the adsorption energy per surface area
for SnPc, CuPc, and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) still needs to be answered. It could
be due to differences in the energy gain through electrostatic interaction, fluctuating
dipole interaction, and covalent chemical bonding of a single molecule to the Ag(111)
surface. Furthermore, an energy cost due to intramolecular Coulomb repulsion could
be important. The terms Um,m′ in the Molecular Gunnarsson-Schönhammer Hamilto-
nian (Eq. 2.9) demand an energy cost as a consequence of CT from the metal into the
molecule in the ground state. For CuPc [145] and PTCDA [146] molecules on Ag(111)
adsorption energies as a function of the vertical distance to the surface are calculated.
From these curves the adsorption energy of a PTCDA molecule Ead(PTCDA)≈ 2.7 eV
and a CuPc molecule Ead(CuPc) ≈ 4.0 eV can be extracted. For the system 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) the unit cell (length of basis vectors: a = 19.0 Å, b = 12.6 Å; an-
gle: γ = 89◦ [97]) includes two molecules in the area of 239 Å2. Hence I obtain for the
adsorption energy per surface area Ead/s(PTCDA/Ag(111))≈ 23 meV/Å2 in the herring-
bone structure on Ag(111). The unit cell of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) includes one molecule
and has an area of 192 Å [82] which results in an adsorption energy per surface area
Ead/s(CuPc) ≈ 21 meV/Å2. So according to these calculations a PTCDA molecule is
energetically favored over a CuPc molecule on Ag(111) which is in contrast to the as-
sumption made above. To what extend the used areas a molecule occupies on the surface
are appropriate for the actually realized structures after the layer exchange cannot be
argued. Furthermore, it is unclear whether all necessary contributions to the adsorption
energy, especially an energy cost due to intramolecular Coulomb repulsion, are included
in the calculations in Refs. [145, 146]. Measurements for the adsorption energies exist
for PTCDA molecules on an Au(111) surface [147, 148]. Since the bonding of SnPc,
CuPc, and PTCDA molecules to the Au(111) surface is believed to be fundamentally
different than the bonding of these molecules to an Ag(111) surface a comparison of
both is not useful.

Even if the assumed adsorption energies per surface area on Ag(111) and the discussed
intermolecular interactions had the proper order and magnitude it would still be unclear
whether these parameters are appropriate to describe the experimental findings. The fin-
gerprint approach analysis in sections 4.1 and 4.2 and the structural investigations of
Refs. [134, 135] reveal that in both mixed lateral hetero-molecular ML systems (SnPc
+ PTCDA/Ag(111) and CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111)) the geometric structure is modified
with respect to the pure ML films on Ag(111). Hence the adsorption sites on the surface
should be changed as a consequence of the intermolecular interaction. In other words
both molecules align with respect to each other and the surface in order to reach a poten-
tial minimum which most probably leads to different adsorption sites with respect to the
pure ML films. If the bonding to the substrate significantly depends on the adsorption
site the energy gain upon adsorption and the intermolecular interaction will be coupled
to each other. So strictly speaking a separated consideration of the terms from these
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contributions to the enthalpy term might not be possible. Furthermore, it is not the mere
adsorption energy of a molecule on the metal surface which is required for the expla-
nation of the experimental results of the layer exchanges of some and the stability of
other systems. The energetic difference of molecule A on top of molecule B on Ag(111)
with respect to molecule B on top of molecule A on Ag(111) is the decisive parame-
ter. It is not clear whether there is a significant difference in the adsorption energies of
molecule A on top of molecule B with respect to the reversed layer order. Possibly even
the lateral intermolecular interaction in the higher layers needs to be taken into account
for a successful description of the enthalpy term. Additional annealing experiments of
hetero-organic systems also report a temperature induced layer inversion [19, 149]. In
both of these experiments a hetero-organic film is prepared below 300 K and anneal-
ing to higher temperatures (still below 300 K) leads to a layer inversion. The reason
why one molecule is energetically favored with respect to the other molecule of these
hetero-organic systems is not discussed in these studies.

In conclusion a possible consistent explanation of the observed behavior for the hetero-
organic systems on Ag(111) displayed in Fig. 4.12 can be given on the basis of some
assumptions. However, this explanation is a constructed scenario for the observed exper-
imental results and hence does not allow any significant conclusions. The discussion of
possible contributions to the enthalpy term given above identifies multiple effects which
could be important while a contribution of an entropy term is not considered. In order to
understand the found temperature dependent layer exchanges more information on the
lateral order of the system SnPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) is necessary. Additionally, values of
adsorption energies of SnPc, CuPc, and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) and intermolec-
ular interaction terms, which are independently determined in an experiment, might lead
to a satisfying conclusion. If the investigation of additional hetero-organic systems is
helpful to reach a significant and consistent explanation will become clear after these are
performed. The partially unexpected behavior of the systems investigated in this chap-
ter demonstrates that predictions for hetero-organic systems are very difficult. However,
solving the riddle of the temperature dependent stability and instability of hetero-organic
systems will certainly push the understanding of molecule-metal and molecule-molecule
interaction to the next level.
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5 Resonant photoelectron
spectroscopy applied to
π-conjugated molecules: from
homo to hetero-molecular systems

Resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES) is a powerful technique which allows to
study dynamical processes at interfaces [9]. In a simplified picture the lifetime of the
core excited intermediate state can be seen as an internal clock that serves as a reference
for an investigation of charge transfer (CT) times. In order to be able to analyze dynami-
cal CT across an interface a well defined interface is required. In the previous chapter two
appropriate hetero-molecular systems with such an interface have been identified. These
are a vertical and a lateral hetero-organic interface of CuPc and PTCDA molecules on
Ag(111). Both will be studied in section 5.4 at the end of this chapter and a discussion of
CT properties of both will be given on the basis of the results of the previous investiga-
tions. The quantitative extraction of CT times from RPES data with the core-hole-clock
technique [9] requires the extraction of photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) intensities of
a signal corresponding to CT and another one corresponding to no CT. For the signal as-
sociated with CT the total energy (including the photon) is not conserved due to energy
dissipation through the transfered electron. The signal of this autoionization channel
hence has the characteristic of a regular Auger decay and disperses linearly with the
photon energy (hν) on a binding energy (EB) scale. For the signal associated with no CT
the excited electron is still present and the energy of the total RPES process is conserved.
Hence with changing hν this signal stays at constant EB. These two different possibilities
for the hν dependence of EB of a signal in RPES lead to two different types of spectro-
scopies. The investigation of the hν dependence of a constant EB interval is called con-
stant initial state (CIS) spectroscopy while the study of the hν dependence of a constant
kinetic energy (EK) interval is termed constant final state (CFS) spectroscopy. The elec-
tronic structure of atoms can result in RPES data for which the two types of signals just
discussed (constant EB and constant EK) can be separated and their relative PES intensi-
ties can be significantly extracted from the RPES data [11–13]. Alternatively, a CT time
evaluation of atoms and small molecules can be performed with a deconvolution of the
RPES data into a CT part and a part without CT by using RPES measurements in the gas
phase [10, 55]. These gas phase RPES spectra obviously do not contain any CT features
since the atoms and molecules are isolated in the gas phase.
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The electronic structure of π-conjugated molecules is much more complicated with re-
spect to atoms and small molecules. Many molecular orbitals are energetically close to
each other which results in RPES spectra in which multiple signals can overlap energeti-
cally. Thus the autoionization signals of interest (with and without CT) are energetically
not separable from each other. Furthermore, gas phase RPES measurements are exper-
imentally quite demanding due to the larger sublimation temperatures of π-conjugated
molecules. Hence an analogue evaluation as for atoms and small molecules is not pos-
sible. The CT time evaluation of π-conjugated molecules so far reported in literature
[150–157] relies on different approaches. Assuming that in a multilayer film molecules
are not significantly coupled to each other, CT on the time scale of the core hole lifetime
is negligible. Hence a decrease of a constant EB signal from the multilayer film to the
submonolayer (sub-ML) or monolayer (ML) film can be interpreted as CT. This approach
requires a normalization of the multilayer data with respect to the (sub-)ML data. If the
signal of interest overlaps with substrate signals a subtraction of these from the RPES
data will be necessary for a comparison. Both the normalization and the subtraction of
substrate signals in the valence regime are problematic for the systems investigated in
this thesis. As discussed in section 3.3 the normalization of a 1D valence PES energy
distribution curve (EDC) with respect to another one originating from a different sample
is very difficult. The same holds true for the EDCs in RPES. Hence a normalization of the
RPES EDCs of the bare substrate with respect to the corresponding EDCs of the substrate
with the adsorbed molecule is very delicate. So a subtraction of the former from the latter
is dangerous and can lead to artifacts. Especially at EB of the intense substrate signals
(Ag4d and Au5d) subtraction artifacts (for example negative intensity) can be produced
which hinders quantitative and even qualitative statements about PES intensities in this
region. However, at lower EB than the intense substrate signals (Ag4d and Au5d) the
small intensity and the featureless line-shape of the RPES EDCs of the bare substrate
allow a comparison of line-shapes of signals from the adsorbate after a subtraction of the
EDC of the bare substrate. The normalization of RPES data in the hν direction as dis-
cussed in section 3.3 is even more complicated. Dividing the PES map by the measured
beamline flux curve (see Fig. 3.2) does for example not take into account the background
produced by higher order light [119]. This makes a quantitative evaluation of PES in-
tensities highly questionable. Furthermore, the normalization of a CIS spectrum of a
(sub-)ML sample with respect to a multilayer sample would not be possible even if the
normalization in hν direction was perfectly performed. Due to the fact that there is no hν

value at which the intensity of a CIS spectrum is independent of the molecular overlayer
a proper normalization is very difficult.

Despite these difficulties I will be able to present qualitative statements about dynam-
ical CT for π-conjugated molecules on metal substrates. The identification of signals
in the RPES data which are related to dynamical CT constitutes the basis for my CT
analysis with RPES. Hence I can state whether CT on the time scale of the core hole
lifetime is possible or not by the presence or absence of the identified CT related sig-
nals in the RPES data. This can be seen as a qualitative core-hole clock investigation
but since this term is usually associated with a quantitative determination of CT times I
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will not use it in the following. The study of a large RPES data set is the cornerstone of
the identification of CT related signals. Comparing RPES data of homo-molecular mul-
tilayer samples and homo-molecular (sub-)ML samples with each other and gas phase
data of small molecules will reveal CT related signals. First of all multilayer samples
of NTCDA and coronene molecules are analyzed. A general investigation of this data
includes a discussion of all possible signals that contribute to the PES map as well as
their PES intensity and energy position as a function of hν . Thereby signals are iden-
tified which are energetically separated on the EB axis from all other signals. These
frontier molecular orbital signals are then inspected more closely and their hν dependent
line-shape evolution is discussed in comparison to small molecules in the gas phase.
Moreover, the influence of the adsorption on metal substrates is investigated by com-
paring the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital signals of multilayer
films with the corresponding RPES data of (sub-)ML films. This comparison is only per-
formed for molecule-metal interface systems without a signal from the lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) in direct valence PES since the hν dependent line-shape
evolution of molecular orbital signals in systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence
PES turns out to be not comparable with the one of multilayer films. In the investigated
region of the PES maps a CT state is found for the coronene/Ag(111) interface and ex-
plained on the basis of the theoretical concepts introduced in section 2.3. This motivates
a search for similar features in the same region of the PES map for the systems with a
LUMO signal in direct valence PES. The RPES data of these systems is discussed with
an emphasis on the particular special case found in the different investigated systems.
This discussion leads to a search for CT related constant EK features at larger hν which
are observed for many (sub-)ML samples. Only for the systems without a LUMO sig-
nal in direct valence PES an explanation for these constant EK features can be given.
At the end of this chapter the knowledge gained by the RPES investigations of homo-
molecular systems is applied to the hetero-molecular systems which have been identified
to be suitable for such an investigation in chapter 4. First the lateral hetero-organic sys-
tem CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) and then the vertical hetero-organic system CuPc/1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) is investigated with RPES. The CT related features which are detected
in the former system are very similar to the corresponding features observed for the
homo-molecular CuPc and PTCDA ML films on Ag(111). Hence no feature related to
CT across the lateral hetero-organic interface on the time scale of the core hole lifetime
can be revealed for the system CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111). In the RPES data of the system
CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) none of the CT related features identified in the homo-
molecular metal-organic interface systems can be found. Hence either CT on the time
scale of the core hole lifetime does not occur across the vertical hetero-organic CuPc-
PTCDA interface in this system or this interface cannot be compared to homo-molecular
metal-organic interfaces.
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5.1 Photon energy dependent intensity variations

As a starting point for RPES investigations of π-conjugated molecules a large region
of hν and EB is measured and discussed. The hν region of interest includes the in-
tense π-resonances. Here the electron is resonantly excited into a previously unoccupied
molecular orbital with mainly π-character. Moreover, the measurement should include
a region of hν which is clearly larger than the ionization potential of all different core
level species of the investigated system. A comparison of this hν region with the region
of the π-resonances can reveal differences within the particular RPES processes. Ad-
ditionally, recording an hν region of 1–2 eV below the π-resonances is desired for the
confirmation of proper normalization in the hν direction (see section 3.3). A flat plateau
below the first π-resonance in a CFS or CIS spectrum points towards a negligible energy
mismatch of the PES map and the beamline flux curve and hence a proper normalization
of the former. In the EB direction the signals of interest are autoionization signals which
involve the molecular orbitals of the adsorbed molecule. In combination with the identi-
fied hν region of approximately 282–295 eV the EB region of approximately -2–23 eV
is selected for the initial RPES measurements.

Overview PES maps of multilayer films in this hν and EB range are investigated first.
In the RPES data of these films molecule-metal interface CT features are not present
since the PES signals stemming from this interface are almost completely attenuated
by the overlayers. Hence the observed features must be related to molecular proper-
ties alone. A model system which is extensively studied by near edge x-ray absorp-
tion fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy is the NTCDA molecule [60, 61, 67, 86,
114, 158–161]. The NEXAFS data of this molecule exhibits energetically well sepa-
rated resonances with electronic transitions that correspond to different carbon species.
At the same time its smaller size with respect to the PTCDA and the phthalocyanine
molecule (see Fig. 3.1) should result in less complicated core level spectra. Hence this
molecule is chosen for the investigation of hν dependent intensity variations on the large
scale. A second system that is well suited for this study is the coronene molecule. Its
simple pure hydrocarbon composition (see Fig. 3.1) and the fact that high quality off-
resonant valence PES data exists [59, 121] should facilitate the interpretation of the RPES
data.

First a general discussion of the contributions to a PES overview map is given for the
example of an NTCDA multilayer. Then the observation of the hν dependent inten-
sity variation of molecular orbital signals in RPES is discussed on the basis of a simple
approach. Therein the relative intensities observed in RPES are explained by the local
character of the electronic transition in the particular NEXAFS resonance and the rel-
ative real space probability density of the particular molecular orbital. For an NTCDA
multilayer the relative probability densities of the molecular orbitals that contribute to
the particular CIS spectrum are estimated with the RPES data and the electronic tran-
sitions obtained by calculations of the NEXAFS spectrum. After that the limits of this
simple approach are identified in the discussion of the observed relative hν dependent
intensity variation of molecular orbital signals of a coronene multilayer. It is shown that
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differences in relative intensities by orders of magnitude can be explained in this sim-
ple approach while statements about differences within the same order of magnitude are
troublesome.

5.1.1 NTCDA

NTCDA is a well characterized model system which has been investigated extensively
by PES [81, 85, 158, 159, 162] and NEXAFS spectroscopy [60, 61, 67, 86, 114, 158–
161]. RPES measurements of an ML film have also been performed [81]. NEXAFS
measurements reveal that a multilayer film grows flat lying and Frank-van-der-Merwe-
like on Ag(111) when it is deposited at 100 K [61, 114, 161]. Above approximately
160 K a reordering occurs in which the molecules stand up and reorder into a Stranski-
Krastanow growth mode [61, 114, 158, 161]. For the investigation of NTCDA molecules
isolated from the metal substrate the flat lying Frank-van-der-Merwe-like growth mode
is required. Hence the preparation and RPES measurement of the NTCDA multilayer
on Ag(111), which results in the RPES data illustrated in Fig. 5.1, are performed at
100 K.

Fig. 5.1(a) displays a PES overview map in the hν and EB region discussed in the in-
troductory part of this section. The RPES process can lead to one-hole final states and
two-hole final states. The latter can further be divided into two-hole-one-electron and
bare two-hole final states. In a two step picture of RPES an electron is excited from
a core level into a previously unoccupied orbital in the first step. In the second step
this excited state decays via autoionization. If the electron excited in the first step takes
part in this decay a one-hole final state will be produced which is the same electronic
final state as in direct valence PES. In all other cases different two-hole final states are
produced with the additional excited electron or without it. The latter case is a conse-
quence of delocalization of the electron (for example by CT). So in the PES overview
map one-hole final states are present at the same EB position as the signals from molec-
ular orbitals in direct valence PES at all hν . Their intensity depends on the magnitudes
of the probabilities for the particular excitation and decay processes. Hence at different
hν the same molecular orbital one-hole final state signal can exhibit different PES inten-
sities. All two-hole final states also undergo an hν dependent PES intensity variation.
They can also remain at constant EB when no energy dissipation mechanism, like for ex-
ample CT, occurs. If this happens during the RPES process a two-hole final state equal
to a regular Auger will be produced which disperses linearly to larger EB with increasing
hν .

In addition to the PES signals from the adsorbed molecule a direct PES contribution from
the substrate is present in the PES overview map. In the case of an Ag(111) substrate
these are the intense Ag4d bands in between EB ≈ 4−8 eV. At lower EB the much less
intense s-p bands from the Ag(111) substrate are present. For the NTCDA multilayer film
in Fig. 5.1 these substrate signals are significantly attenuated but for hν smaller than the
first NEXAFS resonance their contribution is visible together with the contribution of the
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direct PES signal of the molecular orbitals. Since the monochromator also transmits light
of higher order signals which stem from direct PES with n×hν (n∈N) are also present in
the RPES data. The signal at EB≈ 2 eV and hν ≈ 285.5 eV in Fig. 5.1(a) which disperses
to lower EB with increasing hν is the second order carbon contribution. It is produced
by direct PES with 2× hν and hence does not exhibit the same intensity variation as
the first order signals (see the beamline flux curves in Fig. 3.2). Consequently, this
second order signal is more intense in the hν region of low intensity in the beamline flux
curve after the normalization procedure. Furthermore, background intensity produced
by higher order light is present at all parts of the PES overview map. The EB and hν

variation of this background signal is actually unknown but a rather moderate variation
can be estimated. Similar to the second order C1s signal this background intensity is
also more intense in the hν region of low intensity in the beamline flux curve after the
normalization procedure. Whenever these higher order signals overlap with the discussed
first order signals special care needs to be taken in order to exclude a significant influence
of the higher order contributions.

Transforming the PES overview map in Fig. 5.1(a) onto an EK scale (EB = hν−EK) an
integration over a constant EK interval, or in other words CFS spectroscopy, is possi-
ble. On an EB scale such a constant EK interval disperses like the black parallelogram
in Fig. 5.1(a). The spectrum which is the result of the integration of the area inside this
black parallelogram is displayed with filled black diamonds in Fig. 5.1(b). The investiga-
tion of a large RPES data set shows that such a CFS NEXAFS spectrum is very similar
to the corresponding partial electron yield NEXAFS spectrum. An integration over a
constant EB interval (CIS spectroscopy) in the large EB region of the PES overview map
differs from the latter for large hν . This can be explained by the fact that for hν larger
than the core level ionization potential the mayor part of the signals in the PES overview
map disperse with constant EK . The CFS NEXAFS spectrum can be used to identify
the NEXAFS resonances. Using a signal inside the PES map has the advantage that a
comparison to other signals in this map (for example CIS spectra) is independent of the
normalization procedure and the energy calibration. A comparison of signals in the PES
map with the partial electron yield NEXAFS spectrum might be influenced by an en-
ergy calibration mismatch and normalization artifacts. The CFS NEXAFS spectrum can
also serve as a reference for a comparison of intensities (see Fig. 5.1(c)) but since differ-
ent resonantly enhanced molecular orbital signals could contribute to the CFS NEXAFS
spectrum for different hν quantitative statements are troublesome. However, for a rough
identification of the absorption cross section the CFS NEXAFS spectrum is an appropri-
ate signal.

The direct valence PES spectrum (see Fig. A8(a)) reveals that the PES signals from the
molecular orbitals cannot be separated for an NTCDA multilayer on Ag(111). Hence the
CIS spectra extracted from Fig. 5.1(a) by integration of the hatched areas in EB direction
and displayed in Fig. 5.1(c) consist of a group of molecular orbital signals. This does
not have an influence on the conclusion drawn from the comparison of the CIS 1 with
the CIS 2 spectrum. These two CIS spectra are set to 0 at the lowest hν and are normal-
ized at NEXAFS resonance A for a comparison of their relative intensities in Fig. 5.1(c).
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Figure 5.1: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of a multilayer of NTCDA/Ag(111) prepared
and measured at 100 K. (a) PES overview map with an hν increment of 250 meV and an
EB increment of 50 meV. The red dashed horizontal lines denote the NEXAFS resonances
identified by the CFS NEXAFS spectrum in panel (b). The black parallelogram marks
the area from which this CFS NEXAFS spectrum originates. The CIS spectra displayed
in panel (c) originate from the orange and blue hatched areas. The yellow vertical line
represents EF . The signal at EB ≈ 2 eV and hν ≈ 285.5 eV is the second order carbon
contribution. (b) CFS NEXAFS spectrum used for the identification of the NEXAFS res-
onances A–C. (c) CIS 1 spectrum (filled orange circles) and CIS 2 (filled blue squares)
spectrum compared to each other and to the CFS NEXAFS spectrum (filled black dia-
monds). At the lowest hν all spectra are set to 0 and at NEXAFS resonance A all spectra
are normalized.
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It is observed that both groups of molecular orbital signals exhibit a unique hν depen-
dent intensity variation with respect to each other and the CFS NEXAFS spectrum. In
a simplified model this can be seen as a consequence of the localized character of the
electronic transitions in NEXAFS spectroscopy and the real space probability density
of the molecular orbitals. The combination of both leads to different excitation and de-
cay probabilities and hence to unique hν dependent PES intensities in the hν region of
the NEXAFS resonances. From the knowledge about the electronic transitions which
contribute to the NEXAFS spectrum the real space probability density of the molecular
orbitals can be estimated. A comparison of the CIS 1 spectrum with the CIS 2 spec-
trum allows me to make statements about relative intensities. So the statements about
real space probability densities are also restricted to a comparison of relative real space
probability densities. For example it is obvious from Fig. 5.1(c) that the intensity of the
CIS 1 spectrum (filled orange circles) in NEXAFS resonance C with respect to NEXAFS
resonance A is smaller than for the CIS 2 spectrum (filled blue squares). For NTCDA
molecules the electronic transitions which contribute to NEXAFS resonance C mainly
include the carbon species which is bound to the oxygen atoms [161]. So the molecular
orbitals that contribute to the CIS 1 spectrum have less real space probability density at
this carbon species with respect to the orbitals that contribute to the CIS 2 spectrum, both
in comparison to the real space probability densities at the carbon species contributing to
NEXAFS resonance A. In this NEXAFS resonance electronic transitions including the
carbon species bound to oxygen do not contribute [161]. The fact that the CFS NEXAFS
spectrum exhibits intensities that are in the same order of magnitude for NEXAFS reso-
nance A and C allows me to exclude that the observed relative intensity variation of the
CIS spectra in NEXAFS resonance C is a consequence of the x-ray absorption probabil-
ity alone. Hence the discussed difference in real space probability densities should be the
dominant effect. All other intensity variations of CIS spectra extracted from the RPES
data of the NTCDA multilayer can be discussed analogously. However, the electronic
transitions contributing to the resonances of interest in the NEXAFS spectrum need to
be known and contributions that include different carbon species need to be energetically
separable. A similar investigation of intensities of CIS spectra from RPES data of an
ML of NTCDA/Ag(111) can be found in Ref. [81]. The differences in the molecular
orbital signals in direct valence PES of the NTCDA multilayer with respect to the ML
on Ag(111) (see Fig. A8) demonstrates that a significant comparison of the RPES data
of both systems is very difficult.

5.1.2 Coronene

The valence electronic structure of an ML of coronene/Ag(111) has been studied with
ARPES and compared to density functional theory (DFT) calculations [59, 121]. Hence
the correctness of the order of the frontier molecular orbitals in DFT calculations is
experimentally verified and calculated real space probability densities can be related to
some of the molecular orbital signals in PES. Furthermore, calculations of NEXAFS
spectroscopy exist which assign specific electronic transitions to the observed NEXAFS
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Figure 5.2: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of a multilayer of coronene/Ag(111) prepared
and measured at 100 K. (a) PES overview map with an hν increment of 250 meV and an
EB increment of 50 meV. The red dashed horizontal lines denote the NEXAFS resonances
identified by the CFS NEXAFS spectrum in panel (b). The black parallelogram marks the
area from which this CFS NEXAFS spectrum originates. The CIS spectra displayed in
panel (c) originate from the orange, olive and blue hatched areas. The yellow vertical line
represents EF . The cyan box denotes the area of the PES detail map shown in Fig. 5.3(a).
The signal at EB≈ 1 eV and hν ≈ 284 eV is the second order carbon contribution. (b) CFS
NEXAFS spectrum used for the identification of the NEXAFS resonances A–E. (c) CIS 1
spectrum (filled orange circles), CIS 2 spectrum (filled olive squares) and CIS 3 spectrum
(filled blue triangles) compared to each other and to the CFS NEXAFS spectrum (filled
black diamonds). At the lowest hν all spectra are set to 0 and at NEXAFS resonance A
all spectra are normalized.
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resonances [163]. So in principle the hν dependent relative intensity variation of CIS
spectra in RPES should be predictable by the relative real space probability densities of
the molecular orbitals at the particular carbon species at which the electronic transition
in NEXAFS spectroscopy is localized. In Fig. 5.2 RPES data of a coronene multilayer
is presented analogously to Fig. 5.1. Since at room temperature a closed film cannot be
grown both the preparation and the measurement are performed at 100 K. In the PES
overview map (Fig. 5.2(a)) three separable molecular orbital signals are identified and
for each one a CIS spectrum is extracted from the RPES data by integration over the
indicated EB region. These CIS spectra are displayed in Fig. 5.2(c). The comparison of
the three CIS spectra reveals the special character of the relative intensity variation of
the CIS 2 spectrum. In NEXAFS resonance C it is the only CIS spectrum that shows
a significant increase in intensity with respect to NEXAFS resonance A. Furthermore,
the global intensity maximum of the CIS 2 spectrum is observed in NEXAFS resonance
B which also differs from the observed relative intensity variation of the CIS 1 and the
CIS 3 spectrum.

A comparison to the ARPES investigation in Refs. [59, 121] suggests that the highest oc-
cupied molecular orbital (HOMO, called MO1 in Refs. [59, 121]) contributes to the CIS 1
spectrum while the CIS 2 spectrum consists of a contribution from the HOMO-1 (called
MO2 in Refs. [59, 121]). The assignment of the molecular orbital(s) which contribute to
the CIS 3 spectrum is difficult. The energetic separation of the molecular orbitals in DFT
calculations does not match the found EB differences in the RPES data [143]. More-
over, at EB larger than the signal of the HOMO-1 a comparison of DFT calculations with
ARPES data is prohibited by the overlap of molecular orbital signals with the intense
Ag4d bands [59, 121]. Hence I will only discuss the comparison of the CIS 1 with the
CIS 2 spectrum and merely state at this point that the observed hν dependent intensity
variation of the CIS 3 spectrum is similar to the one of the CIS 1 spectrum. So the real
space probability density of the molecular orbitals which contribute to these CIS spectra
should also be similar. The NEXAFS calculation in Ref. [163] assigns an electronic tran-
sition localized at the carbon species of the inner benzene ring of coronene (see Fig. 3.1
and Fig. A9) to NEXAFS resonance C. According to these calculations an electronic
transition localized at the carbon species bound to hydrogen contributes to NEXAFS
resonance A. The calculated real space probability density of the frontier molecular or-
bitals of coronene (see Fig. A9) suggests a higher real space probability density of the
HOMO-1 at the carbon species of the inner benzene ring with respect to the HOMO
while the real space probability density of both molecular orbitals is similar at the carbon
species bound to hydrogen. Consequently, the larger relative intensity of the CIS 2 spec-
trum (filled olive squares) in NEXAFS resonance C with respect to the CIS 1 spectrum
(filled orange circles) observed in Fig. 5.2(c) can be explained with a higher relative real
space probability density of the contributing molecular orbital at the carbon species of the
responsible electronic transition in the NEXAFS spectrum.

The discussion of the difference in the observed relative intensities of the CIS 1 and
the CIS 2 spectra in the NEXAFS resonances A and B is based on the PES detail map
presented in Fig. 5.3(a). The large hν increment (250 meV) of the PES overview map
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Figure 5.3: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of a multilayer of coronene/Ag(111) prepared
and measured at 100 K. (a) PES detail map with an hν increment of 100 meV and an EB

increment of 15 meV. The red dashed horizontal lines denote the NEXAFS resonances.
The CIS spectra displayed in panel (c) originate from the orange, olive and blue hatched
areas. The yellow vertical line represents EF . The signal at EB ≈ 1 eV and hν ≈ 284 eV
is the second order carbon contribution. (b) CIS 1 spectrum (filled orange circles), CIS 2
spectrum (filled olive squares) and CIS 3 spectrum (filled blue triangles) compared to each
other. At the lowest hν all spectra are set to 0 and at NEXAFS resonance A all spectra are
normalized.
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(Fig. 5.2(a)) in comparison to the energetically close lying NEXAFS resonances A and
B complicates a comparison of the intensities of the CIS spectra. So in the region of
interest a PES detail map is recorded with a smaller hν increment (100 meV) in a sub-
sequent measurement. The integration over the same EB interval as in the PES overview
map results in the CIS spectra displayed in Fig. 5.3(b). Here a larger relative intensity
of the CIS 2 spectrum in NEXAFS resonance B with respect to the CIS 1 spectrum is
clearly observed. According to Ref. [163] the two electronic transitions that contribute
to NEXAFS resonance B are localized at both carbon species bound to carbon. Thus the
hν dependent relative intensity variation in Fig. 5.3(b) could be explained by a larger rel-
ative real space probability density at the carbon bound carbon species for the HOMO-1
with respect to the HOMO. This is not observed in the calculated real space probability
densities (see Fig. A9). Therefore it is questionable whether the simple approach of the
consideration of the localization of the electronic transition(s) in NEXAFS spectroscopy
and the real space probability density of the contributing molecular orbital(s) is able to
predict differences within the same order of magnitude. The difference between the rel-
ative intensities of the CIS 1 and the CIS 2 spectrum in NEXAFS resonance B is roughly
a factor of two. Such a difference can originate from many other effects. In contrast
the difference observed in Fig. 5.2(c) for these CIS spectra in the NEXAFS resonance
C is much larger. For the CIS 1 spectrum there is practically no increase in intensity
in NEXAFS resonance C while the intensity of the CIS 2 spectrum is clearly enhanced.
The magnitude of this difference in relative PES intensities could very well be several
orders of magnitude. Hence the predictability of the PES intensities of the CIS spectra in
NEXAFS resonance C in the discussed way is reasonable. The inability to successfully
predict the behavior observed in NEXAFS resonance B on the other hand demonstrates
the limit of the applied simple approach.

Whether the calculated ground state density of states of single particle molecular orbitals
calculated in DFT can be utilized for this simple approach to explain relative intensi-
ties in RPES is unclear. The agreement of these calculations and the angular intensity
distribution presented in Refs. [59, 121] cannot be used as a justification for such simpli-
fications. In contrast to direct valence PES core excited states are involved in the RPES
process so a simplification for the former might not be appropriate for the latter. An
alternative explanation for the intensity variation within this hν range can for example
be given by vibrational modes coupled to the electronic transition. A detailed discussion
of this issue is given in subsection 5.2.1.

A closer look at the PES detail map of Fig. 5.3(a) reveals an effect that could also influ-
ence the hν dependent intensity variations of CIS spectra. The apparent peak maximum
of all molecular orbital signals changes with hν which results in a fraction of the intensity
of these signals that is shifted out of the hatched area used for the integration. However,
for the CIS 1 and the CIS 2 spectrum this effect is similarly present. A detailed investi-
gation of this hν dependent line-shape evolution in RPES will be given in the following
section.
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5.2 Photon energy dependent line-shape evolution of
molecular orbital signals

The RPES study of hν dependent intensity variations on the large hν scale of the previ-
ous section revealed molecular signals which are energetically separable for a coronene
multilayer. A detailed investigation of these frontier molecular orbital signals might lead
to information that can be used for an analysis of dynamical CT. If these signals can be
deconvoluted into a contribution which can be associated with CT and one without CT
a quantitative CT investigation will be possible. The observed hν dependent line-shape
evolution in Fig. 5.3(a) could be a consequence of a contribution by a signal that dis-
perses linearly to larger EB with increasing hν (constant EK feature) and another signal
that remains at constant EB. The existence of a constant EK feature in the RPES data of
an organic multilayer sample would point towards intermolecular CT on the time scale of
the core hole lifetime. This would be in strict contrast to the commonly used assumption
that hybridization in a homo-molecular multilayer is negligible. However, in the special
case of the transient phase in an NTCDA multilayer the existence of such an intermolec-
ular interaction can be concluded from NEXAFS data [61, 161]. Hence this is generally
also possible for other systems.

In the following the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital signals will
be investigated in detail. First the continuous behavior of this effect is revealed for the
CuPc HOMO signal and discussed in comparison to small molecules in the gas phase. It
is found that the observed behavior of CuPc can be explained by an hν dependent change
in the relative intensity distribution within final state vibrational levels. The comparison
of a CuPc multilayer with a SnPc multilayer shows a characteristic hν dependent line-
shape evolution of the HOMO signals of both molecules. Thereby the character of the
involved potential energy surfaces is identified as the origin of the difference between
the RPES data of these two molecules. The discontinuous hν dependent line-shape evo-
lution of the frontier molecular orbital signals of a coronene multilayer is then related
to the discussion of the RPES data of CuPc and SnPc multilayer samples. Either the
existence of multiple electronic transitions or the coupling of multiple vibrational modes
is presented as an explanation for the RPES data of a coronene multilayer. In the second
part of this section the influence of the adsorption on metal substrates on the hν depen-
dent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital signals is investigated. While no influence
is found for SnPc molecules on Au(111) a quenching of the distribution of intensity into
the high EB part of the HOMO signal is observed for CuPc molecules on Au(111). For
the coronene/Ag(111) interface a resonance specific influence of the adsorption is re-
vealed with an increased intensity distribution into the high EB part of the HOMO signal
only in one NEXAFS resonance. The found variation of the hν dependent line-shape
evolution of molecular orbital signals in these systems is explained within the same set
of parameters as the effect itself. Hence an influence by the adsorption on the character
of the potential energy surfaces involved in the RPES process is identified as the most
reasonable explanation for the observed differences of the metal-organic interfaces with
respect to the corresponding multilayer samples. Finally, alternative explanations based
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on molecule-metal interface CT on the time scale of the core hole lifetime are discussed
for all investigated metal-organic interface systems.

5.2.1 Multilayer films

For π-conjugated molecules the effect of an hν dependent line-shape evolution of molec-
ular orbital signals in RPES has previously been reported in literature [123, 164] and is
explained through electron vibration coupling. In Ref. [164] multilayers of C60 are
investigated. A comparison of vibrational properties of the ball shaped C60 with the
(almost) flat molecules investigated in this work appears difficult. The study of a SnPc
multilayer and SnPc molecules on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) in Ref. [123] on the other hand
is definitely relevant for my work. In this study the hν dependent line-shape evolution
of the SnPc HOMO signal is explained by detuning of hν from the electronic transition
in NEXAFS spectroscopy. Such an influence on the vibrational progression of molecu-
lar orbital signals in RPES is observed for CO molecules [165]. The molecular orbital
signal corresponding to large detuning has to be less intense than the one corresponding
to vanishing detuning. In Ref. [123] the exact opposite is observed. Thus this effect can
be excluded as a possible explanation for the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the
SnPc HOMO signal in Ref. [123].

I will start my investigation with the similar system of a CuPc multilayer. A comparison
of the observations for CuPc and SnPc molecules is a promising approach in order to
find an explanation for the hν dependent line-shape evolution. In a first step RPES data
is recorded for a CuPc multilayer on the large hν scale in order to identify a region in the
map in which an appropriate intensity enhancement for a significant line-shape analysis
exists. In the second step this region is investigated in a subsequent RPES measurement
with smaller hν and EB increments and higher EK resolution. Especially the smaller hν

increment is important since it can be used to discuss the possibility of the contribution
by several electronic transitions in the hν region of interest.

In Fig. 5.4 the RPES data of a CuPc multilayer at the carbon K-edge is presented. In
the PES overview map (Fig. 5.4(a)) the same contributions as discussed for the NTCDA
multilayer in subsection 5.1.1 are present. In the case of a CuPc multilayer prepared
at 300 K a stronger contribution of the Ag4d bands is observed due to the Stranski-
Krastanow growth mode of the film. The NEXAFS resonances are identified with the
CFS NEXAFS spectrum which is extracted from the black parallelogram in Fig. 5.4(a)
and presented in Fig. 5.4(b). In the PES overview map a considerable increase of the
intensity of the HOMO signal at EB ≈ 2 eV is observed in NEXAFS resonance B. Hence
the region around this signal, which is bounded by the cyan box, is recorded in a subse-
quent measurement. The resulting PES detail map is presented in Fig. 5.4(c). Therein
a continuous intensity variation of the HOMO signal becomes obvious. Approximately
100 meV below the maximum of the NEXAFS resonance B (red dashed line) the inten-
sity of the HOMO signal increases and then decreases monotonically after the maximum.
The first question which needs to be answered in order to discuss the observed hν depen-
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Figure 5.4: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of a multilayer of CuPc/Ag(111). (a) PES
overview map with an hν increment of 250 meV and an EB increment of 50 meV. The red
dashed horizontal lines denote the NEXAFS resonances. The black parallelogram marks
the area from which this CFS NEXAFS spectrum originates. The yellow vertical line
represents EF . The cyan box denotes the area of the PES detail map shown in panel (c).
The signal at EB ≈ 1 eV and hν ≈ 284 eV is the second order carbon contribution. (b)
CFS NEXAFS spectrum used for the identification of the NEXAFS resonances A–D. (c)
PES detail map with an hν increment of 100 meV and an EB increment of 15 meV. The
dashed black line is a guide to the eye which roughly represents the peak maximum of the
HOMO signal.
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dent intensity and line-shape evolution is how many and which electronic transitions are
responsible for the emergence of the CuPc HOMO signal in this hν region. In three dif-
ferent theoretical studies three different assignments of electronic transitions in NEXAFS
resonance B of a CuPc molecule are reported [166–168]. Hence no definite conclusion
can be drawn from these theoretical studies. Considering the continuous intensity varia-
tion of the HOMO signal it is either one single or multiple energetically very close lying
electronic transitions in NEXAFS resonance B which then decay into a final state with
a single hole in the HOMO. Several significantly separated electronic transitions should
lead to several intensity maxima if all of them exhibit a measurable decay probability
into the HOMO one-hole final state. Hence the following discussion will be based on one
effective electronic excitation and deexcitation process which is responsible for the ob-
served hν dependence of the intensity of the HOMO signal.

For the discussion of the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the CuPc HOMO signal
the RPES data is presented in an EDC waterfall plot in Fig. 5.5(a). In the PES detail map
a variation of EB of the HOMO peak maximum with changing hν is visible (black dashed
line in Fig. 5.4(c)). However, small changes of the line-shape of the HOMO signal can
only be observed in EDCs. The hν dependent line-shape evolution of the CuPc HOMO
signal in Fig. 5.5(a) can be characterized as a gradual redistribution of relative inten-
sity into the high EB part of HOMO signal. Thus the peak maximum first shifts towards
higher EB with increasing hν . Then the line-shape of the peak gets more and more asym-
metric until it splits into two separate peaks in the three uppermost EDCs in Fig. 5.5(a).
For the multilayer CuPc/Ag(111) the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the HOMO
signal is equal (within measurement accuracy) for the 300 K (filled black circles) and the
100 K (open green circles) data (see Fig. 5.5(a)). Hereby the spectra at the same position
within NEXAFS resonance B are compared to each other. This means that the two EDCs
at the resonance maximum are compared to each other and so on. In Fig. 5.5(a) a shift in
hν direction of 100 meV and a shift in EB direction of 70 meV is observed between the
100 K and the 300 K EDCs. An error in the energy calibration can be excluded as a rea-
son for these shifts since the off-resonant valence PES spectra (hν = 120 eV in Fig. A10)
show the same difference in EB for the CuPc HOMO signal. As mentioned in section
3.2 the CuPc film grows in a Frank-van-der-Merwe-like mode at 100K while it grows in
a Stranski-Krastanow mode at 300 K. This difference in growth modes apparently leads
to energetic shifts in the electronic transitions in NEXAFS spectroscopy and in the EB
position of the HOMO signal in RPES and direct valence PES. However, it has no in-
fluence on the mechanism responsible for the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the
HOMO signal. A direct comparison of the RPES data of the multilayer CuPc/Ag(111)
(Fig. 5.5(a)) with the RPES data of the multilayer CuPc/Au(111) (green open circles in
Fig. 5.5(b)) shows an equal hν dependent line-shape evolution of the HOMO signals of
all three films.

The observed hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital signals can be dis-
cussed in comparison to small molecules in the gas phase [62, 63, 69, 70] (CO, N2, O2,
and OCS). For these an hν dependent excitation of vibrations coupled to the electronic
transitions in the RPES process is observed and theoretically calculated (see subsection
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Figure 5.5: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of multilayer films of CuPc and SnPc molecules
presented as EDCs in waterfall plots. The EDCs of equivalent hν positions within the
NEXAFS resonance B (resonance maximum denoted by the capital B) are compared to
each other. The black axes (EB and intensity) correspond to the black EDCs and the green
axes to the green EDCs. The gray vertical dashed lines denote the EB region in which the
line-shapes are compared and the gray solid line marks EB of the HOMO signal in direct
valence PES. (a) Comparison of multilayer CuPc/Ag(111) at 300 K (filled black circles)
and at 100 K (open green circles). The green EB axis is shifted by -70 meV with respect
to the black one. The intensities of the T = 300 K EDCs are unchanged while for each
of the T = 100 K EDCs an offset was added for a matching pre-peak plateau (differently
attenuated substrate signal) and a scaling factor for best comparability of the line-shape
of the HOMO signal is applied. (b) Comparison of a multilayer of CuPc/Au(111) with a
multilayer of SnPc/Au(111). The green EB axis was shifted by -250 meV with respect to
the black one. The intensities of the SnPc EDCs are unchanged while each of the CuPc
EDCs is scaled for best comparability of the line-shape of the HOMO signal.
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2.1.4). I choose the CO molecule for the discussion since this is the simplest system with
a single and well separated electronic transition in NEXAFS spectroscopy and a single
vibrational mode. In the electronic transition in NEXAFS spectroscopy a particular vi-
brational level νn of the intermediate state potential energy surface Vn is excited. The
excitation of the this νn depends on hν and the intensity of this transition is governed
by its Franck-Condon factor. This electronic and vibrational intermediate state decays
into an electronic and vibrational final state via autoionization. Depending on the ex-
cited νn different relative intensities are produced for the final state vibrational levels ν f
of the final state potential energy surface Vf . Again these intensities are governed by
the Franck-Condon factors. For the CO molecule it is found that the higher the νn of
the excitation into the Vn is the more relative intensity is observed in higher vibrational
final state levels ν f of the molecular orbital signals (see Fig. A11). The simple electronic
and vibrational structure of the CO molecule allows to observe the different vibrational
levels separately. If single final state vibrational levels overlap this effect will lead to a
distribution of relative intensity into the high EB part of the molecular orbital signal for
larger hν . This is exactly the situation found for the CuPc HOMO signal in Fig. 5.5(a).
Hence I conclude that the observed hν dependent line-shape evolution can be explained
by this electron vibration coupling effect.

For the CO molecule it is further found that the effect of lifetime vibrational interfer-
ence is larger for higher νn [62, 69] (see Fig. A11(c) and (d)). In order to identify the
importance of this effect for π-conjugated molecules actual calculations of the RPES
process that include the multidimensional potential energy surfaces for the many vibra-
tional modes are necessary. This is to my best knowledge not possible at this point. It
can only be mentioned here that a change of the lifetime broadening of the vibrational
levels can alter the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital signals. For
O2 molecules a much larger influence of this effect is observed with respect to N2 and CO
molecules (carbon K-edge measurements) [69]. This can be explained by the larger core
hole lifetime of the O1s level and the resulting larger energetic overlap of the neighboring
vibrational levels νn.

In Fig. 5.5(b) the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the HOMO signal of a multi-
layer of CuPc/Au(111) (open green circles) and a multilayer of SnPc/Au(111) (full black
circles) is presented. In the EDC of the lowest hν the line-shape of both HOMO sig-
nals is equal (within measurement accuracy). At higher hν the HOMO signals of both
molecules evolve differently despite the similar electronic structure of both molecules.
Especially the electron density distribution of the HOMO of CuPc is basically equal to
the one of SnPc since the center metal atom does not contribute to it [125, 169]. Hence
the different geometric structure of both molecules constitutes the basis for the most rea-
sonable explanation of the observed difference. A deviation in the vibrational properties
of the flat CuPc molecule with respect to the bent SnPc molecule (see Fig 3.1) is not sur-
prising. Hence different potential energy surfaces are involved in the RPES process that
leads to the HOMO one-hole final state. This results in a different hν dependent line-
shape evolution of the HOMO signal for both molecules. The explanation of the findings
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Figure 5.6: PES detail map of a multilayer coronene/Ag(111) at the carbon K-edge with an
hν increment of 50 meV and an EB increment of 15 meV. The red dashed lines denote the
NEXAFS resonance maxima A and B. The dashed black line is a guide to the eye which
roughly represents the peak maximum of the HOMO signal.

of Fig. 5.5(b) agrees with the conclusion that the hν dependent line-shape evolution is
an effect of electron vibration coupling.

Comparing the hν dependent intensity variation of a coronene multilayer in Fig. 5.3(a)
with the one of a CuPc multilayer in Fig. 5.4(c) an obvious difference is observed. For
the coronene multilayer the hν dependent intensity is not continuous. This can be ex-
plained by the contribution of more than one electronic transition in this hν region (see
subsection 5.1.2). An alternative explanation can be given by the coupling of multiple vi-
brational modes to one electronic transition and to each other as it is for example the case
for an H2CO molecule [170]. Both situations are possible for the coronene molecule.
NEXAFS calculations of a coronene molecule find one electronic transition in NEXAFS
resonance A and another two in NEXAFS resonance B [163]. Moreover, the existence
of multiple vibrational modes is obvious for a molecule of this size. Which of these
vibrational modes couples strong enough to the electronic transitions in NEXAFS spec-
troscopy cannot be concluded without calculations that take molecular vibrations into
account. These do, to my best knowledge, not exist at this point. The unknown origin
for the hν dependent intensity variation of a coronene multilayer has no consequence for
the discussion of the hν dependent line-shape evolution. In both cases a larger hν leads
to the excitation of higher νn and hence the same mechanism for the hν dependent line-
shape evolution of the molecular orbital signals. RPES investigations of small molecules
reveal a discontinuous hν dependent line-shape evolution of the molecular orbital signals
for an H2CO molecule [171] and an NO [172] molecule. The NEXAFS spectrum of the
former has just been discussed. In the NEXAFS spectrum of the latter multiple electronic
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Figure 5.7: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of a multilayer of coronene/Ag(111) presented
as EDCs in waterfall plots. The EDCs of equivalent hν positions within the NEXAFS
resonance (resonance maxima denoted by the capital letters) are compared to each other.
The black axes (EB and intensity) correspond to the black EDCs and the green axes to
the green EDCs. The green EB axis is shifted by 40 meV with respect to the black one.
The intensities of the T = 300 K EDCs are unchanged while for each of the T = 100 K
EDCs an offset is added for a matching pre-peak plateau (differently attenuated substrate
signal) and a scaling factor for best comparability of the line-shape of the HOMO signal is
applied. The gray vertical dashed lines denote the EB region in which the line-shapes are
compared and the gray solid line marks EB of the HOMO signal in direct valence PES. (a)
Comparison of two multilayer samples of coronene/Ag(111) at 300 K (filled black circles)
and 100 K (open green circles) around NEXAFS resonance A. (b) Analogue comparison
to panel (b) around NEXAFS resonance B.
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transitions are present with the single vibrational mode of the NO molecule coupling to
them. Hence from the comparison to small molecules a discontinuous hν dependent
line-shape evolution is expected for the molecular orbital signals. From Fig. 5.3(a) this
behavior can be suspected. For a more detailed observation a smaller hν increment is
helpful. With that the continuous behavior within the NEXAFS resonances A and B can
also be checked.

In Fig. 5.6 a PES detail map of a coronene multilayer is presented with an hν increment
of 50 meV. From this data the overall discontinuous intensity variation and the con-
tinuous intensity variation within the NEXAFS resonances A and B becomes obvious.
Furthermore, the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the HOMO signal also appears
continuous within each of these two NEXFAS resonances. This can be concluded by
the EB variation of the peak maximum which is roughly represented by the black dashed
line. For a detailed investigation of the line-shape of the HOMO signal the RPES data
is again presented in an EDC waterfall plot in Fig. 5.7. Therein the observations of the
PES detail map (Fig. 5.6) are confirmed. The hν dependent line-shape evolution of the
coronene HOMO signal in NEXAFS resonance A can be explained analogous to the
CuPc and the SnPc HOMO signal. In between the NEXAFS resonances A and B the
hν dependent line-shape evolution of the HOMO signal is most probably a consequence
of the overlap of the decreasing HOMO signal within NEXAFS resonance A and the
increasing HOMO signal within NEXAFS resonance B. So the line-shape produced by
the excitation of high νn in NEXAFS resonance A more and more transforms into the
line-shape produced by the excitation of low νn in NEXAFS resonance B. This results in
the shift of the maximum of the HOMO signal to lower EB. Within NEXAFS resonance
B less distribution of relative intensity into the large EB region of the HOMO signal for
larger hν is observed with respect to NEXAFS resonance A. This can be explained by
a difference in the intermediate state potential energy surface Vn. The observed differ-
ence between NEXAFS resonance A and B is similar for all visible molecular orbital
signals in Fig. 5.3(a). This NEXAFS resonance specific behavior fits well with the as-
signment of Vn as the responsible origin since this quantity certainly is determined by
the excitation. Additionally, the parallel hν dependent line-shape evolution of the dif-
ferent molecular orbital signals points towards similar final state potential energy sur-
faces Vf . This is not surprising for different molecular orbitals that all exhibit mainly
π-character.

The multilayer coronene/Ag(111) grown at 300 K shows Stranski-Krastanow growth
while at 100 K a Frank-van-der-Merwe-like growth is found (see section 3.2). As ob-
served for a CuPc multilayer in Fig. 5.5(a) this difference in the growth mode does not
lead to a significant alteration of the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the HOMO
signal in the coronene multilayer data in Fig. 5.7. In conclusion the hν dependent line-
shape evolution of the molecular orbital signals of a coronene multilayer is in agree-
ment with the discussed mechanism for a CuPc and a SnPc multilayer. Hence this
effect can be explained by an hν dependent variation of the relative intensity distribu-
tion among the final state vibrational levels ν f for all these systems. In the following
section the influence of the adsorption on a metal surface on this effect will be inves-
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tigated for metal-organic interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence
PES.

5.2.2 Influence of the adsorption on a metal surface

In the previous subsection the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital
signals has been discussed in comparison to small molecules in the gas phase. Hence
the observed effect has been related to properties of isolated molecules. A comparison
of this effect for a multilayer sample with a sample of a sub-ML of the same molecule
adsorbed on a metal substrate might reveal an influence of dynamical molecule-metal
interface CT. In this case the distribution of additional relative intensity into the high EB
part of the molecular orbital signal is expected for the sub-ML film due to an additional
or increased contribution by a constant EK feature. At this point only metal-organic
interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES are investigated since it
will turn out in subsection 5.3.2 that RPES data of metal-organic interface systems with a
LUMO signal in direct valence PES can hardly be compared to RPES data of multilayer
samples.

EDC waterfall plots of RPES data of sub-ML samples of SnPc and CuPc molecules
adsorbed on Au(111) in comparison to the corresponding multilayer RPES data are pre-
sented in Fig. 5.8. In Fig. 5.8(a) it is found that the hν dependent line-shape evolution of
the SnPc HOMO signal around NEXAFS resonance B is equal for a sub-ML on Au(111)
and a multilayer film. For EB > 2 eV a comparison of each of the two data sets in Fig. 5.8
is hindered by the different contribution of the Au5d signal. This signal is subtracted for
the sub-ML films but due to possible subtraction artifacts no information can be ex-
tracted from the region with EB > 2 eV. Within the dashed vertical lines no difference of
the line-shape evolution (beyond measurement accuracy) of the SnPc HOMO signal can
be found for the sub-ML on Au(111) with respect to the multilayer sample. Hence the
most reasonable explanation is that the adsorption on Au(111) has no significant influ-
ence on the potential energy surfaces involved in the RPES process leading to the HOMO
one-hole final state. Furthermore, no additional signatures that might be related to CT at
the SnPc/Au(111) interface can be found in this region of the PES map (not shown). So
if a constant EK feature contributed to the observed hν dependent line-shape evolution it
would have to be equal for both SnPc films in Fig. 5.8(a). An alternative explanation with
two contrary effects that cancel each other out is unlikely.

The comparison of the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the CuPc HOMO signal for
a multilayer and a sub-ML on Au(111) is shown in Fig. 5.8(b). Except for the EDC at
lowest hν a clear difference in the line-shape of the CuPc HOMO signal is observed.
In the evolution of the line-shape of the CuPc HOMO signal less distribution of relative
intensity into the high EB part with increasing hν is found for the sub-ML on Au(111)
with respect to the multilayer film. So the influence of the adsorption on Au(111) on
the line-shape evolution of the HOMO signal differs between CuPc and SnPc molecules.
Apparently the potential energy surfaces of a CuPc molecule are more sensitive to the ad-
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Figure 5.8: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of sub-ML of CuPc and SnPc molecules on
Au(111) in comparison to the RPES data of the corresponding multilayer film presented
as EDCs in waterfall plots. The EDCs of equivalent hν positions within the NEXAFS
resonance (resonance maxima denoted by the capital B) are compared to each other. The
black axes (EB and intensity) correspond to the black EDCs and the green axes to the
green EDCs. For the sub-ML EDCs the scaled Au(111) substrate EDCs at equal hν are
subtracted and the intensities are unchanged. The gray vertical dashed lines denote the
EB region in which the line-shapes are compared and the gray solid line marks EB of the
HOMO signal in direct valence PES. (a) Comparison of 0.6 ML SnPc/Au(111) (filled
black circles) with a multilayer SnPc/Au(111) (open green circles). The green EB axis is
shifted by 550 meV with respect to the black one. Each of the multilayer SnPc/Au(111)
EDCs is scaled for best comparability of the line-shape of the HOMO signal. (b) Compar-
ison of 0.7 ML CuPc/Au(111) (filled black circles) with a multilayer CuPc/Au(111) (open
green circles). The green EB axis is shifted by 300 meV with respect to the black one.
To each of the multilayer CuPc/Au(111) EDCs an offset is added for a matching pre-peak
plateau (clean Au(111) subtracted only for the 0.7 ML CuPc EDCs) and a scaling factor
for best comparability of the line-shape of the HOMO signal is applied.
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sorption on Au(111) than the ones of a SnPc molecule. To interpret this change between
a CuPc multilayer and a sub-ML of CuPc on Au(111) as an influence of interface CT
would lead to the conclusion that molecule-metal CT is quenched at the CuPc/Au(111)
interface with respect to intermolecular CT in the CuPc multilayer film. This scenario
appears unlikely.

In Fig. 5.9 the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the coronene HOMO signal is com-
pared for a sub-ML on Ag(111) and a multilayer. The EDC at lowest hν is broader in
the case of the multilayer. This is most probably due to increased inhomogeneity in the
multilayer with respect to the sub-ML film. At higher hν in the region around NEXAFS
resonance A (Fig. 5.9(a)) the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the HOMO signal is
equal (within measurement accuracy) for both films. Hence the influence of the inho-
mogeneous broadening is overcome by the magnitude of this effect. In contrast to this
finding in NEXAFS resonance A there is an increased distribution of relative intensity
into the high EB part of the coronene HOMO signal for the sub-ML film in NEXAFS
resonance B. From the different behavior of the multilayer films in both NEXAFS reso-
nances (see Fig. 5.7) a difference in the intermediate state potential energy surface Vn has
been concluded. The difference in the influence of the adsorption on Ag(111) in Fig. 5.9
points towards a more sensitive Vn in NEXAFS resonance B. If this change by the ad-
sorption on Ag(111) was interpreted as a consequence of molecule-metal interface CT
a difference in the excited previously unoccupied molecular orbital in the two NEXAFS
resonances would have to be responsible. How realistic this scenario is for a coronene
molecule on Ag(111) cannot be concluded without calculations. However, the finding
of a CT related state in both NEXAFS resonances in subsection 5.3.1 contradicts this
scenario.

Comparing the differences in the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular or-
bital signals in the molecule-metal interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct
valence PES with respect to the corresponding multilayer samples for all molecules in-
vestigated in this subsection a significant influence of CT is unlikely. The fact that no
influence is found for SnPc molecules on Au(111) and a quenching of CT would have to
be concluded for CuPc molecules upon adsorption on Au(111) also makes an interpreta-
tion based on CT for the influence of the adsorption of coronene molecules on Ag(111)
very questionable. On the other hand an interpretation with an influence on the poten-
tial energy surfaces by the adsorption allows me to explain the RPES data of multilayer
and sub-ML samples in this section within the same effect and thus a common set of
parameters. This contains all parameters which are necessary to characterize the poten-
tial energy surfaces included in the RPES process that leads to the particular final state.
A consistent explanation for such a large data set is more reasonable than considering
multiple effects that are only important for some systems.

The changes upon adsorption might also be related to lifetime vibrational interference
since the adsorption on a metal surface is able to alter the lifetime broadening of valence
orbital signals [59, 173]. Hence an influence on the core hole lifetime upon adsorption
is generally also possible. However, the different influence of the adsorption on Ag(111)
on different chemical C1s species in a coronene molecule requires a proper explana-
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Figure 5.9: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of 0.8ML coronene/Ag(111) at 300 K (filled
black circles) in comparison to multilayer coronene/Ag(111) at 100 K (open green circles)
presented as EDCs in waterfall plots. The EDCs of equivalent hν positions within the
NEXAFS resonance (resonance maxima denoted by the capital letters) are compared to
each other. The black axes (EB and intensity) correspond to the black EDCs and the green
axes to the green EDCs. The green EB axis is shifted by 130 meV with respect to the black
one. For the 0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111) EDCs scaled Ag(111) substrate EDCs at equal hν

are subtracted and the intensities are unchanged. Each of the multilayer coronene/Ag(111)
EDCs is scaled for best comparability of the line-shape of the HOMO signal. The gray
vertical dashed lines denote the EB region in which the line-shapes are compared and the
gray solid line marks EB of the HOMO signal in direct valence PES. (a) hν region of
NEXAFS resonance A. (b) hν region of NEXAFS resonance B.
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tion. In any case calculations that are able to include the effect of lifetime vibrational
interference would be necessary in order to justify an explanation of the data with this
effect.

5.3 Revelation of charge transfer related features

Up to this point no features in the RPES data have been found which can be associated
with dynamical CT across the molecule-metal interface. Differences with respect to the
multilayer data have been observed for the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecu-
lar orbital signals in the RPES data of molecule-metal interface systems without a LUMO
signal in direct valence PES. However, these differences have been explained by an in-
fluence of the molecule-metal interface on the potential energy surfaces involved in the
RPES process. This explanation is favored since it allows to discuss a large data set with a
single effect and within a common set of parameters. In the following I will look for fea-
tures in the RPES data of metal-organic interfaces that are absent in multilayer samples.
Such features are promising hints for a mechanism that includes molecule-metal interface
CT in the generation of these final states in RPES since an involvement of metal states in
the mechanism responsible for these features is quite likely.

In the first part of this section a metal-organic interface feature is found in the low EB
region of the PES detail map of a sub-ML of coronene on Ag(111). In a quantitative con-
sistency check within the Molecular Cluster Model this feature is assigned to a satellite
of the HOMO signal. Then the Molecular Cluster Model approach is translated into a
multichannel model in which the involvement of interface CT in the mechanism respon-
sible for the satellite feature is identified. Hence this feature is termed CT state. The
emergence of such a CT state in an interface system without a LUMO signal in direct
valence PES then motivates the search for similar features in the RPES data of interface
systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES. An assignment of final states to the
observed features, as for the CT state of coronene/Ag(111), is hindered by the overall
broad line-shape in the EB region of the frontier molecular orbital signals in these sys-
tems. Through the comparison to the line-shape of the CT state the relation of this broad
line-shape to molecule-metal interface CT is discussed. Additionally, hints for possibly
CT related constant EK features are found for the interface systems with a LUMO signal
in direct valence PES which leads to a closer investigation of the RPES data at larger hν .
At these hν constant EK features are revealed for molecule-metal interface systems with
and without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES. For the latter systems the assignment
of the responsible mechanism is quantitatively confirmed by calculating the measured
EK of these constant EK features on the basis of the assigned mechanism and some sim-
plifying assumptions. The involvement of interface CT in the mechanism that produces
the constant EK features identifies these signals as an indicator for interface CT. Hence
in this section three criteria for a qualitative CT analysis are identified. The emergence
of a CT state, the observation of the characteristic broad line-shape of molecular orbital
signals, and the appearance of constant EK features in the high hν region can be used
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to confirm interface CT on the time scale of the core hole lifetime. According to these
criteria the hetero-organic interface systems will be investigated with RPES in section
5.4.

5.3.1 The charge transfer state at the coronene/Ag(111)
interface

The hν dependent line-shape evolution of the coronene HOMO signal for a sub-ML
of coronene/Ag(111) has been investigated in subsection 5.2.2. In the RPES data of
this system a feature can be found that is absent in the multilayer data (Fig. 5.3(a)). In
the EDC water fall plot of Fig. 5.9 and the PES detail map presented in Fig. 5.10(a) this
additional feature is hardly visible. Only a closer investigation through an intensity zoom
by a factor of 10 in the EB range illustrated in Fig. 5.10(b) is able to reveal this feature
at EB ≈ 0.5 eV. A comparison to the PES detail map of clean Ag(111) (Fig. 5.10(d))
shows that this low EB feature is absent for the clean substrate. Even though the limits
of the color code are set for a change of colors in the same range as in Fig. 5.10(b) no
similar feature can be observed. The found change from yellow to brown in the lower
hν region of the map is quite noisy and most probably due to an upscaling of the diffuse
PES background through the normalization procedure (see section 3.3). The CIS spectra
extracted from the PES detail map of clean Ag(111) in the same EB region as the hatched
areas in Fig. 5.10(a) are presented with open symbols in Fig. 5.10(c). These CIS spectra
corroborate the finding from the substrate PES detail map in Fig. 5.10(d) since they do
not show an hν dependence anyhow close to the one observed for the CIS spectra of
0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111) (filled symbols in Fig. 5.10(c)). Hence I can conclude that the
low EB feature originates from the metal-organic interface.

The two CIS spectra of the 0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111) film (filled symbols in Fig. 5.10(c))
show a very similar hν dependent intensity variation. This means that the HOMO one-
hole final state and the low EB feature are most probably closely connected. The quite
constant EB position of the low EB feature further points towards an energy conserving
RPES process that leads to a one-hole final state which is responsible for this feature.
So the low EB feature could be produced by an excitation s in the sense of Eq. 2.5 of
the HOMO one-hole final state and hence could be a HOMO signal satellite. Since this
feature only exist at the metal-organic interface metal states must be involved in this ex-
citation process. Interestingly this feature is not visible in direct valence PES at any point
of the measured k-space [59, 121] (for exemplary EDCs of the data cube of Refs. [121]
and [59] see Fig. A12). From this data the intensity of the low EB feature can be esti-
mated to be below 1% of the intensity of the HOMO signal in direct valence PES [143].
From the CIS spectra in Fig. 5.10(c) an intensity of the low EB feature of approximately
5% of the intensity of the HOMO signal is found for RPES. Thus the low EB feature is
resonantly enhanced with respect to the HOMO signal.

As discussed in the introductory part of section 2.3 the Molecular Cluster Model consti-
tutes a possible way to calculate satellite excitations. In the following treatment, which
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Figure 5.10: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of 0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111). (a) PES detail
map with an hν increment of 100 meV and an EB increment of 15 meV. The red dashed
horizontal lines denote the NEXAFS resonances. The hatched areas mark the EB region
from which the CIS spectra presented in panel (c) originate. The yellow vertical line
represents EF . The cyan box denotes the area of the PES detail map zoom shown in
panel (b). The second order carbon contribution has been subtracted from this PES detail
map. (b) PES detail map with a zoom of the intensity color code by a factor of 10. (c)
CIS spectra extracted from panel (a) (filled symbols) in comparison to corresponding CIS
spectra of the clean Ag(111) substrate (open symbols). The CIS spectra of the EB region
of the CT state (purple triangles) are multiplied by a factor of 10. (d) PES detail map
of the clean Ag(111) substrate with an hν increment of 50 meV and an EB increment of
15 meV in the same area as the PES detail map zoom shown in panel (b). The color code
is chosen to observe similar variations of colors as in panel (b).
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has been introduced in section 2.3, this is explicitly demonstrated for PES, RPES and
NEXAFS. Within this formalism I will test whether the low EB feature can be explained
by a HOMO signal satellite or not. For that I try to reproduce the experimentally obtained
quantities with Molecular Cluster Model calculations with a physically reasonable set of
parameters. The ability to obtain the measured quantities by these calculations serves
as a quantitative consistency check for the assignment of the low EB feature. From the
direct valence PES data [59, 121] and the RPES data in Fig. 5.10 the following quantities
can be extracted

∆EV PES,F,exp = ∆ERPES,F,exp = 2.1 eV
IRV PES,exp < 0.01
IRRPES,exp = 0.05

(5.1)

Hereby the subscript exp is used to state that these values are determined by experiments.
The theoretical value of the energetic separation of the final states in direct valence PES
(∆EV PES,F,theo) and RPES (∆ERPES,F,theo) is calculated with Eq. 2.24. For the calculation
of the intensity ratio in valence PES (IRV PES,theo) Eq. 2.27 is used in combination with
Eq. 2.17 and Eqs. 2.22 and 2.23. In the case of RPES the intensity ratio IRRPES,theo is
calculated with Eqs. 2.34, 2.35, and 2.36 in combination with Eq. 2.17 and Eqs. 2.22
and 2.33. In order to reproduce the measured quantities in Eq. 5.1 values for the Molec-
ular Cluster Model parameters need to be inserted into these equations. For PES and
RPES these are the differences of the single particle energies εH − εM and εL− εM, the
Coulomb parameters UH,H and UH,L, the hopping matrix elements VH,M and VL,M, and
the autoionization weighting factor γ . Hence, seven more or less free parameters need
to be chosen for the reproduction of three experimentally determined quantities. It is
obvious that simplifying assumptions are necessary at this point for a more significant
theoretical treatment of the system coronene/Ag(111). Thus I set the hopping matrix
elements equal and connect the Coulomb parameters with γ . The latter simplification
can be justified by the fact that the difference of the Coulomb parameters stems from
the involvement of two equal molecular orbitals in UH,H and two different molecular
orbitals in UH,L. The same difference constitutes the justification for the introduction of
γ which serves as a weighting factor for autoionization decays that include two differ-
ent or two equal molecular orbitals. It is reasonable to assume that an overlap matrix
element with two equal molecular orbitals is larger than the corresponding matrix ele-
ment with two different ones (see subsection 2.3.6). With these simplifications I select
parameters with which the experimentally determined values in Eq. 5.1 can be repro-
duced. It is important to emphasize at this point that the following choice of parameters
is a possible way for a quantitative consistency check for the assignment of the the final
states. It is not a significant extraction of quantitative values for the Molecular Clus-
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ter Model parameters of the system coronene/Ag(111). The mentioned parameters are
chosen as

εH− εM =−2.6 eV
εL− εM = 0.7 eV

VH,M =VL,M = 0.1 eV
UH,H = 4.7 eV

UH,L =
UH,H

γ

γ = 6

(5.2)

Hereby εH was set to be energetically below εM while εL is taken to be above εM. So the
hopping of an electron from the state M to the state H (without considering the Coulomb
parameters) leads to a gain in energy while the hopping from the state M to the state
L costs energy. Inserting these parameters into the above summarized equations of the
Molecular Cluster Model leads to the following theoretical values

∆EV PES,F,theo = ∆ERPES,F,theo = 2.1 eV
IRV PES,theo = 0.000012
IRRPES,theo = 0.046

(5.3)

This agreement between calculations and experiment shows that the Molecular Cluster
Model is able to reproduce the experimentally found situation within reasonable assump-
tions and a physically possible choice of parameters. Through this the final states mea-
sured in RPES can be assigned. The HOMO signal is the state∣∣ΨRPES,F,0

〉
= αRPES,F,0

∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉+βRPES,F,0
∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉 (5.4)

with the prefactors

α
2
RPES,F,0 = 0.998 and β

2
RPES,F,0 = 0.002 (5.5)

The low EB feature is the HOMO signal satellite which is the state∣∣ΨRPES,F,1
〉
= αRPES,F,1

∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉+βRPES,F,1
∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉 (5.6)

with the prefactors

α
2
RPES,F,1 = 0.002 and β

2
RPES,F,1 = 0.998 (5.7)

Hence both final states are a quantum mechanical superposition of the basis states with-
out CT (

∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉) and with CT (
∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉) but the HOMO signal exhibits

almost only the character of the state without CT while the HOMO signal satellite has
almost entirely the character of the state with CT. Consequently, the HOMO signal satel-
lite will be called CT state in the following.
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Considering the mechanism which leads to the CT state it can also be interpreted as
resonantly enhanced PES from the LUMO. The final state of the CT state has mainly
the character of the basis state

∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉. Since the PES process is described by
the annihilation of one electron in the formalism of the Molecular Cluster Model this
state can only be reached from the basis state

∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉 in the initial state. Going
directly from the state

∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉 to the state
∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉 is valence PES from

the LUMO. The mechanism through an intermediate state with the same initial and final
states leads to the resonant enhancement.

For a significant determination of Molecular Cluster Model parameters of a coronene
molecule on Ag(111) more quantitative experimental information (e.g. intensity ratios
and energetic separations of additional pairs of a main line and its satellite) would be
necessary. Additionally, the Molecular Cluster Model parameters could be directly cal-
culated and compared to the used set of parameters. This is beyond the scope of this
work. Anyway, there is still some additional information in the RPES data that has
not been used yet. From the CIS spectra of the HOMO signal and the CT state in
Fig. 5.10 it is found that the hν dependent intensity variation of both signals is very
similar. Consequently, the energetic separation of the two final states of NEXAFS spec-
troscopy (∆ENEX ,F ) must be very small since these two states are the intermediate states
Z of the two different channels leading to the HOMO signal and the CT state. This
quantity can be calculated with Eq. 2.15 in combination with Eq. 2.31. The theoretical
intensity ratio in NEXAFS (IRNEX ,theo) can be calculated with Eq. 2.27 in combination
with Eqs. 2.17, 2.22, and 2.31. For that the additional Molecular Cluster Model pa-
rameters UL,L and UC,L need to be chosen. Following the simplifications of Eq. 5.2 all
Coulomb parameters with two equal molecular orbitals are taken to be of the same mag-
nitude. Moreover, for the Cluster Model parameters in Ref. [105] the Coulomb parameter
including a core level orbital is always larger than the corresponding Coulomb parameter
with two valence orbitals (Udd and Ucd in Table 7.1 in Ref. [105]). Hence the additional
Molecular Cluster Model parameters are chosen as

UL,L =UH,H = 4.7 eV
UC,L = 7 eV

(5.8)

This results in

∆ENEX ,F,theo = 0.20 eV
IRNEX ,theo = 1.2

(5.9)

The small theoretical energetic separation ∆ENEX ,F,theo of the two NEXAFS final states
is in acceptable agreement with the situation of almost equal hν of the maxima in the CIS
spectra in Fig. 5.10(c). The theoretical intensity ratio IRNEX ,theo of the NEXAFS final
states cannot be verified or excluded by the NEXAFS data. The high resolution partial
electron yield NEXAFS spectrum in this hν range is displayed in Fig. 5.11(b). It could
consist of many electronic transitions broadened by the excited molecular vibrations cou-
pled to them. Hence two contributions for each electronic transition of roughly the same
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Figure 5.11: C1s core level PES and carbon K-edge NEXAFS data of 0.8 ML
coronene/Ag(111). (a) C1s core level PES spectrum. The inset shows the spectrum scaled
up in order to visualize the only visible satellite (Sat). (b) High resolution carbon K-edge
partial electron yield NEXAFS spectrum in the hν region of the NEXAFS resonances A
and B.

magnitude are possible. An additional consistency check with the now complete set of
Molecular Cluster Model parameters can be performed with the core level PES data.
With the full parameter set the intensity ratio IRCPES is calculated with Eq. 2.27 in com-
bination with Eqs. 2.17, 2.22 and 2.29 to be

IRCPES,theo = 235 (5.10)

This means that the satellite is the only visible peak since this ratio is too large to observe
the main peak. The C1s spectrum displayed in Fig. 5.11(a) does show one large peak
and a satellite but this satellite is also visible in the multilayer data. Hence it cannot
stem from a process including CT from the metal. The most reasonable explanation for
this satellite in the multilayer and sub-ML data is an intramolecular shake-up excitation
[108]. Such an excitation is not included in the chosen basis states and consequently no
statement can be made about its intensity and energetic separation with respect to the
main peak.

The additional information of the high resolution partial electron yield NEXAFS spec-
trum and the C1s core level PES spectrum is not of quantitative nature. Separable pairs
of main peak and satellite in both spectra would be much more valuable information
for testing the applicability of the Molecular Cluster Model to coronene/Ag(111). Fur-
thermore, the restrictions for the choice of Molecular Cluster Model parameters would
be much more strict and the chosen values that reproduce all data quantitatively cor-
rect could be regarded as significant. Hence, the applicability of the Molecular Cluster
Model to coronene/Ag(111) is justified rather qualitatively. The assignment of a partic-
ular final state to the CT state is checked for consistency in a quantitative way but with
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the large number of free parameters the significance of this approach remains question-
able.

Describing the RPES process within the Molecular Cluster Model leads to a quite dif-
ficult interpretation of CT. The established model interprets CT as a process that can or
cannot happen on the time scale of the core hole lifetime [9]. In the Molecular Cluster
Model CT partially occurs in the ground state and from there different final states can be
reached with certain probabilities that depend on the Molecular Cluster Model parame-
ters. Each of the involved states is a quantum mechanical superposition of a basis state
with CT from the metal ligand to a molecular orbital and one without. In the case of the
final states of RPES given above one of the two parts hardly contributes due to its very
small prefactor. Hence this negligible part can be dropped and the physics of the quan-
tum mechanical superposition can be covered by considering several decay channels.
Such a multichannel model is not quantitatively but qualitatively equal to the Molecular
Cluster Model. Its advantage is that it is didactically superior to the rather complicated
mathematical formalism presented in section 2.3.

In this multichannel model the CT state can be assigned through a simplified two step
picture (named steps (a) and (b)) that describes coherent and energy conserving processes
in separated channels (termed channels (I) and (II)). The difference between those two
channels is given by including or excluding CT in the process leading to the intermediate
state. Keeping the notation for the states and starting with the basis state without CT as a
ground state the channel leading to the enhanced HOMO signal (denoted as channel (I))
can be written in the following way

(Ia)
∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉+hν

NEXAFS−−−−−→
noCT

∣∣C1H2L1Mn〉
(Ib)

∣∣C1H2L1Mn〉 AI−→
∣∣C2H1L0Mn〉+ e−

(5.11)

Hereby the text above the arrow denotes the process (autoionization (AI) or NEXAFS)
that occurs in the particular step. Below the arrow it is explicitly stated whether CT takes
place in the described step or not. In the same way I can write down an alternative chan-
nel (denoted as channel II) which includes CT in an intermediate state

(IIa)
∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉+hν

NEXAFS−−−−−→
CT

∣∣C1H2L2Mn−1〉
(IIb1)

∣∣C1H2L2Mn−1〉 AI−→
∣∣C2H1L1Mn−1〉+ e−

(IIb2)
∣∣C1H2L2Mn−1〉 AI−→

∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉+ e−

(5.12)

This channel can lead to two different final states ((1) and (2)) through autoionization
(AI) which both could lead to the CT state in RPES. In this multichannel model the ob-
served relative resonant enhancement of the CT state with respect to the HOMO signal
can be used to decide which of these final states corresponds to the CT state. The prob-
ability for the responsible step must be larger than the one for step (Ib) since this leads
to the HOMO signal. In step (IIb1) the same orbitals (C, H and L) are included in the
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Figure 5.12: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of 0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111) compared to
clean Ag(111) at the same hν presented in EDC waterfall plots. The second order carbon
contribution has been subtracted from these EDCs. Both sets of EDCs are normalized.
The EDCs of the clean Ag(111) are multiplied by one common factor for matching EDCs
at hν = 285.43 eV. (a) EDCs of the PES detail map shown in Fig. 5.10. (b) Same EDCs
as in panel (a) scaled up for a comparison of the CT state with the clean Ag(111).

autoionization decay as in step (Ib). Hence an increased probability of step (IIb1) with
respect to step (Ib) is unlikely. On the other hand in step (IIb2) the state L is included
twice in the autoionization decay which justifies the assumption of an increased proba-
bility with respect to step (Ib). With the same line of arguments the weighting factor γ is
introduced in the Molecular Cluster Model. Consequently, the observed relative resonant
enhancement of the CT state allows me to assign the final state

∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉 to this
signal.

At this point it is interesting to analyze the CT state in more detail. Since this state is
produced through molecule-metal interface CT electronic interaction at this interface is
involved in the responsible mechanism. Hence the line-shape of this state should also
exhibit spectroscopic signs for electronic interaction. As usual the analysis of the line-
shape of a signal in RPES is performed with an EDC waterfall plot. In Fig. 5.12(a) the
coronene/Ag(111) EDCs are compared to the EDCs of the clean Ag(111) substrate at
the same hν on the intensity scale of the HOMO signal. On this scale there is hardly
any deviation visible between the clean Ag(111) and the coronene/Ag(111) film in the
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EB region around 0.5 eV. Enhancing the intensity scale in this EB region in Fig. 5.12(b)
reveals an obvious difference. It is important to note at this point that the second or-
der C1s contribution has been subtracted from the coronene/Ag(111) EDCs (see sec-
tion 3.3). Furthermore, the clean Ag(111) ECDs are normalized with the same pro-
cedure as the coronene/Ag(111) EDCs. After that all clean Ag(111) EDCs have been
scaled with a common factor so that the EDCs of the clean Ag(111) and the 0.8 ML
coronene/Ag(111) film match at hν = 285.43 eV. Thus the additional intensity found for
the coronene/Ag(111) EDCs in fact stems from the metal organic interface. Around the
resonance maximum of NEXAFS resonance A the CT state exhibits a peak-like charac-
ter but this peak is situated on top of a broad intensity background. At different hν only
this broad line-shape is observed. For all other molecular orbital signals of metal-organic
interfaces without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES this has not been observed. Es-
pecially the comparison of the line-shapes of the CT state with the coronene HOMO
signal reveals the different character of the former. Relating this so far unique line-shape
to the electronic interaction involved in the mechanism that leads to the CT state appears
reasonable. The fact that the CT state is produced in a coherent and energy conserving
process suggests that the character of the origin of the transfered electron might be visi-
ble in the line-shape of the CT state. So a possible explanation for the broad line-shape
of the CT state is that the intensity distribution over a broad EB range of the Ag(111) s-p
bands is imprinted in the line-shape of this state. This means that the transfer of an elec-
tron from the energetically broad s-p band results in an energetic broadening of the ob-
served CT state. Since in this explanation M in (IIa) of Eq. 5.12 does not have a discrete
εM it would be in contrast to the assumptions made in the Molecular Cluster Model in
which the metal ligand electrons are treated to be of such a discrete energy εM. Thus the
quantitative values used for the Molecular Cluster Model parameters must be interpreted
carefully. The possible explanation of the line-shape of the CT state demonstrates the
limits of the assumptions of the Molecular Cluster Model. However, this model serves
as an important attempt for a comprehensive understanding of PES, NEXAFS and RPES
on a well defined mathematical basis even though not all of its assumption may be fully
justified.

In conclusion the low EB feature is assigned to the final state
∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉 by the

multichannel model. In the Molecular Cluster Model the assigned final state exhibits
mainly this same character. In both formalisms CT from the metal state M to the molec-
ular orbital L is involved in the mechanism that produces this molecule-metal interface
feature. Hence this low EB feature is termed CT state. So according to the established
model [9] CT on the timescale of the core hole lifetime is possible for the interface
system coronene/Ag(111). The fact that in direct valence PES no LUMO signal is ob-
served for this molecule-metal interface system demonstrates the possibility of interface
CT in RPES for these systems. Thus CT features could also be present for the other
interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES. In the region of the
PES detail map an interface originated feature, such as the CT state, is not observed
for SnPc/Au(111) and CuPc/Au(111) but in different regions of the PES overview map
CT related features could be present. However, in interface systems with a LUMO sig-
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nal in direct valence PES CT related features in RPES, similar to the one found for
coronene/Ag(111), are expected since these systems show a molecule-metal interface
CT originated feature (the LUMO signal) already in direct valence PES. The observed
line-shape of the CT state demonstrates the involvement of electronic interaction which
is expected to be increased in the interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct va-
lence PES. So the EB region of the frontier molecular orbitals of these systems will be
investigated by RPES in the following subsection.

5.3.2 Charge transfer signatures in the valence region

In Ref. [174] the interface system 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111), for which a LUMO signal is
detected in direct valence PES [83], is investigated with RPES. In comparison to the
direct valence PES spectrum additional features are observed in the RPES EDCs. Due
to the relatively large hν increment of 250 meV the hν dependence of the EB position
of these additional features cannot be extracted from this RPES data. Generally a broad
line-shape is observed for the molecular orbital signals of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) in RPES
which for some hν resemble a step-function. Compared to the line-shape of the CT state
of coronene/Ag(111) this finding could be discussed with an increased visibility of the
energetically broad character of the Ag(111) s-p bands that is imprinted in the line-shape
of the molecular orbital signals in the RPES data of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111). However, in
order to be able to draw a conclusion the comparison to RPES data of other interface
systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES is necessary. Furthermore, a smaller
hν increment could permit an investigation of the hν dependence of the EB position of
signals which are absent in the corresponding direct valence PES spectrum. Additionally,
the comparison of multiple interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES
with each other also allows a systematic search for any sort of differences in RPES with
respect to direct valence PES.

In Fig. 5.13 the RPES data of an ML NTCDA/Ag(111) is presented in EDC waterfall
plots in the hν region around NEXAFS resonance B (Fig. 5.13(a)) and NEXAFS reso-
nance C (Fig. 5.13(b)). The CFS NEXAFS spectrum which shows the hν regions corre-
sponding to these NEXAFS resonances is displayed in Fig. 5.14(a). Although differently
localized electronic transitions are assigned to these two NEXAFS resonances (see for
example Ref. [161]) the overall behavior of the molecular orbital signals is found to be
quite similar. In both NEXAFS resonances the HOMO and the LUMO signal are reso-
nantly enhanced and a broad line-shape is found for both. In NEXAFS resonance C the
enhancement of the LUMO signal with respect to the HOMO signal is less pronounced.
Hence the local character of the electronic transition in NEXAFS spectroscopy and its
consequences for the intensity of molecular orbital signals in RPES (see Ref. [81] and
discussion in subsection 5.1.1) is qualitatively retained at the molecule-metal interface
with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES. The comparison of the RPES EDCs with
the direct valence PES data (hν = 120 eV) reveals additional intensity between the EB
positions of the HOMO and the LUMO signal for the RPES EDCs. Since there is no
molecular orbital that lies energetically between the HOMO and the LUMO a feature
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Figure 5.13: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of an ML NTCDA/Ag(111) in comparison to
direct valence PES data at hν = 120 eV. The presented EDCs stem from the PES detail
maps shown on an EK scale in Fig. 5.14(b) and (c). The vertical lines denote the EB

positions of the molecular orbital signals in direct valence PES. The dashed vertical line
represents EF . (a) EDCs in the hν region around NEXAFS resonance B. (b) EDCs in the
hν region around NEXAFS resonance C. For a CFS NEXAFS spectrum defining those
resonances see Fig. 5.14(a).

found at this EB position cannot stem from a resonantly enhanced molecular orbital one-
hole final state. In order to produce such a feature some mechanism of energy dissipation
must be involved. The onset of the intensity between the HOMO and the LUMO sig-
nal disperses roughly linear to higher EB with increasing hν in both resonances. Within
the hν region around NEXAFS resonance C in the EDC at hν = 287.61 eV a broad
peak structure can be found at EB ≈ 1.5 eV. At higher hν this feature cannot be sepa-
rated from the HOMO signal. These experimental findings point towards a feature that
disperses with constant EK between the EB position of the HOMO and the LUMO sig-
nal.

Investigating the same data in a PES detail map on an EK scale (EK = hν−EB) facilitates
the detection of a constant EK feature. In Fig. 5.14(b) and (c) a change in the color code
from green to yellow can be found which roughly remains at constant EK . This possible
onset of a constant EK feature is marked by the red dashed line. In both PES detail
maps the energy position of the HOMO signal is indicated by the blue dashed line. With
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Figure 5.14: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of an ML NTCDA/Ag(111). (a) CFS NEXAFS
spectrum extracted from a PES overview map with an hν increment of 250 meV. The cyan
lines denote the hν region of the PES detail maps presented in panels (b) and (c). The
assignment of the NEXAFS resonances follows the RPES data of the NTCDA multilayer
in Fig. 5.1. (b) PES detail map with an hν increment of 100 meV and an EB increment
of 15 meV in the hν region around NEXAFS resonance B. The red dashed vertical line
denotes a possible onset of a constant EK feature. The black line represents EF . The
dashed blue and purple lines mark the EB position in direct valence PES of the HOMO
and the LUMO signal, respectively. (c) Analogue PES detail map in the hν region around
NEXAFS resonance C.
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increasing hν this signal shifts closer to the possible onset of a constant EK feature so that
both gradually merge with each other. This energetic overlap of the signals makes the
detection of the constant EK feature difficult but the hν dependent line-shape evolution
of the EDCs in Fig. 5.13 together with the apparent onset at constant EK in the PES maps
provides adequate evidence for its existence.

A possible explanation for a constant EK feature between the HOMO and the LUMO
signal can be given by an Auger-like autoionization decay. Since hν is way below the
core level ionization potential in both PES detail maps such a non energy conserving
process most probably involves CT from the molecule to the metal. In contrast to the
CT state in coronene/Ag(111) the electron is transfered from a molecular orbital into
the metal substrate. Thereby it has to be delocalized into the metal and not transfered
into the ligand state M since it must not influence EK of the emitted electron produced
by autoionization which leads to the constant EK feature. In the notation used in the
previous subsection a possible mechanism leading to such a constant EK feature can be
presented. Considering a ground state for a ML NTCDA/Ag(111) that exhibits mainly
the character of the state

∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉 the final state of the LUMO signal in direct
valence PES is

∣∣C2H2L0Mn−1〉. Analogously the final state of the HOMO signal in
direct valence PES is

∣∣C2H1L1Mn−1〉. The final states in RPES for the HOMO and the
LUMO signal are the same ones. A constant EK feature that is situated energetically
between those two final states could for example be the final state

∣∣C2H2L0Mn−2〉 which
could be produced through autoionization from the intermediate state

∣∣C1H2L2Mn−2〉.
In a process that needs to include the delocalization of the excited electron into the metal
substrate such an intermediate state could be produced either by assuming a ground state∣∣C2H2L2Mn−2〉 or starting from the ground state

∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉 and including CT from
the state M to L in the process.

The fact that not even the occupancy of the LUMO in the ground state is known for
an ML NTCDA/Ag(111) demonstrates the speculative character of this possible ex-
planation. Moreover, the consequence of an apparent partial LUMO filling in direct
valence PES for the RPES process is unknown. A direct comparison of a system for
which the LUMO signal in direct valence PES is entirely below the Fermi energy (EF )
with a system for which this signal is cut by EF should lead to some valuable infor-
mation for the understanding of RPES applied to such molecule-metal interfaces. The
direct valence PES data illustrated in Fig. 2.2(b) reveals that PTCDA molecules ad-
sorbed on different Ag surfaces can be employed for such a comparison. By select-
ing 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and the 1 ML herringbone PTCDA/Ag(110) for an RPES
study two systems with the same molecule and roughly the same geometric structure
are compared to each other. At the same time the former system exhibits a LUMO
signal which is cut by EF while the LUMO signal of the latter is situated entirely be-
low EF . So the combination of these two systems is ideal for the desired compari-
son.

For this comparison of the behavior of the frontier molecular orbital signals in hν regions
around NEXAFS resonances cutouts of PES overview maps of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
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Figure 5.15: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) compared to 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111). (a) Cutout of a PES overview map of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) with an
hν increment of 250 meV and an EB increment of 50 meV. The red dashed horizontal
lines denote the NEXAFS resonances A and B which are identified in the CFS NEXAFS
spectrum in panel (b). The vertical dashed blue and purple lines represent the HOMO
and the LUMO, respectively. The vertical yellow line denotes EF . (b) CFS NEXAFS
spectrum extracted from the PES overview map of which a cutout is presented in panel
(a). The cyan lines mark the area of the cutout displayed in panel (a). (c) Cutout of a
PES overview map of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) analogue to panel (a). (d) CFS NEXAFS
spectrum extracted from the PES overview map of which a cutout is presented in panel
(c). The cyan lines mark the area of the cutout displayed in panel (c).
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and the 1 ML herringbone PTCDA/Ag(110) are presented together in Fig. 5.15. On
the left hand side the CFS NEXAFS spectra of the total measured hν region are il-
lustrated for both systems. The presented hν region is marked by the cyan lines. In
the RPES data of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) no fundamental differences are observed with
respect to the corresponding data of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). If the apparent partial fill-
ing of the LUMO signal in direct valence PES had been connected to the mechanism
which is responsible for the broad line-shape of molecular orbital signals in RPES ob-
vious differences in the RPES data of these two systems would have been observed.
Hence the existence and not the apparent partial filling of the LUMO signal in direct
PES goes together with the observed broad line-shape of molecular orbital signals in
RPES.

In both cutouts of the PES overview maps (Fig. 5.15(a) and (c)) the constant color code
of large EB regions shows the broad line-shape of the HOMO and the LUMO signal. This
means that at some hν no actual peaks are visible due to resonantly enhanced PES inten-
sity between the molecular orbital signals. This PES intensity could stem from the same
sort of constant EK feature which has been discussed for the ML NTCDA/Ag(111) RPES
data in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14. The only significant difference found between the RPES data
of the systems 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) is a variation of the
relative intensity enhancement of the LUMO signal with respect to the HOMO signal.
For 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) the LUMO signal is more enhanced in NEXAFS resonance
A with respect to the HOMO signal than for 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). In NEXAFS reso-
nance B the situation is reversed and the larger enhancement of the LUMO signal with
respect to the HOMO signal is observed for 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Such differences
in the RPES data of the same molecule demonstrate that there is an influence of the
molecule-metal interface on the NEXAFS and autoionization matrix elements. In the
example of Fig. 5.15 this influence leads to a relative intensity variation within the same
order of magnitude.

A more detailed investigation of the line-shape of the frontier molecular orbital signals
of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) is again performed by analyzing EDC waterfall plots with
smaller hν increments in the hν region around both NEXAFS resonances. In Fig. 5.16
it becomes obvious that not only at the EB positions of the molecular orbital signals the
PES intensity is enhanced but practically in the total EB region displayed. Especially
between the HOMO signal and the signal of the lower molecular orbitals (see Ref. [162]
for contributions to this signal) this intensity enhancement is observed. In both NEXAFS
resonances a line-shape is found that reminds of a step-function for the EDCs with larger
hν and the onset of this step-function coincides with the onset of the HOMO signal in di-
rect valence PES. With increasing hν this line-shape transforms into a linearly increasing
PES intensity without any peak-like structure in NEXAFS resonance B. This line-shape
of the frontier molecular orbital signals in RPES shows some similarities to the system
1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) [174]. A comparison of the RPES data of these two systems with
the RPES data of the system 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) is the next logical step. Due to the
similar electronic structure of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) and 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) similarities
in the RPES data of these two systems are expected.
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Figure 5.16: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of a 1 ML herringbone PTCDA/Ag(110) in
comparison to direct valence PES data at hν = 120 eV. The vertical lines denote the EB

positions of the molecular orbital signals in direct valence PES. The dashed vertical line
represents EF . (a) EDCs in the hν region around NEXAFS resonance A. (b) EDCs in the
hν region around NEXAFS resonance B. For a CFS NEXAFS spectrum defining those
resonances see Fig. 5.15(b).

The CFS NEXAFS spectrum extracted from the PES overview map of the system 1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111) is presented in Fig. 5.17(a). In the hν region of the broad main inten-
sity maximum the PES detail map is recorded (denoted by cyan lines) and illustrated in
Fig. 5.17(b). From the color code of this PES detail map it becomes obvious that the
main signal is situated at an EB position at which no molecular orbital signal is found in
direct valence PES (see dashed vertical lines). The region of the map in which the most
prominent intensity enhancement is found is marked by the black box and displayed in
an EDC waterfall plot in Fig. 5.17(c). Therein the main feature of the PES detail map
is identified as a broad peak around EB ≈ 2.2 eV. For the EDCs in which this feature is
present its EB position is found to be roughly constant with a variation of hν while the
width of the peak changes discontinuously. The fact that in direct valence PES (lower-
most EDC with hν = 120 eV) no feature can be observed at this EB position is in contrast
to the roughly constant EB in RPES since this points towards a molecular one-hole final
state (constant EB feature). The direct valence PES data in Refs. [82] and [122] mea-
sured with hν = He I find the HOMO-1 at this EB position. So in principle the main
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Figure 5.17: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of a 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). (a) CFS NEXAFS
spectrum extracted from a PES overview map with an hν increment of 250 meV. The cyan
lines mark the hν region of the PES detail map illustrated in panel (b). (b) PES detail map
with an hν increment of 100 meV and an EB increment of 15 meV. The vertical dashed
olive, blue and purple lines represent the EB position in direct valence PES of the lower
molecular orbitals (MOs), the HOMO and the LUMO signal, respectively. The yellow
vertical line represents EF . The black box denotes the area of the PES detail map from
which the EDCs presented in panel (c) originate. (c) EDCs in the marked hν and EB

region in panel (b) in comparison to direct valence PES data at hν = 120 eV. The vertical
lines denote the EB positions of the molecular orbital signals in direct valence PES. The
dashed vertical line represents EF .
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feature in the EDC waterfall plot at EB ≈ 2.2 eV could stem from the HOMO-1. Since
neither for the CuPc multilayer (see Fig. 5.5) nor for the sub-ML CuPc on Au(111) (see
Fig. 5.8) a resonant enhancement of the HOMO-1 signal is observed this assignment
would require a large alteration of the NEXAFS and autoionization matrix elements by
the molecule-metal interface of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). Further considering that at the EB
position of the HOMO and the LUMO signal hardly any peak structure is visible while
at hν = 285.44 eV a clear peak between the EB position of those two signals emerges
suggests that the assignment of any feature in this RPES data is quite speculative. In
the large EB areas in which only a linearly increasing PES intensity is found due to the
intensity enhancement at basically all EB positions this is not possible anyway. In the
two topmost EDCs the step-function like line-shape previously found in the RPES data
of the other molecule-metal interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES
appears again. So for 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) several differences of the line-shape of the
frontier molecular orbital signals are found in RPES with respect to direct valence PES.
These variations are similar to the findings for the other molecule-metal interface sys-
tems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES. However, the magnitude of the change
between the direct valence PES and RPES data appears to be largest for the system 1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111).

In conclusion the RPES data in the EB region of the frontier molecular orbital signals
of all molecule-metal interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES is
fundamentally different with respect to the corresponding data of the molecule-metal in-
terface systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES. In the latter systems the
main features are observed as peaks situated roughly at the EB position of the molecular
orbital signals in direct valence PES. Furthermore, the hν dependent line-shape evolu-
tion of the molecular orbital signals in RPES of these molecule-metal interface systems
can be compared to the corresponding multilayer data. Both of these findings are not
observed for the molecule-metal interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence
PES. These have in common that a broad line-shape is detected for the molecular orbital
signals in RPES. Compared to the line-shape of the CT state in coronene/Ag(111) (see
Fig. 5.12) an increased broadening is observed which in some EDCs results in a step-
function like line-shape or a linearly increasing intensity without any peak features. A
possible explanation for this finding is that the energetically broad character of substrate
s-p bands is imprinted onto all molecular orbital signals by CT from these metal s-p
bands (see discussion in subsection 5.3.1). In addition to resonantly enhanced molecular
orbital signals novel features are present in the RPES data of all molecule-metal systems
with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES. Since these features are absent for the corre-
sponding multilayer data they can be associated with CT at the molecule-metal interface.
An assignment of final states to these features (as for the CT state in subsection 5.3.1)
is not possible since too many energetically overlapping features are present in the in-
vestigated EB region. This most probably originates from the fact that both constant EK
and constant EB features contribute in this EB region. Moreover, both of these differently
dispersing features can exhibit a unique intensity variation with hν (see section 5.1) and
are most probably broadened due to electron vibration coupling (see section 5.2). Hence
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a significant deconvolution of the EDCs at this hν is very difficult. However, at larger hν

the constant EK features might be separable from molecular orbital one-hole finial state
signals (constant EB features) so this hν region is investigated in the following subsec-
tion.

5.3.3 Constant kinetic energy features

The possible contribution of constant EK features in the EB region of the frontier molecu-
lar orbital signals in the molecule-metal interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct
valence PES, discussed in the previous subsection, motivates a search for such features
at higher hν in the PES overview map. At these hν the intense frontier molecular orbital
signals would not overlap with the constant EK features due to the linear dispersion to
higher EB with increasing hν of the latter. Mainly less intense and energetically broad
molecular orbital signals are situated in the EB region higher than the intense Ag4d and
Au5d substrate signals (see for example Fig. A8(b) and Fig. A15(a)). If those molecular
orbitals do not exhibit a significant increase in intensity for large hν and the constant
EK features are simultaneously intense enough I will be able to extract their EK from
the RPES data. With that the origin of the identified constant EK features can be dis-
cussed.

In order to identify constant EK features in the PES overview map it is transformed onto
an EK scale (EK = hν −EB). In regions where hints for constant EK features emerge
an integration over the hν direction is performed. The hν interval of this integration is
chosen so that a crossing with the intense Ag4d and Au5d signals is avoided because in
this situation a constant EK feature would only be a tiny feature on top of a huge substrate
signal. An integration over the hν direction of a PES map on the EK scale leads to an
accumulation of PES intensity stemming from features at constant EK while features at
constant EB add up linearly shifted and smear out. Thus finding a peak feature in the
resulting hν integrated EDC constitutes the detection of a constant EK feature. In each
of the following figures the area of integration and presentation of the hν integrated EDC
is marked by a blue dashed box in the PES overview map (middle panel). The resulting
hν integrated EDC is presented on the right hand side while the CFS NEXAFS spectrum
is displayed on the left hand side of the PES overview map.

In this way the RPES data of an ML NTCDA/Ag(111) and 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) is pre-
sented in Fig. 5.18. For both systems constant EK features are observed in the par-
ticular hν integrated EDC on the right hand side. In the hν integrated EDC of an ML
NTCDA/Ag(111) in Fig. 5.18(c) one single constant EK feature is found at a very similar
EK as in the RPES data of 1 ML NTCDA/Ag(111) in Ref. [81]. For 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111)
two constant EK features are identified in the hν integrated EDC in Fig. 5.18(f). In both
cases the constant EK features stick out of a several tenths of eV broad dome which
mainly consists of KVV Auger decays and otherwise exhibits much broader features.
The extracted EK of these constant EK features does not match the EB region of the
frontier molecular orbital signals at the hν of NEXAFS resonances B and C for the
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Figure 5.18: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of an ML NTCDA/Ag(111) and 1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111). (a) PES overview map of an ML NTCDA/Ag(111) with an hν incre-
ment of 250 meV and an EK increment of 50 meV presented on an EK scale. The red
dashed horizontal lines denote the NEXAFS resonances which are identified in the CFS
NEXAFS spectrum in panel (b). The black box marks the region from which the CFS
NEXAFS spectrum is obtained by an integration over EK . The blue dashed box illus-
trates the area from which the hν integrated EDC originates and the EK region in which
it is presented in panel (c). The olive dashed vertical lines denote the constant EK feature
identified in panel (c). The yellow line represents EF . (b) CFS NEXAFS spectrum of an
ML NTCDA/Ag(111) extracted from the black box in the PES overview map in panel (a).
(c) hν integrated EDC of an ML NTCDA/Ag(111) obtained by integration over hν in the
area of the blue dashed box in the PES overview map in panel (a). The identified constant
EK feature is marked with an olive line. (d) PES overview map of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111)
analog to panel (a). (e) CFS NEXAFS spectrum of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) analog to panel
(b). (f) hν integrated EDC of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) analog to panel (c).
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ML NTCDA/Ag(111) and the NEXAFS resonance A for 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). Conse-
quently, these constant EK features are not the ones expected from the investigation of
the line-shapes of the frontier molecular orbital signals in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 for the ML
NTCDA/Ag(111) and Fig. 5.17 for 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). At the expected EK no signifi-
cant constant EK features can be found in the PES overview map or single EDCs at higher
hν (above approximately 290 eV). So either they are not present at all or not observable
at these high hν because of a small PES intensity which might be due to a decreased
cross section of the responsible RPES (or Auger) process.

For the system 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) investigated in Ref. [174] the same situation is found
as for 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). Two constant EK features are visible in the PES overview
map which are situated at equal EK as the ones in Fig. 5.18(f). For the other investigated
molecule-metal interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES (1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) and 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110)) the RPES data is inconclusive. In the
hν integrated EDCs possible constant EK features are present but these are significantly
broader than the ones found for the systems in Fig. 5.18. This could be a consequence
of multiple energetically overlapping constant EK features. Anyway, since no significant
evaluation of this data is possible it will not be considered in the following discussion.
The observation of constant EK features in some of the molecule-metal interface systems
with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES introduces the question about a possible
connection of the emergence of this LUMO signal and these constant EK features. An
analogue investigation of molecule-metal interface systems without a LUMO signal in
direct valence PES can certainly clarify this issue.

The search for constant EK features in the RPES data of several molecule-metal interface
systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES is presented in Figs. 5.19 and 5.20.
For the system 0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111) in Fig. 5.19(c), for 0.7 ML CuPc/Au(111) in
Fig. 5.20(c), and for 0.6 ML SnPc/Au(111) in Fig. 5.20(f) two constant EK features are
found. Hence the existence of a LUMO signal in direct valence PES and the corre-
sponding ground state, that most probably exhibits a significant contribution of the basis
state

∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉, is not mandatory for the emergence of these constant EK features.
The very similar spectroscopic signature of the constant EK features in both types of
molecule-metal interface systems points into the direction that the same mechanism is
responsible for the production of these features in both types of systems. Additionally,
these constant EK features are absent in the RPES data of all corresponding multilayer
films (see Figs. A13 and A14). Similar constant EK features have previously been re-
ported in Refs. [154, 175] exclusively for (sub-)ML samples. Thus all these constant EK
features stem from the molecule-metal interface. Consequently, a substrate state must
be involved in the mechanism that leads to the constant EK features. For the interface
systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES the significant contribution of the
basis state

∣∣C2H2L1Mn−1〉 to the ground state could serve as the required state which is
exclusive for the molecule-metal interface.

Considering the EK values of the constant EK features a clear difference can be observed
between the two different types of molecule-metal interface systems. For SnPc and CuPc
molecules a direct comparison of the EK values on Au(111) and Ag(111) is possible.
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Figure 5.19: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of 0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111). (a) PES
overview map with an hν increment of 250 meV and an EK increment of 50 meV pre-
sented on an EK scale. The red dashed horizontal lines denote the NEXAFS resonances
which are identified in the CFS NEXAFS spectrum in panel (b). The black box marks
the region from which the CFS NEXAFS spectrum is obtained by an integration over EK .
The blue dashed box illustrates the area from which the hν integrated EDC originates and
the EK region in which it is presented in panel (c). The olive dashed vertical lines denote
the constant EK features identified in panel (c). The yellow line represents EF . (b) CFS
NEXAFS spectrum extracted from the black box in the PES overview map in panel (a).
(c) hν integrated EDC obtained by integration over hν in the area of the blue dashed box
in the PES overview map in panel (a). The identified constant EK features are marked
with olive lines.

It reveals a difference in EK of approximately 4 eV with the lower EK values for the
Ag(111) systems. For a general comparison of EK values the most reasonable reference
is the largest possible EK of a regular Auger decay EK(Augermax). For a ground state
with an unoccupied LUMO (

∣∣C2H2L0Mn〉) this EK can be estimated with the difference
of EB of the chemical species of the core level exhibiting the largest EB (called Cmax) and
twice the EB of the HOMO signal (called H0). Expressing this in a mathematical form
results in EK(Augermax) = EB(Cmax)− 2×EB(H0). Thereby all electronic correlations
are neglected. It turns out that for all interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct
valence PES the constant EK feature CFS 1 exhibits a larger EK than this estimated value
of EK(Augermax). For the interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES
EK of the constant EK features is smaller than this EK(Augermax) and hence also smaller
than the EK of the Auger decay including the LUMO instead of the HOMO. Hence only
for the interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES a true restriction
for the states involved in the responsible process for the constant EK features evolves
from the observed EK . This is the involvement of a state with a lower EB than the HOMO
signal.

Following the constant EK features in the PES overview maps of the interface systems
with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES to lower hν ends in a region of the map
where the intense Ag4d signals hinder any significant observation. For the interface
systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES the same approach ends in the
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Figure 5.20: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of 0.7 ML CuPc/Au(111) and 0.6 ML
SnPc/Au(111). (a) PES overview map of 0.7 ML CuPc/Au(111) with an hν increment of
250 meV and an EK increment of 50 meV presented on an EK scale. The red dashed hor-
izontal lines denote the NEXAFS resonances which are identified in the CFS NEXAFS
spectrum in panel (b). The black box marks the region from which the CFS NEXAFS
spectrum is obtained by an integration over EK . The blue dashed box illustrates the area
from which the hν integrated EDC originates and the EK region in which it is presented
in panel (c). The olive dashed vertical lines denote the constant EK features identified
in panel (c). The yellow line represents EF . (b) CFS NEXAFS spectrum of 0.7 ML
CuPc/Au(111) extracted from the black box in the PES overview map in panel (a). (c)
hν integrated EDC of 0.7 ML CuPc/Au(111) obtained by integration over hν in the area
of the blue dashed box in the PES overview map in panel (a). The identified constant EK

features are marked with olive lines. (d) PES overview map of 0.6 ML SnPc/Au(111)
analog to panel (a). (e) CFS NEXAFS spectrum of 0.6 ML SnPc/Au(111) analog to panel
(b). (f) hν integrated EDC of 0.6 ML SnPc/Au(111) analog to panel (c).
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region of the PES detail map which is extensively investigated for all these systems in
subsection 5.2.2. The overlap of the constant EK feature CFS 2 with either the Ag4d
or Au5d signals does not allow any statement of its existence in the hν region of the
NEXAFS resonances. This is similar to the situation in the interface systems with a
LUMO signal in direct valence PES. In contrast the larger EK of the constant EK feature
CFS 1 permits a discussion of the existence of this feature for hν smaller than the core
level ionization potential.

Since for a sub-ML SnPc/Au(111) the same hν dependent line-shape evolution of the
HOMO signal is observed as for a SnPc multilayer (see Fig. 5.8(a)) a significant con-
tribution of the constant EK feature CFS 1 in NEXAFS resonance B can be excluded.
For a sub-ML CuPc/Au(111) less intensity is observed with respect to a CuPc multi-
layer at the EB position of a possible contribution of the constant EK feature CFS 1 (see
Fig. 5.8(b)). Hence for a sub-ML CuPc/Au(111) this interface feature cannot be detected
in NEXAFS resonance B. In the case of a sub-ML coronene/Ag(111) a significant con-
tribution of the constant EK feature CFS 1 in NEXAFS resonance A is excluded in the
same way as for a sub-ML SnPc/Au(111) (see Fig. 5.9(a)) while in NEXAFS resonance
B (see Fig. 5.9(b)) EK of the constant EK feature CFS 1 does not match the high EB part
of the HOMO signal. So the observed difference of the hν dependent line-shape evolu-
tion of the HOMO signal of the sub-ML coronene/Ag(111) with respect to the coronene
multilayer sample cannot be a consequence of the existence of the constant EK feature
CFS 1 in NEXAFS resonance B. To conclude this discussion I can state that there is
no evidence for a contribution of any constant EK feature for an hν smaller than the
core level ionization potential in any of the investigated systems. So the discussion of
the origin of the constant EK features only makes sense for an hν larger than the core
level ionization potential. Hence the required mechanism of energy dissipation in the
process responsible for the constant EK features is the emission of a photoelectron into
vacuum.

As discussed above for the interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence
PES there are additional restrictions which can be used to identify the process respon-
sible for the observed constant EK features. A process that leads to a molecule-metal
interface feature with such a large EK must involve a metal state and a molecular state
with lower EB than the HOMO signal. For the interface systems with a LUMO signal in
direct valence PES such restrictions cannot be extracted from the RPES data. Hence in
the following I will first present a possible mechanism for the interface systems without
a LUMO signal in direct valence PES that fulfills the found requirements. Then sim-
plifying assumptions are introduced with which I can quantitatively check whether the
presented mechanism can be responsible for the observed constant EK features. At the
end this mechanism will be discussed in relation to the interface systems with a LUMO
signal in direct valence PES. In the nomenclature used in subsection 5.3.1 a non energy
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conserving two-step process (steps (a) and (b)) with core level PES in the first and an
Auger decay in the second step can be given as

(a)
∣∣C2

i H2
j L0

0Mn〉+hν
PES−−→
CT

∣∣C1
i H2

j L1
0Mn−1〉+ e−

(b)
∣∣C1

i H2
j L1

0Mn−1〉 Auger−−−→
∣∣C2

i H1
j L0

0Mn−1〉+ e−
(5.13)

Hereby Ci denotes the C1s core level of the carbon species i, H j the occupied molecu-
lar orbital j and L0 the LUMO. Moreover, only the basis state which is assumed to be
the dominating contribution to the particular state is considered for the description of
the states involved in the RPES process. Including CT from M to L fulfills the above
given requirements of the involvement of a substrate state and a molecular state with a
lower EB than the HOMO signal. EK of the electron emitted in step (b) can be calcu-
lated by taking the difference of the energy of the state

∣∣∣C1
i H2

j L1
0Mn−1

〉
and the state∣∣∣C2

i H1
j L0

0Mn−1
〉

. Hence by measuring the energy of these two states EK of the constant
EK features can be determined. This is in fact possible on the basis of the following
assumptions

(1)
∣∣C1

i H2
j L1

0Mn−1〉≈ ∣∣C1
i H2

j L1
0
〉
·
∣∣Mn−1〉

(2)
∣∣C2

i H1
j L0

0Mn−1〉≈ ∣∣C2
i H1

j L0
0
〉
·
∣∣Mn−1〉

(3) NEXAFS =̂
∣∣C2

i H2
j L0

0
〉
+hν −→

∣∣C1
i H2

j L1
0
〉

(4) valence PES =̂
∣∣C2

i H2
j L0

0
〉
+hν −→

∣∣C2
i H1

j L0
0
〉
+ e−

(5.14)

In assumptions (1) and (2) the states are factorized into a metal part and a molecular part
which means that small hopping matrix elements VH,M and VL,M are assumed. This is
somewhat problematic since at the same time VL,M must be large enough to enable CT
in step (a). However, even if the probability for CT is small compared to the probability
for no CT the signals produced by the latter processes will be situated at a smaller EK .
Hence their larger intensity does not hinder the observation of the signals that originate
from the processes with CT. The interpretation of the process in assumption (3) as a
NEXAFS spectroscopy experiment and the process in assumption (4) as a direct valence
PES experiment ignores any excitations including states of the metal substrate. Hence
these assumptions also rely on small hopping matrix elements VH,M and VL,M. Applying
the assumptions (1) and (2) of Eq. 5.14 to step (b) in Eq. 5.13 the energy of the state∣∣Mn−1〉 cancels out in the energy balance of the process and EK of the emitted electron is

simply a difference of the states
∣∣∣C1

i H2
j L1

0

〉
and

∣∣∣C2
i H1

j L0
0

〉
. With assumptions (3) and (4)

the energy of these two states can be directly measured by a NEXAFS and a valence PES
experiment. So on the basis of step (b) in Eq. 5.13 and assumptions (1) – (4) in Eq. 5.14
EK of the constant EK feature m (EK,theo(CFS m)) can be calculated as the difference of
two experimentally determined quantities with

EK,theo(CFS m) = hν(
∣∣C1

i H2
j L1

0
〉
)−EB(

∣∣C2
i H1

j L0
0
〉
) (5.15)
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Hereby the subscript theo denotes that this is a theoretical value in contrast to the value
extracted directly from the RPES experiment EK,exp(CFS m). Moreover, the notation

hν(
∣∣∣C1

i H2
j L1

0

〉
) stands for hν necessary for the production of the final state

∣∣∣C1
i H2

j L1
0

〉
and the notation EB(

∣∣∣C2
i H1

j L0
0

〉
) represents EB of the state

∣∣∣C2
i H1

j L0
0

〉
. For the explicit

mechanism leading to the constant EK feature with index m = 1,2 a different com-
bination of states (chemical species Ci and occupied molecular orbital H j) can be in-
volved.

From the discussion about the excitation of vibrations in the beginning of subsection
2.1.4 and the references given there it becomes obvious that electron vibration coupling
needs to be considered in order to extract the energies of the states in Eq. 5.15 from the
NEXAFS and direct valence PES data. In the NEXAFS data the adiabatic transition (no
vibration excited) can be estimated with the onset of the particular peak feature. Should
the determination of this onset be hindered by energetically overlapping peak features
additional assumptions are necessary. These will be given explicitly below for each of
the quantitatively investigated systems. The estimated error for the extracted energy
will depend on the particular assumption. In the direct valence PES data the final state
without the excitation of a vibration can be estimated with the intensity maximum of
the particular peak. From a single mode analysis [59] the possible error made by this
approximation is estimated to be less than 100 meV.

The determination of the NEXAFS onset of the system coronene/Ag(111) is shown in
Fig. 5.21(a). From the NEXAFS calculations in Ref. [163] it follows that this onset
corresponds to the chemical carbon species bound to hydrogen CH . The two NEXAFS
onsets corresponding to the carbon species bound to carbon CC should be situated some-
where between NEXAFS resonances A and B [163] and cannot be determined exper-
imentally. However, it is not clear which of these carbon species is actually included
in the Auger decay of step (b) in Eq. 5.13. If more than one of these decay channels
lead to a feature that is intense enough to be detected this should result in a single broad
constant EK feature instead of the emergence of multiple constant EK features. Hence I
use the NEXAFS onset obtained in Fig. 5.21(a) for all carbon species of the coronene
molecule and call all of them CC in the assignment of the contributing states. Thus the
observation of two constant EK features in the system coronene/Ag(111) is explained
with the contribution of two different H j in the Auger decay. So the constant EK fea-
ture CFS 1 is produced by the decay of the state

∣∣C1
CH2

0 L1
0
〉

into the state
∣∣C2

CH1
0 L0

0
〉

and
the constant EK feature CFS 2 is assigned to the decay of the state

∣∣C1
CH2
−1L1

0
〉

into the
state

∣∣C2
CH1
−1L0

0
〉
. EB of the HOMO signal (H0 corresponding to the state

∣∣C2
CH1

0 L0
0
〉
)

and the HOMO-1 signal (H−1 corresponding to the state
∣∣C2

CH1
−1L0

0
〉
) are determined

in Fig. A15(b). For the HOMO signal I obtain EB(
∣∣C2

CH1
0 L0

0
〉
) = 2.58 eV and for the

HOMO-1 signal EB(
∣∣C2

CH1
−1L0

0
〉
) = 3.77 eV is found. Inserting these values and hν of

the NEXAFS onset determined in Fig. 5.21(a) into Eq. 5.15 leads to EK,theo(CFS 1) =
(281.74±0.20) eV and EK,theo(CFS 2) = (280.55±0.20) eV. These values are in agree-
ment with the experimentally found values EK,exp(CFS 1) = (281.60± 0.15) eV and
EK,exp(CFS 2) = (280.60±0.15) eV. Hereby the errors of the experimentally determined
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Figure 5.21: Carbon K-edge NEXAFS and C1s core level PES data for the determination of
the NEXAFS onsets used for the calculations of EK of the constant EK features. The thick
black lines demonstrate the determination of the NEXAFS onsets and the energetic separa-
tion of the different C1s species. The capital letters in panels (a) – (c) denote the NEXAFS
resonances and in panel (d) the different carbon species (CC and CN). (a) NEXAFS spec-
trum of 0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111). (b) NEXAFS spectrum of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). (c)
NEXAFS spectrum of 0.6 ML SnPc/Au(111). (d) C1s core level PES spectrum of 0.6 ML
SnPc/Au(111).
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values stem from the reading accuracy in the hν integrated EDC in Fig. 5.19(c) while the
errors of the theoretical values are estimated from the uncertainty of the determination
of the adiabatic transitions in the NEXAFS and the PES spectrum. From the agreement
of the theoretical and the experimental values I can conclude that the assignment of the
Auger decays for the constant EK features seem to be correct and that the applied assump-
tions seem to be justified for the system coronene/Ag(111).

Analogously the values EK,theo(CFS 1) and EK,theo(CFS 2) can be determined for the
system SnPc/Au(111). For this system two different carbon species are considered since
in the C1s core level PES spectrum (Fig. 5.21(d)) two separated peaks can be identi-
fied. The one representing all carbon atoms that are bound only to carbon and hydrogen
atoms is termed CC and the one standing for all carbon atoms that are bound to a nitro-
gen atom are called CN . Consequently, the onset of NEXAFS resonance A in Fig. 5.21(c)
corresponds to the carbon species CC. The NEXAFS onset of the CN carbon species is
situated at higher hν and cannot be directly extracted from the NEXAFS spectrum in
Fig. 5.21(c). However, with the energetic separation of the two different carbon species
in the core level PES spectrum (see Fig. 5.21(d)) the NEXAFS onset of the CN carbon
species can be estimated (see Fig. 5.21(c)). Ignoring the difference of energetic sep-
arations of the final states of core level PES and NEXAFS spectroscopy corresponds
to the assumption that the reaction of the molecular orbitals on a core hole at differ-
ent sites on the molecule is equal. This crude approximation will be considered in the
error of the theoretical values EK,theo(CFS m) of the system SnPc/Au(111). From the
EDC at lowest hν in Fig. 5.8(a) I obtain EB(

∣∣C2
i H1

0 L0
0
〉
) = 0.89 eV for the HOMO of

0.6 ML SnPc/Au(111). Additionally, the RPES data of this system does not show any
resonantly enhanced PES intensity for the HOMO-1 signal. Hence the decays from the
states

∣∣C1
i H2
−1L1

0
〉

to the state
∣∣C2

i H1
−1L0

0
〉

do not lead to a detectable PES intensity. Con-
sequently, a detectable constant EK feature which stems from a process that includes the
HOMO-1 can be excluded. So the two constant EK features observed for SnPc/Au(111)
must stem from the involvement of the different carbon species CC and CN . Thus I
assign the decay from the state

∣∣C1
NH2

0 L1
0
〉

into the state
∣∣C2

NH1
0 L0

0
〉

to constant EK fea-
ture CFS 1 and the constant EK feature CFS 2 is identified as the decay of the state∣∣C1

CH2
0 L1

0
〉

into the state
∣∣C2

CH1
0 L0

0
〉
. For these decays the values of EK,theo(CFS m) are

obtained by inserting the two hν determined in Fig. 5.21(c) and the above given EB of the
HOMO signal into Eq. 5.15. This results in EK,theo(CFS 1) = (284.34± 0.30) eV and
EK,theo(CFS 2) = (282.89±0.20) eV. These theoretical values agree with the experimen-
tal values EK,exp(CFS 1) = (284.05±0.10) eV and EK,exp(CFS 2) = (282.70±0.10) eV
which are extracted from the hν integrated EDC in Fig. 5.20(f). Hence the assignment
of the Auger decays seems to be correct and the applied assumptions seem to be jus-
tified for the system SnPc/Au(111). The discussion for the system CuPc/Au(111) is
analogue.

Considering molecular orbitals H j with larger EB for step (b) in Eq. 5.13 suggests the
emergence of many more constant EK features at lower EK . These are not observed in
the above presented RPES data. This can be explained by the fact that molecular orbitals
with larger EB are usually energetically closer to each other than the frontier molecular
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orbitals. For the system coronene/Ag(111) a discussion in terms of quantum confinement
within a circular area is explicitly given in Ref. [121] and a smaller energy separation is
found for the energetically lower lying states. For SnPc/Au(111) the situation of the
energetic separation of molecular orbitals should be quite similar. Hence these constant
EK features would lead to broad structures in the hν integrated EDCs if all of these
constant EK features were similar in intensity. An alternative explanation for the absence
of additional constant EK features can be given by a small probability for the Auger
decays that include molecular orbitals with larger EB.

Transforming the mechanism identified for the molecule-metal interface systems without
a LUMO signal in direct valence PES into a possible mechanism for the interface systems
with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES can be achieved by starting form a ground
state with a singly occupied LUMO. Hence the analogue two step process to Eq. 5.13
for the interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES (steps (ã) and (b̃))
is

(ã)
∣∣C2

i H2
j L1

0Mn−1〉+hν
PES−−→
CT

∣∣C1
i H2

j L2
0Mn−2〉+ e−

(b̃)
∣∣C1

i H2
j L2

0Mn−2〉 Auger−−−→
∣∣C2

i H1
j L1

0Mn−2〉+ e−
(5.16)

A factorization of the wave functions and the interpretation of the NEXAFS and valence
PES experiments analogue to Eq. 5.14 results in an equation analogue to Eq. 5.15. So the
difference of the NEXAFS onset in Fig. 5.21(b) and EB of the HOMO signal in the EDC
recorded with hν = 120 eV in Fig. 5.17(c) should result in EK of the constant EK feature
CFS 2 of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) in Fig. 5.18(f). The fact that the EK value calculated in this
way is 3.6 eV larger than the value extracted from the experiment shows that either the
assignment of the Auger decay is incorrect or at least one of the assumptions is inappro-
priate. Since all these assumptions are based on small hopping matrix elements between
molecular states and metal states the failure of this approach for the interface systems
with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES is not too surprising. Especially interesting
at this point is that the calculated EK value is too large. Including the LUMO twice in an
Auger decay similar to step (b̃) of Eq. 5.16 results in a larger EK . Thus this difference of
the interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES with respect to the inter-
face systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES cannot explain the observed
lower EK of the constant EK features of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). For 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111)
and ML NTCDA/Ag(111) the same or similarly low EK values are found for the constant
EK features in the RPES data which makes the discussion of these EK values analogue
to the discussion of the EK values of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). A reasonable explanation of
the observed difference in EK,exp(CFS m) between CuPc molecules on Au(111) and on
Ag(111) with an energetic shift cannot be given. So I will consider that the constant EK
features might be of different origin in both types of molecule-metal interface systems
despite the similar spectroscopic signature.

An alternative explanation for the constant EK features of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) could
be given by an Auger decay that includes the LUMO and a molecular orbital H−x with
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EB ≈ 5 eV. Hence a decay of the state
∣∣C1

i H2
−xL1

0Mn−1〉 into the state
∣∣C2

i H1
−xL0

0Mn−1〉
would lead to the constant EK feature with the observed EK . However, this decay is also
possible for the system CuPc/Au(111) but is not observed in Fig. 5.20(c). So if this de-
cay was responsible for the constant EK features of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) its probability
would have to be strongly decreased in the system CuPc/Au(111). At the same time the
fact that the Auger decays identified for the constant EK features of CuPc/Au(111) are
absent in the RPES data of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) must be explained in the same way. The
scenario of an interface interaction induced modification of Auger matrix elements that
makes the constant EK features visible for CuPc/Au(111) vanish for CuPc/Ag(111) and
simultaneously leads to new constant EK features for CuPc/Ag(111) which are absent
for CuPc/Au(111) is extremely unrealistic. Consequently, I exclude the CiL0H−x-Auger
decay as a possible explanation for the constant EK features in the RPES data of the in-
terface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES.

In conclusion there must be a fundamental difference between the interface systems with
and those without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES concerning the mechanism re-
sponsible for the constant EK features. For the line-shape of the frontier molecular orbital
signals in RPES investigated in subsections 5.2.2 and 5.3.2 a similarly fundamental dif-
ference is observed. From the strong variation of the line-shape of the C1s core level PES
spectrum between a CuPc-metal interface system with and one without a LUMO signal
in direct valence PES (see Fig. 2.1(a)) it becomes already obvious that large differences
for the same molecule can be induced through the adsorption on a different metal. For
a dynamical CT analysis it is a minor setback that the mechanism responsible for the
constant EK features cannot be identified for the interface systems with a LUMO signal
in direct valence PES. With the existence or absence of this feature only a qualitative
dynamical CT analysis is possible. The general possibility of CT at the molecule-metal
interface of these systems is already obvious from the existence of the LUMO signal in
direct valence PES. Hence the successful assignment of a particular Auger decay that
includes CT to the constant EK features of these systems would not have led to entirely
new information. For the molecule-metal interface systems without a LUMO signal in
direct valence PES on the other hand the above given quantitative confirmation of the
assignment of the responsible mechanism for the constant EK features opens up a new
possibility to characterize CT at these interfaces. The association of the constant EK fea-
tures with interface CT allows the confirmation of CT on the timescale of the core hole
lifetime whenever these features are observed.

5.4 Application to hetero-organic interface
systems

In the previous section three criteria are identified for a qualitative dynamical CT analy-
sis. For the system coronene/Ag(111) a CT state is identified in subsection 5.3.1 through
the revelation of the mechanism that leads to this signal in the RPES data. So observing
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a similar feature in the RPES data of a hetero-organic interface system and finding the
responsible mechanism, which includes interface CT, is the first possible way to con-
firm hetero-organic interface CT on the time scale of the core hole lifetime. Hence the
RPES data of the hetero-organic interface systems will be scanned for such a feature.
The second criterion is the observation of a characteristic broad line-shape of the fron-
tier molecular orbital signals. This spectroscopic signature is related to interface CT
by the possible explanation given in the discussion of the line-shape of the CT state in
subsection 5.3.1. There the broad line-shape is explained through the energetically broad
character of substrate s-p bands that is imprinted onto the molecular orbital signals by CT
from these substrate states to a molecular orbital in the RPES process. In other words,
CT from a broad EB range (M in (IIa) of Eq. 5.12 does not have a discrete εM) results
in a molecular orbital signal broadened in energy over this energetic range. This broad
line-shape is found only for the CT state in coronene/Ag(111) and to a larger extend for
the molecular orbital signals of interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence
PES (see subsection 5.3.2). Hence it might be exclusive to systems with a LUMO signal
either in direct valence PES and in RPES or only in the latter. The constant EK fea-
tures observed in subsection 5.3.3 on the other hand could only be significantly related
to interface CT for the interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES.
For these systems a mechanism that includes interface CT is proposed to be responsible
for the constant EK features. Successful calculations of the measured EK values of the
constant EK features based on this mechanism quantitatively confirm this assignment.
Since for the interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES this cannot
be achieved a confirmation of interface CT through the detection of constant EK features
is not possible for these systems. Consequently, before the analysis of the RPES data
of the particular hetero-molecular interface it must be known which of its constituents
exhibits a LUMO signal and which one does not. Through this characterization of the
particular molecule it becomes clear which conclusion can be drawn from which CT
criterion. Then the knowledge gained in the investigation of the homo-molecular in-
terface systems of both categories can be applied to the corresponding hetero-organic
system.

In the following the RPES data of the lateral hetero-organic system CuPc + PTCDA on
Ag(111) and the vertical hetero-organic system CuPc/1ML PTCDA/Ag(111) will be in-
spected for the above discussed features related to dynamical CT. For the system CuPc
+ PTCDA on Ag(111) a constant EK feature is found and assigned to CuPc molecules
by a comparison to the corresponding 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) RPES data. Furthermore,
the characteristic broad line-shape observed for the interface systems with a LUMO
signal appears in the EB region of the frontier molecular orbitals in the RPES data of
CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111). Both of these findings identify that the two vertical molecule-
Ag(111) interfaces are dominating the behavior of the molecules in this system rather
than the lateral CuPc-PTCDA interface. So a statement about hetero-molecular interface
CT cannot be given. In the second part of this section the RPES data of the vertical
hetero-organic interface of the system CuPc/1ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is scanned for the
identified CT criteria. Neither a CT state nor a constant EK feature can be observed in
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the RPES data of CuPc/1ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Furthermore, the characteristic broad
line-shape of frontier molecular orbital signals is not observed for the CuPc HOMO
signal. Hence hetero-molecular interface CT at the vertical CuPc-PTCDA interface can-
not be revealed. The comparison of the lateral and the vertical hetero-organic interface
systems consisting of CuPc and PTCDA molecules is used to discuss the exclusion of
dynamical interface CT for the latter system. It is concluded that strong evidence is
found to exclude the existence of such a mechanism for the hetero-organic interface
in the system CuPc/1ML PTCDA/Ag(111) but that a definite statement is not possi-
ble.

5.4.1 Lateral hetero-organic interface:
CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111)

The core level PES data of the lateral hetero-organic interface CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) is
investigated with the fingerprint approach in Fig. 4.10(a). It is shown that both molecules
exhibit a LUMO signal in direct valence PES (see Fig. 4.10(b)) by identifying very sim-
ilar core level line-shapes as in the corresponding homo-molecular films on Ag(111).
The modification with respect to homo-molecular films on Ag(111) is characterized to
be similar to the modifications found for CuPc and PTCDA molecules on different Ag
surfaces or in different structural phases on the same Ag surface. So in PES the bonding
of each molecule to the Ag(111) surface dominates the physics of this hetero-organic
system. However, the RPES data of this system will be closely investigated for possible
consequences of the modified bonding situation.

The discussion of the RPES data of the interface systems with a LUMO signal in di-
rect valence PES in subsection 5.3.2 revealed that an assignment of final states to the
observed features is not possible. Hence the same most probably applies for CuPc +
PTCDA/Ag(111) since it is a hetero-organic system with two molecules that both exhibit
a LUMO signal in direct valence PES. In any case a comparison of this hetero-organic
system to the homo-molecular interface systems with and without a LUMO signal in
direct valence PES can be performed. So even if an explicit explanation of the measured
RPES data is not possible for CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) a discussion with respect to the
RPES data of homo-molecular interfaces will be.

In Fig. 5.22 the RPES data of 0.6 ML CuPc + 0.3 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is presented.
The PES overview map (Fig. 5.22(a)) is displayed on an EK scale in order to facilitate
the detection of constant EK features. From the region denoted by the blue dashed box
an hν integrated EDC is extracted and illustrated as open blue circles in Fig. 5.22(c) to-
gether with the corresponding spectrum of the system 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (open green
squares). The direct comparison of these two hν integrated EDCs shows that for 0.6 ML
CuPc + 0.3 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) very similar constant EK features are found as for 1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111). Especially the detection of the constant EK feature CFS 2 at a very sim-
ilar energy as in the RPES data of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) is unambiguous so I conclude
that this constant EK feature stems from the CuPc molecule. This finding demonstrates
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Figure 5.22: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of 0.6 ML CuPc + 0.3 ML PTCDA/Ag(111).
(a) PES overview map with an hν increment of 250 meV and an EK increment of 50 meV
presented on an EK scale. The red dashed horizontal lines denote the NEXAFS reso-
nances which are identified in the CFS NEXAFS spectrum in panel (b). The black box
marks the region from which the CFS NEXAFS spectrum is obtained by an integration
over EK . The blue dashed box illustrates the area from which the hν integrated EDC
originates and the EK region in which it is presented in panel (c). The olive dashed verti-
cal lines denote the constant EK features of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) illustrated in panel (c).
The cyan parallelogram marks the region of the PES detail map shown in panel (d). The
yellow line represents EF . (b) CFS NEXAFS spectrum extracted from the black box in
the PES overview map in panel (a). (c) hν integrated EDC of 0.6 ML CuPc + 0.3 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) (open blue circles) obtained by integration over hν in the area of the
blue dashed box in the PES overview map in panel (a). The constant EK features identi-
fied for the hν integrated EDC of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) (open green squares, see Fig. 5.18
for origin of spectrum) are marked with olive lines. (d) PES detail map with an hν incre-
ment of 100 meV and an EB increment of 15 meV presented on an EB scale. The colored
vertical lines represent the EB positions of the particular molecular orbital signals in direct
valence PES (see also Fig. 5.23).
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that the energetic overlap with features corresponding to PTCDA molecules in this EK
region does not hinder the detection of a constant EK feature that originates from CuPc
molecules. Hence the assignment of constant EK features to a particular molecule seems
possible for this hetero-organic systems by a comparison to the RPES data of the corre-
sponding homo-molecular film.

In the PES overview map (Fig. 5.22(a)) a significant resonant enhancement of the frontier
molecular orbital signals is observed at hν of NEXAFS resonance A. Comparing the
CFS NEXAFS spectrum of 0.6 ML CuPc + 0.3 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) in Fig. 5.22(b)
with the CFS NEXAFS spectra of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) in Fig. 5.18(e) and the one of
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) in Fig. 5.15(d) it can be concluded that NEXAFS resonance A of
the hetero-organic film consists of NEXAFS resonances from both molecules. Hence the
observed resonantly enhanced PES intensity in the EB region of the frontier molecular
orbital signals should include signals from both molecules. A closer investigation of the
region of the PES overview map marked by the cyan parallelogram can be performed
with the PES detail map presented in Fig. 5.22(d). Therein the main feature is observed
at EB ≈ 2 eV and hν ≈ 285.2−285.6 eV. This EB roughly coincides with the EB of the
PTCDA HOMO signal in direct valence PES (see EDC at hν = 120 eV in Fig. 5.23) so
the assignment of this main feature to the resonantly enhanced PTCDA HOMO signal
appears straightforward. Considering the energetic separation of the CuPc HOMO signal
in direct valence PES and this main feature it could also stem from CuPc molecules since
in the 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) RPES data (see Fig. 5.17(b)) the main feature is found at an
EB position with a similar energetic separation from the CuPc HOMO signal. Both of
these scenarios are reasonable which demonstrates that in this hetero-organic interface
system with two molecules that both exhibit a LUMO signal in direct valence PES even
the assignment of features to one of the two molecules is difficult. The most important
finding from this PES detail map is that no distinct peak feature is visible. Such a feature
would be for example similar to the HOMO signal of the CuPc multilayer in Fig. 5.4(c).
Hence an increase of intensity by at least an order of magnitude within some 100 meV
of hν together with a gradual distribution of intensity to higher EB with increasing hν

should be observed. This is not the case in Fig. 5.22(d).

For a detailed discussion of the line-shape of the frontier molecular orbital signals 1D
EDCs are investigated. So the hν region of significant resonant intensity enhancement
in the 2D PES map illustrated in Fig. 5.22(d) is presented in an EDC waterfall plot in
Fig. 5.23. The absence of distinct peak features with the expected hν dependent line-
shape evolution and intensity variation discussed for Fig. 5.22(d) is confirmed by this
EDC waterfall plot. In Fig. 5.23 resonantly enhanced PES intensity is found at all EB
positions. Moreover, an overall broad line-shape is observed that for some EDCs exhibits
a step-function-like line-shape which is quite similar to to line-shape in the EB region of
the frontier molecular orbital signals in subsection 5.3.2.

All the experimental findings of the RPES data illustrated in Figs. 5.22 and 5.23 can
be summarized in one conclusion. The existence of a LUMO signal in direct valence
PES of both molecules which was concluded from the fingerprint approach analysis in
Fig. 4.10(a) is confirmed by the RPES data. The identification of at least one constant
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EK feature at a very similar EK as for 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) shows that CuPc molecules
in this lateral hetero-organic film are similar to CuPc molecules in the system 1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111). If multilayer-like CuPc molecules were present in the system CuPc +
PTCDA/Ag(111) this constant EK feature would most probably exhibit an EK closer
to the constant EK features found for CuPc molecules on Au(111). Furthermore, the
line-shape of the frontier molecular orbital signals shows the characteristic signatures
observed in subsection 5.3.2 for the homo-molecular interface systems with a LUMO
signal in direct valence PES. Additionally, the fact that no signature similar to the line-
shape of the homo-molecular systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES (see
section 5.2) is found demonstrates that none of the two molecules belongs to this cate-
gory. Consequently, the RPES data confirms the conclusion of the fingerprint approach
analysis that a LUMO signal stemming from each of the two molecules must exist in
direct valence PES. Hence molecule-metal CT is possible for both molecules since the
detection of a LUMO signal is interpreted as a consequence of molecule-metal interface
CT and a ground state with a significant contribution of a basis state with an occupied
LUMO. Since no significant changes with respect to the homo-molecular systems 1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111) and 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (or 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110)) are found in the
RPES data of the hetero-organic interface of CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) the intermolecular
interaction at this interface seems to have no significant influence on the RPES process.
The bonding of each molecule to the Ag(111) surface appears to dominate the physics
of this system which makes a statement about intermolecular CT at this lateral hetero-
organic interface very difficult.

5.4.2 Vertical hetero-organic interface:
CuPc/1ML PTCDA/Ag(111)

The core level PES data of the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is analyzed with the
fingerprint approach in Fig. 4.2(a). There the contribution of PTCDA molecules to the
C1s core level PES spectrum of the hetero-organic system is found to be unchanged with
respect to 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Furthermore, the contribution of CuPc molecules to
this C1s PES spectrum is identified to be equal to the CuPc multilayer reference spec-
trum. Hence CuPc molecules are multilayer-like and consequently no CuPc LUMO sig-
nal is present in direct valence PES. A recent differential reflectance spectroscopy inves-
tigation of CuPc molecules deposited onto 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) finds a CuPc signal
that is interpreted as CuPc monomers which points towards optically decoupled CuPc
molecules [135]. This corroborates the conclusion drawn from the fingerprint approach
analysis in Fig. 4.2(a). PTCDA molecules on the other hand do exhibit a LUMO signal
in direct valence PES in the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). However, a change of
EB of the LUMO signal of PTCDA molecules in this hetero-organic system with respect
to the system 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is reported in Ref. [20]. Whether the apparent vari-
ation of EB of the LUMO signal observed in Ref. [20] stems from an actual change of
EB or is a consequence of a modification of backscattering (see discussion of Fig. 4.2(b)
in section 4.1.1 and Fig. A5) is of minor interest for the interpretation of the RPES data.
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Figure 5.24: Carbon K-edge NEXAFS data of 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (open
circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown line) and
a CuPc multilayer (blue line). The red line is the sum of both reference spectra. The capital
letters denote the NEXAFS resonances of the NEXAFS spectrum of the corresponding
color.

The comparison of the systems 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) in
Fig. 5.15 reveals that a difference in the EB position (or the apparent filling) of the LUMO
signal in direct valence PES does not lead to significant changes of CT related features
in the corresponding RPES data. Hence the relevant fact for an RPES investigation of
the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is that PTCDA molecules do exhibit a LUMO
signal in direct valence PES while CuPc molecules do not. Consequently, the CT inves-
tigation with RPES at the vertical CuPc-PTCDA interface can be based on the search for
the features related to dynamical CT which are found for the metal-organic interface sys-
tems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES. CT on the time scale of the core hole
lifetime across the PTCDA-CuPc interface is expected to go along with the emergence of
these CT related features originating from CuPc molecules.

A very similar situation as for the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is found for the
vertical hetero-organic interface system SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) in Ref. [18]. SnPc
molecules do not exhibit a LUMO signal in direct valence PES while PTCDA molecules
do. Furthermore, in the RPES data of this system a difference in the hν dependent
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line-shape evolution of the SnPc HOMO signal with respect to the SnPc multilayer is
reported in Ref. [123]. With increasing hν more intensity distribution into the high EB
part of the SnPc HOMO signal is found for the hetero-organic interface with respect
to the SnPc multilayer. Moreover, no constant EK features are reported for the system
SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) [174]. In the light of the following investigation of the
RPES data of the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) these observations will be dis-
cussed.

Before I concentrate on the RPES data the carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectrum of the
system 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is analyzed by the fingerprint approach in
order to assign the measured NEXAFS resonances to a particular molecule. In Fig. 5.24
the measured data (open circles) is successfully reproduced in almost the entire energy
region by reference spectra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and a CuPc multilayer. Solely in
the rising edge of NEXAFS resonance A of the hetero-organic film (red capital A) at
hν = 284−285 eV a difference between the sum of the reference spectra (red line) and
the measured spectrum remains. This is the hν region of the intensity minimum of the
beamline flux curve (see July 2011 spectrum in Fig. 3.2). So extracting a quantitative
statement from this hν region is very difficult. Even though the fingerprint approach
analysis is not able to quantitatively reproduce the measured data at all hν it is capable
of properly producing all features. Hence an assignment of these particular features of
the vertical hetero-organic film to the corresponding molecule is possible. For the CuPc
multilayer and CuPc on Au(111) resonant enhancement of the HOMO signal is found
in NEXAFS resonance B (see Fig. 5.4(c) and Fig. 5.8(b)). In the NEXAFS spectrum of
the hetero-organic film in Fig. 5.24 this NEXAFS resonance B of the contribution of the
CuPc molecules (blue capital B) corresponds to the maximum of NEXAFS resonance A
(red capital A). So at this hν a resonant enhancement of the CuPc HOMO signal in the
hetero-organic film is expected.

In the PES overview map illustrated in Fig. 5.25(a) the NEXAFS resonances are iden-
tified with the CFS NEXAFS spectrum presented in Fig. 5.25(b). This CFS NEXAFS
spectrum exhibits all the main features of the partial electron yield NEXAFS spectrum
analyzed in Fig. 5.24. Hence applying the assignment of the NEXAFS resonances of the
particular reference spectra in Fig. 5.24 to the CFS NEXAFS spectrum in Fig. 5.25(b)
is straightforward. At hν of the intensity maximum of NEXAFS resonance A indeed
resonant enhancement is found in the EB region of the frontier molecular orbital signals
in the PES overview map (Fig. 5.25(a)). The region of the cyan parallelogram is thus
investigated more closely with the PES detail map presented in Fig. 5.25(d). Therein a
distinct peak feature is observed at the EB position of the CuPc HOMO signal in direct
valence PES (blue vertical line). The intensity variation of this distinct peak feature with
hν is similar to the one found for the CuPc multilayer in Fig. 5.4(c). Furthermore, a simi-
lar intensity distribution into the high EB part of this CuPc HOMO signal with increasing
hν is visible in the PES detail maps of these two systems (see Figs. 5.4(c) and 5.25(c)).
Thus a comparative discussion in relation to the CuPc multilayer of the line-shape of
the CuPc HOMO signal in the 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) RPES data (as for
CuPc/Au(111) in Fig. 5.8(b)) is justified by the observed similarities in these PES detail
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Figure 5.25: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). (a)
PES overview map with an hν increment of 250 meV and an EK increment of 50 meV
presented on an EK scale. The red dashed horizontal lines denote the NEXAFS resonances
which are identified in the CFS NEXAFS spectrum in panel (b). The black box marks the
region from which the CFS NEXAFS spectrum is obtained by an integration over EK .
The blue dashed box illustrates the area from which the hν integrated EDC originates
and the EK region in which it is presented in panel (c). The cyan parallelogram denotes
the region of the PES detail map shown in panel (d). The yellow line represents EF . (b)
CFS NEXAFS spectrum extracted from the black box in the PES overview map in panel
(a). (c) hν integrated EDC obtained by integration over hν in the area of the blue dashed
box in the PES overview map in panel (a). (d) PES detail map with an hν increment of
100 meV and an EB increment of 15 meV presented on an EB scale. The blue vertical
line represents the EB position of the CuPc HOMO signal in direct valence PES (see also
Fig. 5.26).
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maps. For that the 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) contribution is subtracted from the 0.7 ML
CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) data with EDCs at the same hν taken from Ref. [176].
Since the 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) EDCs do not exhibit any distinct peak features and the
overall intensity variation with hν is of a small magnitude compared to the CuPc HOMO
signal no subtraction artifacts are produced on the intensity scale of the hν dependent
line-shape evolution of the CuPc HOMO signal.

The comparison of the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the CuPc HOMO signal of
the CuPc multilayer and the 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) film is presented in
Fig. 5.26. The EDCs at the lowest hν are almost equal but at higher hν more intensity
is distributed into the high EB part of the HOMO signal for the EDCs of the 0.7 ML
CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) film. So the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the
CuPc HOMO signal in the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is very similar to the
one of the SnPc HOMO signal in the system SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) in Ref. [123].
In the light of the investigations of the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular
orbital signals of the interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES (see
section 5.2) the most reasonable explanation for the difference observed in Fig. 5.26 is
a modification of the potential energy surfaces involved in the RPES process. The same
holds true for the deviation of the line-shape evolution of the SnPc HOMO of the system
SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) from the one of a SnPc multilayer revealed in Ref. [123].
Hence the difference between the CuPc multilayer and CuPc molecules on top of 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) is identified to be a consequence of a modification of electron vibration
coupling. Hence the hν dependent line-shape evolution of the molecular orbital signals
of all systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES can be explained by the
same effect.

In Fig. 5.26 no broad line-shape as for the molecular orbital signals of the interface sys-
tems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES in subsection 5.3.2 and the CT state
in subsection 5.3.1 can be found for the CuPc HOMO signal. Moreover, no feature is
observed in the RPES data of 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) that can be assigned
to a CT state. Considering that the PES intensity of the CT state observed for the system
coronene/Ag(111) is found to be approximately 5% of the HOMO signal suggests that
the existence of a similarly intense CT state in the RPES data of 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) cannot be excluded either. Furthermore, in the hν integrated EDC of
0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) in Fig. 5.25(c) no hint for a constant EK feature
is found as for the system SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) [174]. In the case of a hetero-
organic film the absence of these constant EK features could also be a consequence of
an overlap with signals stemming from the PTCDA molecules in the first layer. So
possible constant EK features originating from the CuPc molecules could be below the
detection limit in the RPES data of 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). A compar-
ison to the RPES data of the system 0.6 ML CuPc + 0.3 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) can be
used to estimate whether constant EK features should be detectable in the RPES data
of 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) or not. The observation of at least one con-
stant EK feature for this lateral hetero-organic interface system (Fig. 5.22(c)) shows that
constant EK features of 0.6 ML CuPc with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES are
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Figure 5.26: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (open
green circles) in comparison to RPES data of a CuPc multilayer prepared and measured
at T = 100 K (filled black circles) presented as EDCs in a waterfall plot. The EDCs
of equivalent hν positions within the NEXAFS resonance (resonance maximum denoted
by the larger hν values and capital A) are compared to each other. The black axes (EB

and intensity) correspond to the black EDCs and the green axes to the green EDCs. The
green EB axis is shifted by -570 meV with respect to the black one. For the 0.7 ML
CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) EDCs scaled 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) EDCs at equal hν

(from Ref. [176]) are subtracted and each EDC is scaled for best comparability of the
line-shape of the HOMO signal. The gray vertical dashed lines denote the EB region in
which the line-shapes are compared and the gray solid line marks EB of the HOMO signal
in direct valence PES (see Fig. 4.2(b)). The presented EDCs stem from the PES detail
map shown in Fig. 5.25(d).
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detectable. Hence the signals of 0.3 ML PTCDA molecules with a LUMO signal in di-
rect valence PES do not hinder the detection of these features. Additionally, it needs to
be considered that the constant EK features of 0.7 ML CuPc without a LUMO signal in
direct valence PES are found to be more intense (especially CFS 2 in the RPES data of
CuPc/Au(111), see Fig. 5.20(c)) than for 1 ML CuPc with a LUMO in direct valence PES
(RPES data of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111), see Fig. 5.18(f)). So if CuPc molecules on top of
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) can be considered equal to CuPc molecules on Au(111) concern-
ing the issue of the production of constant EK features I expect that constant EK features
will in principle be detectable for 0.7 ML CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). In this case the
absence of constant EK features in the hν integrated EDC in Fig. 5.25(c) can be seen as
strong evidence for the statement that hetero-molecular interface CT does not occur on
the time scale of the core hole lifetime for this system.

However, the question of the comparability of PES and RPES of a π-conjugated molecule
on an Au(111) surface with the same molecule on 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) leads to a dis-
cussion of its own. Considering the line-shape of the CuPc contribution to C1s core level
PES spectra (see Figs. 2.1(a) and 4.2(a)) CuPc molecules in the systems CuPc/Au(111)
and CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) can be regarded as equal (within measurement accu-
racy) to each other. This equality in core level PES spectra constitutes an unchanged
reaction of the molecular orbitals on the creation of a core hole. That is only one re-
quirement for the comparability concerning the issue of the production of constant EK
features. The central point in the responsible mechanism for these features (see Eq. 5.13)
is CT from the state M of the metal ligand to the state L of the molecule. For the system
CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) the PTCDA molecules have to play the role of the metal
ligand. Consequently, the LUMO of PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) needs to be com-
parable to the Au(111) s-p bands in order to enable the comparison of the production
of constant EK features in the systems CuPc/Au(111) and CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111).
Then the probability for CT from the LUMO of PTCDA molecules to the LUMO of
CuPc molecules can be related to the probability of CT from the Au(111) s-p bands
to the LUMO of CuPc molecules and a statement about CT at the vertical PTCDA-
CuPc interface is possible. Whether the LUMO of PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) can
play a similar role as the Au(111) s-p bands in this mechanism cannot be argued at this
point.

As discussed in subsection 5.2.2 an alternative explanation for the additional intensity in
the high EB part of the CuPc HOMO signal in the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
can be given by a CT related constant EK feature. At higher hν this feature would
not overlap with the HOMO signal due to its linear dispersion on an EB scale. Hence
it should be detectable in the PES overview map at larger hν unless its PES intensity
is below the detection limit. In the expected EK region of the hν integrated EDC in
Fig. 5.25(c) no such constant EK feature is found. Additionally, in the systems for which
constant EK features are found a contribution of these features to the investigated frontier
molecular orbitals in the intense NEXAFS resonances can be excluded (see discussion
in subsection 5.3.3). Hence an interpretation of the additional intensity in the high EB
part of the CuPc HOMO signal as a CT related constant EK feature lacks any experimen-
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tal justification. Consequently, this alternative explanation is considered to be unlikely.
Thus I can conclude that there is no evidence for hetero-organic interface CT in the
RPES data of the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). The same holds true for the
system SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). If these system were comparable to the systems
CuPc/Au(111) and SnPc/Au(111) concerning the issue of the production of constant EK
features I would be able to exclude CT on the time scale of the core hole lifetime at
the PTCDA-CuPc and the PTCDA-SnPc interface in these vertical hetero-molecular sys-
tems.

5.5 Summary and conclusion

In order to be able to perform a dynamical CT investigation with RPES of the hetero-
molecular interface systems, which are found to be appropriate for such a study in
chapter 4, the detection of CT related signals is necessary. For that a basic under-
standing of the RPES process of homo-molecular systems consisting of the same or
similar molecules is required. The most reasonable starting point for acquiring the re-
quired understanding is a large hν and EB scale RPES investigation of molecules that are
isolated from a metal surface. This RPES data of multilayer samples can be scanned
for signals that are energetically separable and intense enough to allow a more de-
tailed analysis. A comparison of these features found in multilayer samples with the
corresponding features in the RPES data of molecule-metal interface systems can be
discussed in terms of molecule-metal interface CT. Moreover, signals which are exclu-
sively detected in the RPES data of molecule-metal interface systems further constitute
a promising basis for a CT investigation with RPES. The knowledge gained by these
investigations of homo-molecular systems can then be applied to hetero-molecular inter-
face systems to achieve the goal of a dynamical CT investigation with RPES of such an
interface.

In section 5.1 an RPES study of multilayer samples of the model molecules NTCDA and
coronene is performed on the large hν and EB scale for the purpose of gaining a basic
understanding of the RPES process of π-conjugated molecules. The observed hν depen-
dent intensity variation of the molecular orbital signals is discussed within a simplified
description of the RPES process. For an NTCDA multilayer the unique hν dependent
intensity variation of different groups of molecular orbital signals is explained with the
local character of the electronic transitions in the particular NEXAFS resonance and the
real space probability density of the molecular orbitals that contribute to the particular
CIS spectrum. On the basis of this simplified description the measured hν dependent
intensity variation and the knowledge about the localization of electronic transitions are
used for a rough determination of the real space probability density of the contributing
molecular orbitals. With an evaluation of the RPES data of a coronene multilayer the
limits of this simplified explanation are revealed. It is shown that with the knowledge
about the localization of the electronic transition in the particular NEXAFS resonance
and the real space probability density of the particular molecular orbital the measured
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hν dependent relative intensity variations can be successfully predicted when these con-
stitute differences by orders of magnitude. On the other hand differences within the
same order of magnitude cannot be predicted within this simplified explanation of the
hν dependent intensity variation.

The RPES investigation on the large hν and EB scale in section 5.1 reveals energeti-
cally separated signals with a sufficient resonant enhancement of PES intensity for a
more detailed analysis. The hν dependence of the line-shape of these resonantly en-
hanced frontier molecular orbital signals is studied extensively in section 5.2. Through
the comparison to RPES investigations of small molecules in the gas phase the observed
hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital signals is explained by electron
vibration coupling. Explicitly the explanation of this hν dependence is based on the ex-
citation of different vibrational levels of the intermediate state potential energy surface
and the consequential characteristic intensity distribution among the vibrational levels of
the final state potential energy surface. This explanation is applicable to a large data set
consisting of multilayer films and molecule-metal interface systems without a LUMO
signal in direct valence PES. In contrast the RPES data presented in subsection 5.3.2
demonstrates that the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital signals
of molecule-metal interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES shows
hardly any resemblance to the one of the systems analyzed in section 5.2. An alterna-
tive explanation of the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital signals
of systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES on the basis of a CT related
constant EK feature in addition to a constant EB feature is concluded to be unlikely. This
conclusion originates from the comparison of the RPES data of the multilayer and the
molecule-metal interface films. Hence the observed modification of molecular orbital
signals at molecule-metal interfaces with respect to the multilayer films found in section
5.2 cannot be used for a CT investigation.

The observation of features in the RPES data of molecule-metal interface systems that are
absent in the RPES data of the corresponding multilayer sample enables the revelation of
features related to dynamical CT in section 5.3. Therein three such CT related features
are identified in the RPES data of homo-molecular molecule-metal interface systems.
The first of these CT related features is the CT state of the system coronene/Ag(111)
which is detected through relative resonant enhancement with respect to the HOMO
signal. The assignment of an explicit final state to this CT state is confirmed by a quanti-
tative consistency check within the Molecular Cluster Model. Then the translation of the
responsible process in the Molecular Cluster Model into a qualitatively equal process in
a multichannel model enables the presentation of this CT state in the established picture
of CT in an intermediate state which can or cannot occur on the time scale of the core
hole lifetime. In contrast to the CT state in the system coronene/Ag(111) an explicit
assignment of final states to features in the EB region of molecular orbital signals at hν

of the intense NEXAFS resonances is very difficult for the systems with a LUMO signal
in direct valence PES. In the RPES data of these systems a broad line-shape without any
peak features for some hν hinders such an assignment. This broad line-shape constitutes
the second CT related feature since a possible explanation for this observation is based
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on CT from the energetically broad substrate s-p bands to the molecular orbitals. It is
argued that the energetically broad character of substrate s-p bands is imprinted onto
molecular orbital signals by interface CT. Furthermore, hints for CT related constant EK
features in the EB region of the molecular orbital signals of molecule-metal interface sys-
tems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES motivates a search for such features at
larger hν . For both types of molecule-metal interface systems such constant EK features
are observed at large hν but these are not situated at the expected EK position. Only for
the molecule-metal interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES the
mechanism responsible for these constant EK features is identified by a successful cal-
culation of the measured EK which is based on the proposed mechanism and explicitly
stated simplifying assumptions. The fact that molecule-metal interface CT is included
in the responsible mechanism identifies the constant EK features as the third CT related
feature which is revealed in section 5.3.

In section 5.4 the knowledge gained by the RPES investigations of homo-molecular sys-
tems in the previous sections is applied to hetero-molecular interfaces. A dynamical CT
investigation of these systems relies on a search for the three CT related features in the
RPES data of hetero-organic interface systems. Constant EK features very similar to the
ones observed for the system 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) are detected for the lateral hetero-
organic interface system CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111). Moreover, in the RPES data of this
system a similar broad line-shape as for the homo-molecular molecule-metal interface
systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES is observed in the EB region of the
molecular orbital signals. Additionally, no feature related to CT across the lateral hetero-
organic interface is detected in this RPES data. These experimental findings lead to the
conclusion that in the system CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) the bonding of each molecule to
the Ag(111) surface seems to dominate the physical properties relevant for RPES. In the
RPES data of the vertical hetero-organic system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) none of
the three CT related features is observed. The hν dependent line-shape evolution of the
CuPc HOMO signal of this system can be compared to the one of a CuPc multilayer film.
Moreover, the involvement of a constant EK feature in the observed difference of this ef-
fect between these two systems is found to be unlikely which contradicts a relation of this
difference to interface CT. The absence of constant EK features at large hν in the RPES
data of the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) is discussed in comparison to the sys-
tems CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) and CuPc/Au(111). From this discussion it is concluded
that if CT occurred on the time scale of the core hole lifetime constant EK features should
be detectable. However the conclusion that CT on this time scale can be excluded from
the absence of such constant EK features requires the comparability of the CuPc-PTCDA
interface in the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) with the CuPc-Au(111) interface.
Hence CT across this vertical hetero-molecular CuPc-PTCDA interface can neither be
confirmed nor be definitely excluded.
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6 Discussion and outlook
The conclusions which can be drawn from this work rely on both molecular and solid
state physics concepts. An interpretation of the high resolution core level photoelectron
spectroscopy (PES) and resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES) data from a single
viewpoint might have led to a simpler overall picture but at the same time could have
favored some quite questionable statements. It is the solid state physics concept based
Molecular Gunnarsson-Schönhammer theory which established the connection of core
level and valence PES and introduced the direct correspondence of the spectra measured
with both techniques. With that the contributions to complicated valence PES spectra
of hetero-molecular films, that showed hardly any resemblance to the homo-molecular
spectra, could be revealed through the fingerprint approach analysis of core level PES
data. A direct assignment of signals to such spectra would have been quite speculative
and probably would have allowed a variety of different conclusions. The same applies
for the investigation of the layer order of the hetero-organic systems. The unexpected
instability of some of the systems investigated in chapter 4 is unambiguously shown
by the reproduction of the core level PES data within the fingerprint approach anal-
ysis. For that the solid state physics originated Molecular Gunnarsson-Schönhammer
theory provides the proper theoretical justification and motivates the necessary discus-
sion of possible alternative explanations. Excluding these with a consideration of the
measured PES intensities allowed to draw a consistent picture on a solid foundation. A
pure molecular picture would have lacked an established theoretical background which
might have opened the door for some intuitive but at the same time false interpretation of
the data. Consequently, the identification of two hetero-molecular interface systems in
chapter 4 that are appropriate for a subsequent RPES analysis in chapter 5 depended on
solid state physics concepts and would probably not have been possible without applying
these.

The explanation of the photon energy (hν) dependent line-shape evolution of molec-
ular orbital signals in section 5.2 on the other hand takes advantage of an established
molecular physics concept. The fact that this effect has been successfully calculated for
small molecules in the gas phase [62, 63, 69] (CO, N2, and O2) permitted the compar-
ison to the π-conjugated molecules investigated in this work. Especially the detection
of additional intensity in the high binding energy (EB) part of the signal of the high-
est occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of CuPc in the system CuPc on one monolayer
(ML) of PTCDA on Ag(111) with respect to the CuPc multilayer data (see subsection
5.4.2) offered a tempting alternative explanation. Explaining this observation with charge
transfer (CT) across the hetero-molecular interface constitutes a spectacular experimen-
tal finding. However, being aware of the possibilities of modifications of the line-shape
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of a molecular orbital signal within an electron vibration coupling based explanation
questions the former scenario. At the end the consideration of all measured systems
could be used to identify the latter explanation as the favorable one since for the former
unlikely scenarios would have been required. Furthermore, the effect of the interface
originated modification of the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital
signals can be used as a very sensitive probe for interface interaction since it is able to
find differences within the systems without a signal of the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) in direct valence PES. These behave otherwise quite similar in electron
spectroscopic techniques. The comparison of multilayer films and submonolayer (sub-
ML) films, which is usually hindered by the inhomogeneous broadening of the molec-
ular orbital signals of the former, becomes possible through this effect in RPES. Since
molecular vibrations are closely connected to the reorganization energy accompanied by
CT processes [57, 58] this comparison enables further application relevant studies with
RPES.

Moreover, the consideration of the Molecular Cluster Model for the explanation of the
CT state in subsection 5.3.1 opens up new ways to investigate molecule-metal interface
CT. Hereby, the perspective of a solid state physics concept automatically included many
body physics though the picture of states which are quantum mechanical superpositions
of the selected basis states. This elegantly avoided the necessity to utilize a single particle
picture on which for example many core-hole clock investigations are based. Whether
such a single particle picture is justified is usually not discussed in the literature of RPES
applied to molecule-metal interfaces. The attempt to calculate the kinetic energy (EK) of
the constant EK features in subsection 5.3.3 on the basis of a particular decay process and
explicitly defined simplifications permits such a discussion of the applicability of a cer-
tain type of a single particle picture. Therein it is the size of the hopping matrix element
between molecular and metal states that appears to be the decisive parameter. For the
systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES the applied simplifications were
justified by the agreement between calculations and measurements. Consequently, it can
be concluded that the single particle picture which neglects a significant hybridization
of molecular and metal states can be applied to these systems. The failure of analogous
calculations to obtain the EK values measured for the molecule-metal interface systems
with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES on the other hand suggests that for these
systems such simplifications are not appropriate. An analysis based on the Molecular
Cluster Model should in fact be able to allow statements about CT at such metal-organic
interfaces but for that a significant extraction of intensities of energetically separable fea-
tures would be necessary. For the RPES data presented in subsection 5.3.2 this could not
be achieved.

In the final RPES investigation of a lateral and a vertical hetero-organic interface with
CuPc and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) in section 5.4 the conclusions previously drawn
from the fingerprint approach analysis of core level PES data of these systems were
confirmed by the RPES data. For CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) the main result from both
techniques was that the molecule-metal interaction dominates the physics of this system.
Moreover, both techniques came to the conclusion that at the CuPc-PTCDA interface
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of the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) no significant hybridization takes place. A
very similar agreement of the interpretation of RPES and core level PES data has been
found for the comparison of the systems without and those with a LUMO signal in direct
valence PES. Fundamental differences between these two classes of systems in the line-
shape of homo-molecular core level PES spectra, the EB region of the frontier molecular
orbital signals in RPES, and the energetic position of the constant EK features are ob-
served in both techniques. The consideration of smaller deviations, however, identified
RPES as the more sensitive technique. Therein the emergence of the CT state, the con-
stant EK features as well as the hν dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital
signals were found to differ for some molecular multilayer samples with respect to a
sub-ML film of the corresponding molecule-metal system without a LUMO signal in
direct valence PES. In core level PES no difference could be revealed for this compari-
son.

Throughout this work it has been clearly demonstrated that a comparative data discus-
sion can be a successful way of data analysis. Especially for systems for which actual
calculations of the experimental techniques are not available this approach is a promising
method. To my best knowledge neither core level PES nor RPES have been calculated for
the π-conjugated molecules investigated in this work. Furthermore, a significant repro-
duction of the data of these techniques with fitting routines utilizing Gaussian, Lorenzian,
or Voigt peak functions requires knowledge about the number and relative intensities of
the contributions to the spectra. Considering the possibility of excitations of satellites
due to the interaction with the substrate (as in Ref. [84]) such a fitting routine analysis
remains questionable for core level PES and RPES of complicated molecule-metal in-
terface systems (for example PTCDA/Ag(111)). In contrast, the reproduction of a core
level PES spectrum of a hetero-organic film with homo-molecular reference spectra, as
in the fingerprint approach analysis of chapter 4, does only require significantly different
line-shapes of the used reference spectra. This was the case for all systems investigated
in chapter 4. Similarly, a comparative discussion of complicated systems with simple
systems (CO, N2, and O2), for which calculations exist [62, 63, 69], was identified to
be a successful approach. With that a reasonable explanation for the effect of the hν

dependent line-shape evolution of molecular orbital signals in section 5.2 was found.
However, also the limits of such a comparative data analysis have become clear in this
thesis. Whenever the fingerprint approach analysis reveals a deviation of the measured
data from the combination of the reference spectra it is usually unclear which of the
contributions is altered with respect to the corresponding reference spectrum. Further-
more, only a possible explanation for the origin of the observed deviation can be given.
Hence the partially unsuccessful reproduction of the core level PES data of the system
CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) leaves some questions unanswered. The same is true for the
line-shape of the EB region of the frontier molecular orbital signals in the RPES data
of the molecule-metal interface systems with a LUMO signal in direct valence PES in
subsection 5.3.2. To my best knowledge no comparable system can be found in liter-
ature for these observations. Merely a comparison within this category of systems is
possible for the mentioned effect. The cornerstone for a comparative data analysis is
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the comprehensive discussion of a large data set. For a single system a possible ex-
planation for an observed effect through the comparison to a previously investigated
system is in most cases easily found. Finding a common explanation for a large data
set, on the other hand, is much more difficult and hence way more significant. Hence
the analysis of a single system in this way is dangerous and must be interpreted very
carefully.

A possible way to push the understanding of RPES applied to π-conjugated molecules
forward is to perform RPES experiments with todays state of the art experimental equip-
ment on simpler molecule-metal interface systems (for example CO, N2 or O2 on single
crystal metal surfaces). This would enable a comparative discussion with the molecule-
metal interface systems investigated in this work. For example issues like interface
CT, hν dependent intensity variations, and the modification of an hν dependent line-
shape evolution by a surface could be studied in more detail. Furthermore, such simpler
molecule-metal interface systems should be a proper starting point to establish calcula-
tions of core level PES and RPES. From there analogous calculations of more compli-
cated systems might be achieved as soon as a fundamental understanding of the theoreti-
cal techniques is gained. This would allow a direct comparison of experiment and theory
from which way deeper insight into the experimental technique and the investigated sys-
tems can be expected. For core level PES calculations of metal-organic interfaces with
π-conjugated molecules the Gunnarsson-Schönhammer theory [71, 72] could be a proper
theoretical basis. RPES calculation might be successfully performed by a combination
of model Hamiltonian techniques and density functional theory (DFT) methods. Hereby
the parameters of the model Hamiltonian could be calculated with DFT calculations.
Additionally, single particle molecular orbitals could be inserted into the Fano formula
[42–45]. An additional RPES experiment that might lead to new interesting information
is resonant ARPES. With a measurement of the angular intensity distribution of the res-
onantly enhanced molecular orbital signals the question whether these should be seen as
resonant Auger signals or resonant PES signals could be answered. In the latter case the
same angular intensity distribution as obtained in direct ARPES measurements can be
expected. So far this question still is a matter of the different viewpoints of molecular
and solid state physics concepts.
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7 Summary / Zusammenfassung

Summary

This thesis consists of two parts of original experimental work, its evaluation, and in-
terpretation. Its final goal is to investigate dynamical charge transfer (CT) at a hetero-
molecular interface with resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES). In order to achieve
this goal preliminary studies have been necessary. First two hetero-molecular inter-
faces that exhibit adequate structural properties as well as an appropriate photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (PES) spectrum of the valence regime have been identified. The de-
sired CT analysis with RPES of these hetero-molecular systems is then conducted on
the basis of the knowledge gained by previous RPES studies of homo-molecular sys-
tems.

The characterization of hetero-molecular films on single crystal Ag surfaces in the first
part of this thesis is performed with high resolution core level PES and valence PES.
The reproduction of the core level PES data with reference spectra of homo-molecular
films allows me to determine which molecule is in direct contact to the Ag surface and
which one is situated in higher layers (not the first one). Due to the direct correspon-
dence of core level and valence PES the assignment of features in the spectra of the latter
technique can be achieved with the identification of the contributions extracted from the
evaluation of the data of the former technique. It is found that the systems PTCDA on
one monolayer (ML) of SnPc on Ag(111) and CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) are stable
at 300 K which means that no significant layer exchange occurs for these systems. In
contrast a vertical exchange of CuPc and PTCDA molecules is observed for PTCDA de-
posited on top of 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111). Up to a coverage of approximately 0.5 ML of
PTCDA molecules these diffuse into the first layer, replace CuPc molecules, and con-
sequently force them into higher layers. Above a coverage of approximately 0.5 ML
of PTCDA molecules these are also found in higher layers. The search for a promising
system for the intended RPES study then leads to an investigation of hetero-molecular
films with a combination of F4TCNQ and PTCDA molecules on Ag(110) within the
same approach. Depositing F4TCNQ molecules onto a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) film in
the herringbone phase at 300 K results in an instable hetero-organic system which un-
dergoes a layer exchange. Hereby PTCDA molecules in the first layer are replaced by
F4TCNQ molecules similar to the behavior of the system PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111).
Switching the order of the preparation steps leads to a stable film of PTCDA/1.0 ML
F4TCNQ/Ag(110) at 300 K. Among the stable hetero-molecular films only the system
CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) exhibits the required wetting growth of the first two lay-
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ers at 300 K and a valence PES spectrum with energetically separable molecular orbital
signals in the same intensity range. Thus this system is identified to be appropriate for a
detailed analysis with RPES.

The unexpected findings of vertical exchanges in the hetero-molecular films at 300 K
motivate a study of the behavior at elevated temperatures for all systems investigated
before. Therein it is revealed that annealing 1.5 ML SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) and
1.0 ML PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) to a temperature above the desorption temperature
of molecules not in direct contact to the Ag(111) surface results in a 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111)
film in both cases. Hence at elevated temperatures (approximately above 420 K) SnPc
molecules replace PTCDA molecules in the first layer on Ag(111). At higher temper-
atures (approximately above 470 K) PTCDA molecules and SnPc molecules situated
above the first layer then desorb from the 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) sample. Annealing all
hetero-molecular films with CuPc and PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) to 570 K leads
to a sample with CuPc and PTCDA molecules in the first and only layer. Depending
on the initial CuPc coverage different ratios of both molecules are obtained. With a
CuPc coverage of exactly 1 ML, or above, films with PTCDA coverages of approxi-
mately 0.1–0.2 ML are produced. So at elevated temperatures CuPc molecules replace
PTCDA molecules in the first layer of the system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). Anal-
ogously the layer exchange at 300 K for the system PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) is
reversed at elevated temperatures. In the case of SnPc and CuPc coverages below 1 ML
annealing vertical hetero-molecular systems with PTCDA on Ag(111) up to 570 K re-
sults in a single layer of mixed hetero-molecular films with lateral long range order. In
this way the system CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) is prepared and then characterized as a
proper system for a detailed analysis with RPES. Additional annealing experiments of
hetero-organic films consisting of F4TCNQ and PTCDA molecules on Ag(110) with
an F4TCNQ coverage of 1.0 ML (and above) end in a submonolayer (sub-ML) film of
F4TCNQ/Ag(110) that exhibits a contribution of amorphous carbon. Consequently, it
can be concluded that at elevated temperatures part of the F4TCNQ molecules decom-
pose.

In the second part of this thesis homo-molecular multilayer samples and (sub-)ML films
on single crystalline metal surfaces are investigated with RPES in order to enable the
final RPES study of vertical and lateral hetero-molecular interface systems. First a pho-
ton energy (hν) dependent intensity variation of (groups of) molecular orbital signals
of exemplary multilayer films (NTCDA and coronene) is studied and explained on the
basis of the local character of the electronic transitions in near edge x-ray absorption fine
structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy in combination with the real space probability den-
sity of the contributing molecular orbitals. This simple approach is found to be able to
correctly describe relative intensity variations by orders of magnitude while it fails for
hν dependent relative intensity changes in the same order of magnitude. After that the
hν dependent line-shape evolution of an energetically separated molecular orbital signal
of a CuPc multilayer is discussed in relation to small molecules in the gas phase and
explained with an effect of electron vibration coupling. Through a comparison of the hν

dependent line-shape evolution of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of a
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CuPc with a SnPc multilayer the molecule specific character of this effect is identified.
Then the same effect with either two (or more) electronic transitions or multiple coupling
vibrational modes is observed for a coronene multilayer. Thereafter the influence of the
adsorption on metal surfaces on this effect is studied and discussed with special emphasis
on a possible contribution by features which are related to dynamical interface CT. For a
sub-ML of SnPc/Au(111) no variation with respect to a SnPc multilayer film is detected
while for a sub-ML of CuPc/Au(111) less intensity is distributed into the high binding
energy (EB) part of the HOMO signal with respect to the corresponding multilayer film.
In the RPES data of a sub-ML of coronene/Ag(111) a resonance specific variation of the
hν dependent line-shape evolution of the HOMO signal is found by the revelation of a
change of this effect with respect to the coronene multilayer data in only one of the two
NEXAFS resonances. All these findings are consistently explained within one effect and
a common set of parameters, namely all quantities that characterize the potential energy
surfaces involved in the RPES process. Through that an alternative explanation that re-
lies on dynamical CT can be excluded which influences the following CT analysis with
RPES.

Three criteria for such an analysis of dynamical interface CT with RPES are identified.
In the system coronene on Ag(111) a low EB feature is related to metal-molecule inter-
face CT through the assignment of a particular final state and hence named CT state.
In the EB region of the frontier molecular orbital signals of the molecule-metal inter-
face systems with a signal from the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in
direct valence PES a broad line-shape is measured in RPES. This finding is related to
interface CT by a possible explanation that emerges through the comparison to the line-
shape of the CT state. The constant kinetic energy (EK) features detected for several
molecule-metal interfaces constitute the third criterion for a CT analysis with RPES. For
the molecule-metal interface systems without a LUMO signal in direct valence PES the
energy of these features can be calculated with the assignment of the responsible decay
channel in combination with explicitly given simplifying assumptions. Through that the
involvement of metal-molecule interface CT in the generation of these constant EK fea-
tures is demonstrated. The RPES data of the lateral and the vertical hetero-molecular
interface, identified in the first part, is then scanned for these three CT criteria. Thereby
neither for the lateral hetero-molecular system CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) nor for the verti-
cal hetero-molecular system CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) dynamical hetero-molecular
interface CT can be confirmed. In the former system the molecule-metal interface in-
teraction is found to dominate the physics of the system in RPES while in the latter
system no hints for a significant hybridization at the CuPc-PTCDA interface can be re-
vealed.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation besteht aus zwei Hauptteilen, in denen neue experimentelle Ergeb-
nisse präsentiert, ausgewertet und interpretiert werden. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es,
dynamischen Ladungstransfer an einer Heteroorganikgrenzfläche mit resonanter Pho-
toelektronenspektroskopie (RPES) zu untersuchen. Um dies zu ermöglichen, musste erst
eine solche Heteroorganikgrenzfläche, mit den geforderten strukturellen Eigenschaften,
gefunden werden, die außerdem noch ein geeignetes Spektrum des Valenzbereichs in
direkter Photoelektronenspektroskopie (PES) aufweist. Zusätzlich erforderte die ange-
strebte Ladungstransferanalyse mit RPES vorausgehende RPES Messungen an homo-
molekularen Systemen. Das dadurch erlangte Wissen konnte dann für die Interpretation
von RPES Messungen heteromolekularer Grenzflächenschichten benutzt werden.

Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit der Charakterisierung von heteromolekularen
Filmen auf Silbereinkristalloberflächen durch hochauflösende PES der Rumpfzustände
und PES der Valenzzustände. Die Reproduktion der Spektren der Rumpfzustände mit
PES Referenzspektren homomolekularer Filme ermöglicht es herauszufinden welches
Molekül direkt auf der Silberoberfläche liegt und welches in höheren Lagen (nicht der
ersten) adsorbiert ist. Außerdem können dadurch Signale in PES Spektren des Valenzbe-
reiches gewissen Zuständen zugeordnet werden, da ein direkter Zusammenhang von PES
der Rumpfzustände und der Valenzzustände existiert. Dieser wiederum ermöglicht es,
durch die Analyse der Daten der Rumpfzustände, herauszufinden, welche Beiträge im
Spektrum des Valenzbereichs enthalten sein müssen. Mit der Analyse der PES Spektren
der Rumpfzustände wird gezeigt, dass die Systeme PTCDA auf einer Monolage (ML)
SnPc auf Ag(111) und CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) bei 300 K stabil sind. Somit kann
ein signifikanter Austausch von Molekülen zwischen den beiden Lagen dieser vertikalen
Heteroschichten ausgeschossen werden. Dampft man hingegen PTCDA Moleküle auf
eine 1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) Schicht auf, so wird ein Austausch von CuPc Molekülen
mit PTCDA Molekülen beobachtet. Für eine PTCDA Bedeckung von bis zu 0.5 ML
diffundieren alle PTCDA Moleküle in die erste Lage, ersetzen die dort befindlichen
CuPc Moleküle und zwingen diese in höhere Lagen. Oberhalb einer PTCDA Bedeckung
von 0.5 ML adsorbieren diese Moleküle auch in höheren Lagen. Um weitere Systeme
zu finden, die für die geplanten RPES Messungen geeignet sind, werden anschließend
ebenfalls heteromolekulare Filme, bestehend aus F4TCNQ und PTCDA Molekülen auf
Ag(110), mit der gleichen Methode untersucht. Ähnlich dem Verhalten des Systems
PTCDA/1 ML CuPc/Ag(111) wird hierbei ein Austausch von PTCDA Molekülen durch
F4TCNQ Moleküle in der ersten Lage des Systems F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110)
beobachtet. Kehrt man die Präparationsreihenfolge hingegen um, kann bei 300 K ein sta-
biler Film von PTCDA/1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) erzeugt werden. Das System CuPc auf
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) wird als einziges stabiles heteromolekulares System identifiziert,
welches sowohl bei 300 K das benötigte benetzende Wachstum der ersten beiden Lagen,
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als auch ein PES Spektrum des Valenzbereichs mit energetisch trennbaren Molekülor-
bitalsignalen im gleichen Intensitätsbereich aufweist. Somit ist gezeigt, dass dieses Sys-
tem für eine detaillierte Analyse mit RPES geeignet ist.

Der unerwartete Befund, dass bei einigen heteromolekularen Filmen ein vertikaler Aus-
tausch stattfindet, motiviert eine Studie des Verhaltens aller heteromolekularen Filme
bei höheren Temperaturen. Dabei wird gezeigt, dass ein 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) Film
entsteht, wenn eine 1.5 ML SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) und eine 1.0 ML PTCDA/1 ML
SnPc/Ag(111) Probe auf eine Temperatur erhitzt werden, bei der Moleküle, welche nicht
direkt auf der Ag(111) Oberfläche adsorbiert sind, desorbieren. Bei erhöhter Tempera-
tur (oberhalb ca. 420 K) verdrängen also SnPc Moleküle PTCDA Moleküle aus der
ersten Lage auf der Ag(111) Oberfläche. Wird die Temperatur weiter erhöht (ober-
halb ca. 470 K), so desorbieren PTCDA und SnPc Moleküle, welche sich nicht in
der ersten Lage befinden, von dem entstandenen 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) Film. Das Er-
hitzen aller heteromolekularen Filme, die aus PTCDA und CuPc Molekülen bestehen,
auf eine Endtemperatur von 570 K resultiert in einer Probe, bei der sowohl CuPc als
auch PTCDA Moleküle in der ersten, und einzigen Lage, adsorbiert sind. Abhängig
von der anfänglichen CuPc Bedeckung entstehen verschiedene Verhältnisse der bei-
den Moleküle. Eine anfängliche CuPc Bedeckung von genau einer ML, oder darüber,
führt zu einem Film mit einer PTCDA Bedeckung von ca. 0.1–0.2 ML. Aus den Heiz-
experimenten am System CuPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) folgt also, dass bei erhöhten
Temperaturen CuPc Moleküle den Platz von PTCDA Molekülen in der ersten Lage
einnehmen. Gleichermaßen wird der Austausch, der für das System PTCDA/1 ML
CuPc/Ag(111) bei 300 K erfolgt ist, wieder rückgängig gemacht. Das Erhitzen einer
heteromolekularen Probe mit PTCDA Molekülen und SnPc bzw. CuPc Bedeckungen
unterhalb einer ML auf 570 K resultiert in einer gemischten heteromolekularen ML, die
eine langreichweitige laterale Ordnung besitzt. Auf diese Art und Weise kann das System
CuPc + PTCDA/Ag(111) präpariert werden. Die Charakterisierung dieses Systems zeigt,
dass es sich für eine detaillierte Analyse mit RPES eignet. In weiteren Experimenten
werden heteromolekulare Filme, bestehend aus F4TCNQ und PTCDA Molekülen auf
Ag(110) mit einer F4TCNQ Bedeckung von 1.0 ML, und darüber, erhitzt. Hierbei wer-
den Submonolagenfilme von F4TCNQ auf Ag(110) erzeugt, die zusätzlich noch amor-
phen Kohlenstoff enthalten. Daraus lässt sich schließen, dass ein Teil der F4TCNQ
Moleküle beim Erhitzen auf diese Temperaturen zersetzt werden.

Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit werden homomolekulare Multilagen-, Monolagen und
Submololagenfilme auf einkristallinen Metalloberflächen mit RPES untersucht, um die
dadurch erlangten Ergebnisse auf RPES Messungen an heteromolekularen Filmen anzu-
wenden. Als erstes wird anhand von Messungen an Multilagenfilmen zweier Modell-
moleküle (NTCDA und Coronen) die Abhängigkeit der Intensitätsvariation (einer Grup-
pe) von Molekülorbitalsignalen von der Photonenenergie (hν) untersucht. Die gewon-
nenen Daten werden durch den lokalen Charakter der elektronischen Übergänge in der
Nahkantenröntgenabsorptionsfeinstrukturspektroskopie (NEXAFS) und der Realraum-
wahrscheinlichkeitsdichte der beitragenden Molekülorbitale erklärt. Mit diesem ver-
einfachten Denkansatz können relative Intensitätsvariationen über Größenordnungen be-
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schrieben werden, bei relativen Veränderungen der Intensität innerhalb der selben Grö-
ßenordnung versagt diese Erklärung allerdings. Daraufhin wird die hν Abhängigkeit der
Linienformentwicklung von einem energetisch trennbaren Molekülorbitalsignal einer
CuPc Multilage im Vergleich zu kleinen Molekülen in der Gasphase diskutiert und auf
einen Effekt der Kopplung von Vibrationen an elektronische Übergänge zurückgeführt.
Ein anschließender Vergleich dieser hν Abhängigkeit der Linienformentwicklung des
höchsten besetzten Molekülorbitals (HOMO) von CuPc und SnPc Multilagen offen-
bart den molekülspezifischen Charakter dieses Effekts. Danach wird gezeigt, dass für
eine Multilage Coronen der selbe Effekt, allerdings mit der Beteiligung zweier (oder
mehrerer) elektronischer Übergänge oder aneinander koppelnder Vibrationsmoden, zu
sehen ist. Im Anschluss wird der Einfluss durch die Adsorption auf einer Metallober-
fläche auf diesen Effekt untersucht und im Hinblick auf eine mögliche Beteiligung von
Signalen diskutiert, in deren Entstehung Ladungstransfer beteiligt ist. Der Vergleich der
RPES Messung eines Submonolagenfilms von SnPc auf Au(111) und den entsprechen-
den Daten einer SnPc Multilage zeigt keinerlei sichtbare Veränderung. Demgegenüber
wird für eine Submonolage CuPc auf Au(111) eine verminderte Intensitätsumverteilung
in den Teil größerer Bindungsenergie (EB) des HOMO, im Vergleich zur einer CuPc
Multilage, festgestellt. Vergleicht man die RPES Daten von einer Submonolage Coro-
nen/Ag(111) mit denen des entsprechenden Multilagenfilms, erkennt man eine reso-
nanzspezifische Veränderung der hν Abhängigkeit der Linienformentwicklung, da sich
nur in einer der beiden NEXAFS Resonanzen eine Veränderung dieses Effekts zwischen
dem Submonolagen- und dem Multilagenfilm zeigt. Alle diese experimentellen Be-
funde können mit einem einzigen Effekt und einem gemeinsamen Parametersatz erklärt
werden. Dies sind alle Parameter, die benötigt werden, um die Potentialenergieober-
flächen zu beschreiben, welche im RPES Prozess involviert sind. Dadurch kann eine
Alternativerklärung, die auf dynamischem Ladungstransfer beruht, ausgeschlossen wer-
den, was wiederum die folgende Ladungstransferanalyse mit RPES entscheidend beein-
flusst.

Eine solche Ladungstransferanalyse mit RPES kann durch den Nachweis von drei ver-
schiedenen mit dynamischem Ladungstransfer assoziierten Signalen durchgeführt wer-
den. Ein in den RPES Daten von einer Submonolage Coronen/Ag(111) detektiertes Sig-
nal bei niedriger EB kann, durch die Zuordnung eines spezifischen Endzustandes, mit
Ladungstransfer über die Grenzfläche zwischen Molekül und Metall hinweg in Verbin-
dung gebracht werden. Folglich wird dieses Signal Ladungstransferzustand genannt.
Im EB Bereich der am schwächsten gebundenen Molekülorbitalsignale zeigen RPES
Messungen eine verbreiterte Linienform für diejenigen Molekülmetallgrenzflächensys-
teme, welche ein Signal des niedrigsten unbesetzten Molekülorbitals (LUMO) in di-
rekter PES aufweisen. Durch den Vergleich mit der Linienform des Ladungstransfer-
zustandes kann eine mögliche Erklärung für diesen experimentellen Befund entwickelt
werden, die diesen mit Ladungstransfer in Verbindung bringt. Als drittes Signal, das
für eine Ladungstransferanalyse mit RPES herangezogen werden kann, dienen Signale
konstanter kinetische Energie (EK), welche sich in den RPES Daten einiger Molekül-
metallgrenzflächensysteme zeigen. Die gemessene Energie dieser Signale kann für die
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Molekülmetallgrenzflächensysteme, welche kein Signal des LUMO in direkter PES auf-
weisen, durch die Zuordnung des verantwortlichen Zerfallskanals und explizit ange-
führte Vereinfachungen erfolgreich berechnet werden. Dadurch wird die Beteiligung von
Ladungstransfer über die Grenzfläche zwischen Molekül und Metall im Erzeugungspro-
zess dieser Signale konstanter EK gezeigt. In den RPES Daten der lateralen und ver-
tikalen heteromolekularen Grenzflächensysteme, die im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit identi-
fiziert wurden, wird dann letztendlich nach einem Beitrag dieser drei mit Ladungstrans-
fer assoziierten Signale gesucht. Weder für das laterale heteromolekulare System CuPc
+ PTCDA/Ag(111) noch für das vertikale heteromolekulare System CuPc auf 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) kann, durch die Detektion eines dieser Signale, Ladungstransfer ent-
lang der heteromolekularen Grenzfläche bestätigt werden. Als entscheidender Faktor für
die physikalische Beschreibung von RPES am ersten System wird die Wechselwirkung
zwischen Molekül und Metall identifiziert. Das zentrale Ergebnis für das zweite Sys-
tem ist, dass keine Hinweise auf eine signifikante Hybridisierung an der Grenzfläche
zwischen CuPc und PTCDA entdeckt werden können.
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A Supporting data for chapter 3

Angular dependence of core level PES of
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)

Fig. A1 shows the angular dependence of the C1s and O1s core level PES spectra of
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111). With varying electron emission angle φ the integrated intensity
(Fig. A1(a) and (b)) and the line-shape (Fig. A1(c) and (d)) of both core level PES spectra
changes.
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Figure A1: Angular dependence of C1s and O1s core level PES data of 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111). For the C1s spectra a linear and for the O1s spectra a power law back-
ground is subtracted. (a) Selected C1s core level PES spectra for different electron emis-
sion angles φ (with respect to the surface normal, see section 3.1). The data is normalized
at the pre-peak plateau at EB ≈ 280 eV (see section 3.3). (b) Integrated intensity of all
C1s and O1s core level PES spectra normalized to the integrated intensity value of the
spectrum with φ = 0◦. (c) Comparison of the line shape of selected C1s core level PES
spectra. For comparison the spectra are scaled for matching intensity of the peak at the
smallest EB. (d) Comparison of the line shape of selected O1s core level PES spectra
analogue to panel (c).
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B Supporting data for chapter 4

Coverage dependence of PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) and
hints for a layer exchange

In Fig. A2 PES data of PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) is presented. In Fig A2(a) repre-
sentative C1s core level spectra corresponding to the valence PES spectra in Fig A2(b)
are displayed. With the PTCDA multilayer reference spectrum (purple line in Fig A2(c))
the PES intensity which grows with PTCDA coverage in the C1s spectrum in Fig A2(a)
can be identified to originate from multilayer-like PTCDA molecules. Hence the PES
intensity growing with PTCDA coverage in Fig A2(b) can be assigned to the PTCDA
HOMO of multilayer-like PTCDA molecules. In Fig A2(c) a C1s core level spectrum
(open circles) is shown for which the rising edge of the main peak at EB≈ 284 eV cannot
be reproduced with the scaled reference spectra of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) (cyan line) and
a PTCDA multilayer (purple line). This spectrum is not representative for the 0.35 ML
PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) sample since for the five C1s spectra on other sample spots
the reproduction works (as in Fig. 4.1(a)). In the O1s core level PES spectrum of the
0.35 ML PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) sample (see Fig A2(d)) additional intensity with
respect to the PTCDA multilayer reference spectrum is visible at the rising edge of the
main peak at EB ≈ 530.5 eV. Both deviations from the reference spectra could be a con-
sequence of a 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) contribution.
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Figure A2: PES data of PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111). (a) Representative C1s core
level PES spectra of different PTCDA coverages together with a reference spectrum
of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) (cyan line). (b) Valence PES data corresponding to the C1s
core level PES spectra of panel (a). (c) C1s core level PES spectrum of 0.35 ML
PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML
SnPc/Ag(111) (cyan line) and a PTCDA multilayer (purple line). The red line is the sum
of both reference spectra. This spectrum is not representative for the sample. (d) O1s core
level PES spectrum of 0.35 ML PTCDA/1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) (open circles) in comparison
to a scaled multilayer PTCDA reference spectrum (purple line).
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Further annealing experiments of
SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)

In Fig. A3 PES data of 1.5 ML SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) annealed at 430 K is
shown. The successful reproduction of the measured C1s core level PES spectrum in
Fig. A3(a) requires the use of multilayer and ML reference spectra of both molecules.
For a successful reproduction of the N1s core level PES spectrum in Fig. A3(b) a SnPc
multilayer and a 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) reference are necessary. These findings lead to
the conclusion that PTCDA and SnPc are both situated in the first and in higher lay-
ers.
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Figure A3: PES data of 1.5 ML SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) annealed at 430 K. (a) C1s
core level PES spectrum (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML
PTCDA/Ag(111) (brown line), 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) (cyan line), a PTCDA multilayer
(purple line), and a SnPc multilayer (blue line). (b) N1s core level PES spectrum (open
circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) (cyan line) and a
CuPc multilayer (blue line). In both panels the red line is the sum of all reference spectra.
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The C1s core level PES spectrum displayed in Fig. A4(a) is an example spectrum of a
SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) hetero-organic film for which no PTCDA reference spec-
trum is needed in order to achieve a successful reproduction of the measured spectrum.
Only a 1 ML SnPc/Ag(111) and a SnPc multilayer reference spectrum are necessary to
reproduce all features of the measured line-shape of the C1s core level PES spectrum of
4 ML SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) annealed at 470 K. The O1s core level PES spectrum
of the same sample (filled back squares) is illustrated in Fig. A4(b) in comparison to a
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) reference (filled brown circles). The PES intensity found for the
O1s core level PES spectrum of 4 ML SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) annealed at 470 K
(filled back squares) is too small for an evaluation of the line-shape. Comparing the
intensity of the O1s core level PES spectrum of the annealed hetero-organic film (filled
back squares) to the intensity of a O1s core level PES spectrum of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111)
(filled brown circles) I can conclude that the amount of PTCDA molecules in the hetero-
organic film is vanishingly small. Hence either almost all PTCDA molecules are des-
orbed from this sample or large pure SnPc domains are measured in both core level
spectra of Fig. A4.
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Figure A4: PES data of 4 ML SnPc/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) annealed at 470 K. (a) C1s
core level PES spectrum (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of 1 ML
SnPc/Ag(111) (cyan line) and a SnPc multilayer (blue line). The red line is the sum of
both reference spectra. (b) O1s core level PES spectrum (filled back squares) together
with a reference spectrum of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(111) (filled brown circles).
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Simulation of different origins of an EB shift of a
LUMO signal

Fig. A5 demonstrates how a change in the background can lead to an apparent EB shift
of a Gaussian peak at constant EB that is cut by a Fermi function. From the simulated
valence PES spectrum in Fig. A5(a) to the one in Fig. A5(b) the slope of the linear back-
ground is changed which results in an apparent EB shift of the LUMO peak maximum
by ∆EB = 120 meV. From the simulated valence PES spectrum in Fig. A5(a) to the one
in Fig. A5(c) EB of the LUMO peak is changed by ∆EB = 120 meV which results in
an actual EB shift of the LUMO peak maximum by ∆EB = 120 meV. In Fig. A5(d) the
simulated valence PES spectrum in Fig. A5(b) is directly compared to the simulated va-
lence PES spectrum in Fig. A5(c). In a measured valence PES EDC differences of the
background (substrate s-p bands) of two spectra might not be obvious due to a change
of the PES intensity of other signals. Hence it is very difficult to distinguish between an
apparent EB shift of a peak maximum (like in Fig. A5(b)) and an actual EB shift of a peak
maximum (like in Fig. A5(c)) in such a situation.
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Figure A5: Simulation of valence PES data of a Gaussian LUMO signal and a linear
background (BGR) which are both cut by a Fermi function. (a) A flat BGR (α) and
a LUMO signal with EB = 0.30 eV (β ) add up to a valence PES spectrum (VPES1).
(b) A steep BGR (α) and a LUMO signal with EB = 0.30 eV (β ) add up to a valence
PES spectrum (VPES2) for which the apparent LUMO peak maximum appears shifted
by ∆EB = 120 meV with respect to VPES1. (c) A flat BGR (α) and a LUMO signal
with EB = 0.42 eV (β ) add up to a valence PES spectrum (VPES3) for which the actual
LUMO peak maximum is shifted by ∆EB = 120 meV with respect to VPES1. (d) Direct
comparison of VPES2 and VPES3.
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Line-shapes of C1s core level PES spectra of homo-molecular
F4TCNQ and a fingerprint approach analysis of
1.0 ML F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110)

In Fig. A6(a) the line-shapes of a F4TCNQ multilayer C1s core level PES spectrum pre-
pared and measured at 100 K (green line) and a 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) spectrum
(orange line) are compared to each other. Both C1s PES line-shapes are significantly dif-
ferent with respect to each other. Fig. A6(b) shows the C1s core level PES spectrum of a
1.0 ML F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) sample. The measured C1s PES spectrum of
this hetero-organic system (open circles) is successfully reproduced by reference spec-
tra of 1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) (brown line), 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) (orange line), a
PTCDA multilayer (purple line), and a F4TCNQ multilayer (green line).
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Figure A6: (a) C1s core level PES spectrum of a F4TCNQ multilayer prepared and mea-
sured at 100 K (green line) in comparison to a 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) spectrum
(orange line). The spectrum of the F4TCNQ multilayer is scaled for best compari-
son of the line-shapes of both spectra. (b) C1s core level PES spectrum of 1.0 ML
F4TCNQ/1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) (open circles) together with scaled reference spectra of
1 ML PTCDA/Ag(110) (brown line), 1.0 ML F4TCNQ/Ag(110) (orange line), a PTCDA
multilayer (purple line), and an F4TCNQ multilayer (green line). The red line is the sum
of all reference spectra.
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Coverage dependent EB shifts of F4TCNQ/Ag(110)

Fig. A7 illustrates the coverage dependent EB shifts of F4TCNQ on Ag(110). EB of all
core level PES spectra and all valence PES signals continuously increases with increasing
F4TCNQ coverage.
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Figure A7: PES data of F4TCNQ/Ag(110) for different coverages. The black vertical lines
are a guide to the eye which facilitates the observation of the coverage dependent EB shifts.
(a) C1s core level PES spectra of different F4TCNQ coverages. (b) Valence PES spectra
of different F4TCNQ coverages. (c) N1s core level PES spectra of different F4TCNQ
coverages. (d) F1s core level PES spectra of different F4TCNQ coverages.
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C Supporting data for chapter 5

Direct valence PES data of an NTCDA multilayer and
an ML NTCDA/Ag(111)

Fig. A8 displays the valence PES spectra of a flat lying Frank-van-der-Merwe-like grown
NTCDA multilayer and an ML NTCDA/Ag(111). The EB region of the CIS 1 and CIS
2 spectra in Fig. 5.1 is bounded by the orange (CIS 1) and blue (CIS 2) vertical lines in
Fig. A8(a). These EB regions are selected in order to include the PES intensity maxima
originating from a group of resonantly enhanced molecular orbital signals in the PES
overview map in Fig. 5.1(a). The only molecular orbital signal in Fig. A8(a) that can be
attributed to a single molecular orbital signal is the HOMO signal. All other molecular
orbital signals are energetically overlapping with each other. In the valence PES spec-
trum of an ML NTCDA/Ag(111) illustrated in Fig. A8(b) the LUMO signal, the HOMO
signal, and the PES signal of the HOMO-1 can be assigned to a peak or a shoulder
(HOMO-1) in the PES spectrum.
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Figure A8: Valence PES spectra of NTCDA for different coverages. The red vertical lines
denote the EB of the indicated molecular orbital signals. (a) Valence PES spectrum of an
NTCDA multilayer prepared and measured at 100 K. The EB region within the orange
and blue vertical lines corresponds to the EB region of the CIS 1 and CIS 2 spectrum in
Fig. 5.1, respectively. (b) Valence PES spectrum of an ML NTCDA/Ag(111) in the EB

region corresponding to panel (a).
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Calculated real space probability densities of the frontier
molecular orbitals of coronene

Fig. A9 displays the real space probability densities of the two molecular orbital signals
with the lowest EB in direct valence PES obtained by DFT calculations. The pictures
are taken from Fig. A4 of Ref. [59]. Details about these DFT calculations can be found
in Ref. [59]. In Fig. A9(a) the real space probability density of the HOMO is presented
while Fig. A9(b) shows the corresponding result for the HOMO-1.

HOMO HOMO-1

(a) (b)

Figure A9: Real space probability densities of the frontier molecular orbitals of coronene
taken from Fig. A4 of Ref. [59]. For details of the DFT calculations see Ref. [59]. (a)
Real space probability density of the HOMO. (b) Real space probability density of the
HOMO-1.
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Direct valence PES data of multilayer CuPc/Ag(111)

Fig. A10 shows a comparison of direct valence PES spectra of a multilayer of CuPc
molecules at 100 K (filled blue diamonds) and at 300 K (filled red circles) on Ag(111).
A difference in EB of the HOMO signals of both films of 70 meV is observed. The
same difference in EB of these HOMO signals is found in the RPES data illustrated in
Fig. 5.5(a). The difference in the PES intensity of the two HOMO signals is a con-
sequence of the normalization of both spectra at the pre-peak plateau at EB = 0.8 eV
and the different growth modes of the two samples. For the Frank-van-der-Merwe-like
grown film at 100 K the s-p bands of the Ag(111) substrate are more attenuated than for
the Stranski-Krastanow grown film at 300 K.
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Figure A10: Comparison of direct valence PES spectra of multilayer CuPc/Ag(111) at 100 K
(filled blue diamonds) and at 300 K (filled red circles). The spectra are normalized with
respect to each other at EB = 0.8 eV. The vertical lines in the same color as the particular
valence PES spectrum denote the EB position of the HOMO signal of this spectrum.
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Resonant photoelectron spectroscopy data of CO in the gas
phase

In Fig. A11 RPES data at the carbon K-edge of CO molecules in the gas phase is pre-
sented together with calculations. The pictures illustrated in panels (a) and (b) are taken
from Ref. [63] and the ones in panels (c) and (d) from Ref. [62]. In Fig. A11(a) the
NEXAFS spectrum is displayed which demonstrates to which intermediate state vibra-
tional level νn a particular hν corresponds. Fig. A11(b) shows that with increasing νn
more relative intensity is distributed into the part of smaller EK of the frontier molec-
ular orbital signals. This effect becomes even clearer in the RPES data illustrated in
Fig. A11(c) and (d). Therein a comparison to calculations reveals that the intensity in the
part of smaller EK of the particular molecular orbital signal corresponds to higher final
state vibrational levels ν f . In the lowest panels of Fig. A11(c) and (d) the direct (thick
line) and the interference parts (thin line) of the calculations are presented separately.
For details about the measurement of this data see Refs. [62, 63]. For details about the
presented calculations see Ref. [62].
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(a)(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A11: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of CO in the gas phase. The pictures presented
in panels (a) and (b) are taken from Ref. [63] and the ones in panels (c) and (d) are
taken from Ref. [62]. For details about the measurement of this data see Refs. [62, 63].
For details about the presented calculations see Ref. [62]. (a) NEXAFS spectrum of the
hν region of the C1s to 2π resonance. (b) RPES data recorded with hν corresponding
to the intermediate state vibrational levels νn = 0,1,2. (c) RPES data recorded with hν

corresponding to νn = 0 together with calculations. (d) Analogue figure to panel (c) for
hν corresponding to νn = 1.
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Direct valence PES EDCs of coronene/Ag(111) at high
symmetry points

In Fig. A12 EDCs of the 1 ML coronene/Ag(111) data cube presented and discussed in
Refs. [121] and [59] are illustrated. The two EDCs are extracted at high symmetry points
(K-point and M-point) of the surface Brilluin zone (for details see Refs. [121] and [59]).
In Fig. A12(a) a large EB region is presented that shows the angular intensity variation
of the HOMO signal. Neither in Fig. A12(a) nor in Fig. A12(b) a LUMO signal can be
detected. The upper limit of the value of the relative intensity of the LUMO signal with
respect to the HOMO signal of 1% given in Eq. 5.1 is estimated from the noise level of
the extracted EDCs in the EB region of interest.
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Figure A12: Valence PES spectra of 1 ML coronene/Ag(111) taken from the ARPES data
cube of Refs. [121] and [59]. For details about the experiment and data evaluation see
Refs. [121] and [59]. (a) EDCs at the K-point (red line) and the M-point (blue line) on
a large EB scale. (b) Zoom of panel (a) into the EB region where a LUMO signal could
emerge.
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Absence of constant kinetic energy features in the RPES data
of multilayer samples

In Figs. A13 and A14 the RPES data of the corresponding multilayer samples to the sys-
tems illustrated in Figs. 5.18, 5.19, and 5.20 is presented. In contrast to the (sub-)ML
films on Ag(111) (see Figs. 5.18 and 5.19) and Au(111) (see Fig. 5.20) no constant EK
features are observed for the multilayer samples in Figs. A13 and A14.
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Figure A13: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of a multilayer CuPc/Ag(111) and a multilayer
SnPc/Au(111). (a) PES overview map of a multilayer CuPc/Ag(111) with an hν increment
of 250 meV and an EK increment of 50 meV presented on an EK scale. The red dashed
box illustrates the area from which the hν integrated EDC originates and the EK region
in which it is presented in panel (b). The yellow line represents EF . (b) hν integrated
EDC of a multilayer CuPc/Ag(111) obtained by integration over hν in the area of the red
dashed box in the PES overview map in panel (a). (c) PES overview map of a multilayer
SnPc/Au(111) analog to panel (a). (d) hν integrated EDC of a multilayer SnPc/Au(111)
analog to panel (b).
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Figure A14: RPES data at the carbon K-edge of a multilayer coronene/Ag(111) and a mul-
tilayer NTCDA/Ag(111). (a) PES overview map of a multilayer coronene/Ag(111) with
an hν increment of 250 meV and an EK increment of 50 meV presented on an EK scale.
The red dashed box illustrates the area from which the hν integrated EDC originates and
the EK region in which it is presented in panel (b). The yellow line represents EF . (b) hν

integrated EDC of a multilayer coronene/Ag(111) obtained by integration over hν in the
area of the red dashed box in the PES overview map in panel (a). (c) PES overview map of
a multilayer NTCDA/Ag(111) analog to panel (a). (d) hν integrated EDC of a multilayer
NTCDA/Ag(111) analog to panel (b).
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Direct valence PES data of 0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111)

In Fig. A15 EDCs of direct valence PES data of the system 0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111) is
presented. Valence PES overview spectra recorded with emission angles of φ = 0◦ and
φ = 15◦ are illustrated in Fig. A15(a). For the spectrum recorded with φ = 15◦ a larger
PES intensity of the molecular orbital signals, especially the HOMO signal, with respect
to the Ag(111) s-p bands is observed than for the spectrum recorded with φ = 0◦. This
is due to the angular dependency of the PES intensity of molecular orbitals of coronene
(for a detailed study of this effect in the system coronene on Ag(111) see Ref. [121]).
In Fig. A15(b) a direct valence PES detail spectrum recorded with a smaller pass energy
than the valence PES overview spectra in Fig. A15(a) is displayed. The smaller EK reso-
lution of the valence PES spectrum in Fig. A15(b) allows the detection of the HOMO-1
signal which is hardly visible in the valence PES overview spectra in Fig. A15(a). So
EB of the HOMO and the HOMO-1 signal can be determined with the direct valence
PES detail spectrum in Fig. A15(b). The obtained values are used for the calculation of
EK,theo(CFS m) with Eq. 5.15 in subsection 5.3.3.
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Figure A15: Valence PES spectra of 0.8 ML coronene/Ag(111) recorded with different an-
gles φ and different pass energies. The black vertical lines denote EB of the indicated
molecular orbital signals. (a) Valence PES overview spectrum for φ = 0◦ and φ = 15◦

recorded with a pass energy of 50 eV. The spectra are normalized with respect to each
other so that both exhibit an equal intensity for the Ag(111) s-p bands at EB ≈ 0− 2 eV.
(b) Valence PES detail spectrum for φ = 15◦ recorded with a pass energy of 20 eV.
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EB binding energy
EF Fermi energy
EK kinetic energy
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CFS constant final state
CIS constant initial state
CT charge transfer
DFT density functional theory
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EDC energy distribution curve
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